MLCS

mlcswoodworking.com
NEW!

VERTEX Multi-Angle Sled
™

Cut tenons and moldings
in the vertical position!
For router and saw tables.
Page 4

FREE SHIPPING!
IN CONTIGUOUS USA

CATALOG C-147 • 2019

New Year’s Sale! Ends on January 31, 2019

Coming soon. With Bluetooth connectivity!

PowerLift
Pro
Computer controlled router lift.

®

SAVE $50! Stay above the table. Save your back!
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

Improved connectivity.
No more wires above table.
Improved App functions.
• Easy to read app controls and

height readout
• Plug and Play! Almost no setup
required
• Great for home, schools,
retirement communities and
manufacturing facilities
• Foot pedal for easy, hands free
height adjustments
• On the fly plunge cutting
• Precise movements within .001".
• The MLCS 10" Android Tablet
(optional) has the PowerLift
App pre-installed, or download
the App for free, to almost any
Android device.
• Six custom Memory Positions
with Advanced Pass Control.
• Preset Movements are preprogrammed with the most
common measurements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The PowerLift Pro®
includes:
Foot Switch
Insert Ring with 2” hole
Insert Ring Wrench
Starter Pin
(3) Allen Wrenches
(4) Plate Leveling Screws
Power Supply Cord
Video Demos
Online! See
our PowerLift
video library

• “Set Zero” at any point. Over

3" of total travel.
• Designed to fit round router
motors that are 3‑1/4 HP, and
4.2" in dia. See reducer sleeves
for common 3.5" and 3.25"
diameter motors.
• The 3/8" Aluminum Plate
is 9-1/32" x 12-3/32". It can
accept router bits up to 3-1/2"
in diameter.

Router motor
sold separately

POWERLIFT PRO®

SAVE 50! PowerLift Pro® with
Bluetooth plus a 10” Android Tablet
with PowerLift App pre-installed
#9529.............................................. $649.95

PowerLift Pro® with Bluetooth
#9520............................................... $549.95

PowerLift Pro® with Bluetooth2
For non-MLCS brands of router tables
with 11-3/4" x 9-1/4" x 3/8" insert plate
#9521................................................ $549.95

Bluetooth Control Box
For old model PowerLift Pro to
convert to bluetooth
#9522................................................... $99.95

10” Android Tablet with PowerLift
App pre-installed
#9525.................................................$149.95
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NEW! TABLET HOLDERS

Fence Mount Tablet Holder
with 15" Goose-neck
• Mount features
a 15" gooseneck
• Slim-Grip Holder
fits large
tablets 9" to
18.4" in screen size
Swivel ball provides
ultimate flexibility in
viewing tablet
• Hardware included to mount
to Router Table Fence T-Track
#9526...................... $39.95

Table Clamp Mount Tablet
Holder with 12" Goose-neck
• Recommended
for router tables
• Slim-Grip Holder
fits tablets 9" to
18.4" in screen
size, even with
cases. The C-clamp base of
the mount grips tables as
thick as 1.75"
• Tilts approximately 30° and
rotates 360°

ACCESSORIES
Insert Ring 4 pieces kit
#9566............................................. $19.95

Insert Ring Wrench Replacement
#9567................................................ $9.95

Reducer Sleeves for 3.5"
diameter motor
#9568.............................................$27.95

Reducer Sleeves for 3.25"
diameter motor
#9569............................................$29.95

#9527...................... $39.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Phenolic Router Table Top
Made from solid phenolic “mineral resin” material
which is known for its strength, impact and wear
resistance and stability in any shop environment.

SAVE $20, plus Free Shipping! Phenolic tables are the
top choice for many industrial wood working shops. The approx.
3/4" thick top is 24" x 32" and is designed to use 9-1/32" x
12-3/32" router plates and the MLCS Router Lift Systems. A
deluxe double T- track is installed in the table with one slot for

ROUTER TABLES

1/4" hex head bolts, and a second standard 3/4" miter slot for
use with most miter gauges and jigs. With the double t-track
you can add or create many different hold downs and jigs
to expand the capabilities of the Phenolic Router Table Top.
• Pre-Drilled for mounting the “top of the line” X1 Fence
system (#9576 on page 58).
• Pre-Drilled for the 35" high x 26" wide x 22" deep Pro
Router Table Stand (#9565 on page 59). The Phenolic Top
can be mounted to other stands.

#9577..................................SALE $249.95

Phenolic Top, X1 Fence, and
Premium Aluminum
Router Plate Kit

SAVE $50! Includes #9577, #9576
#9621. List $539.85.
#9622...................................$489.95

“Top to Bottom” 		
Phenolic Router Table System

SAVE $80! List $649.80. Includes:

PRO

& U-Turn Lift

™

Compatible!

• The Phenolic Table Top
• X1 Fence (P. 58) #9576
• Premium Aluminum Router Plate
Kit with 5 quick change insert
rings #9621 (see P. 58).
• Pro Table Stand (P, 59) #9565

#9620..............................$569.95
Features a
deluxe double
T-track!

“Pro” Router Table Stand is on
P. 59, the Premium Router Plate
and X1 Fence are on P. 58.

“Ultimate” PowerLift Pro Router Table System “Ultimate” U-Turn Lift Router Table System
The most advanced routing system in the world!

We’ve assembled a routing monster!

SAVE $205! The only computerized • 3¼ HP variable speed Router Motor

SAVE $55! A complete routing sys- • 3¼ HP variable speed Router Motor

and complete routing system featuring:
• The PowerLift Pro with Android Tablet
plus app, and Foot Pedal. Handles our
large 4.2" diameter Router Motor with
ease. Makes mortising a breeze! (P. 2).
• The 24" x 32" Phenolic Router Table Top
(pre-drilled for X1 Fence and Pro Stand).
• The 4" tall “X1” Fence, with two track
mounting system (P. 58).

with BIG 4.2" diameter (P. 59).
• The Pro Router Table Stand (P. 59).
• Four piece Locking Insert Ring Kit
(see #9566 online)

FREE SHIPPING!
“Ultimate” PowerLift Pro Table System
All six components. Reg. $1504.65
#9530.................... SALE $1299.95

tem featuring these six components:
• The 24" x 32" Phenolic Router Table
Top (pre-drilled for the X1 Fence and
Pro Stand).
• The 4" tall “X1” Fence, with two track
mounting system (P. 58).
• U-Turn Router Lift with a 3/8" aluminum
plate. Adjusts the router with a side
height adjustment handle (P. 59).

with BIG 4.2" diameter (P. 59).
• The Pro Router Table Stand, predrilled for the U-Turn Lift (P. 59).
• Four piece Locking Insert Ring Kit
(see #9566 online)

FREE SHIPPING!
‘Ultimate” U-Turn Router Table System
All six components. Reg. $1104.70
#9638........................ SALE $1049.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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ACCESSORIES, ROUTER BITS

Track Saw System

VERTEX™ Multi-Angle Sled
Safely cut tenons and custom
profiles in the vertical position!

Coming soon!
SAVE $20! Vertex™ Multi-Angle Sled is
designed for use on most router tables
and table saws. The sled face can be set
at 45º, 60º, 75º, and 90º angles for vertical
use. The precision Miter Bar allows for
controlled movements and can be adjusted
to fit most miter slots.
• Great for cutting tenons, slots, custom
moldings, end grain profiles, etc...
• Safely work with your stock in
vertical positions

• Easy to use and set up
• Large size to handle big jobs.
• Both the face and base measure 14"
wide x 10" high
• Fence Guides are cut to 90º on one
side and to 45º on the other for
precisely hold your work piece
• Toggle clamp (included) that can be
used on stock up to 1" thick
• Large handles for maximum control
• Made from clear acrylic so you can
see your work
VERTEX™ Multi-Angle Sled

#9545 Reg $149.95........... $129.95

Coming soon!

Small, Powerful, Portable.

SAVE $30! 4-1/2" Track
Saw System with 110" of
track. Cuts up to 1-3/4"
thick stock. The
pistol grip style
saw allows for easy,
non-slip one handed
use. An additional handle
for 2 handed use is included.
• Light weight and small
size make it the ultimate
portable track saw
• Extruded Aluminum track is straight
and precise. Includes low friction
sliders for smooth saw movements,
as well as non-slip rubber padding on
the bottom of the track.
• Track comes in six 18-3/8" sections
and includes connectors for easy
• Bevel adjustment up to 45º
transportation and storage.
• 5.8Amp 120V motor has plenty of
Track Saw System
power. Max speed of 3500rpm
• Accepts 4-1/2" Blade with 3/8" Bore. #9661 Reg $189.95.................. $159.95
• Includes (1) 24T TCT Blade and (1) 60T Replacement 4-1/2" carbide tipped blade
HSS Blade
#9662 24T...........................................$9.95
• 2 Track Hold down clamps are included Replacement 4-1/2" HHS blade
• Dust Port is 1-1/4" Diameter
#9663 60T..........................................$9.95

66 Piece Router Bit Sets
★★★★★ SAVE $30! Ends 1/31/19.
CUSTOMER RATING:

Box Making Router Bit Sets
Includes Two Router Bits and Peel & Stick Felt Sheets.
More Sets and FREE detailed
project plans online

SET 2

SET 1

Felt Box Liner
Included with both sets
(color may vary).

Box Making Set 1

Box Making Set 2

SAVE $22! Includes a Furniture

SAVE $29! Includes Mitered Door

Maker bit #8592, Traditional Foot
bit #8588, and Felt Box Liner.
Pages 27 and 55.

Frame bit #8782, Traditional Foot
bit #8588, and and Felt Box Liner.
Pages 9, 27 and 55.

#8584................ SALE $49.95

#8585................SALE $69.95
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FREE Collet Extension #9464 and Router Bit Bearing Lube
#9029 with 1/2" shank set. 66 carbide tipped bits in a "wall
mountable" Wood Storage Box. Excellent carbide tipped, antikickback router bits (larger sizes) with a high temperature coating.
• 8 Straight • 6 Cove • 4 Chamfer
• 6 Round Over • 5 Dovetail
• 3 Core Box • 3 Round Nose
• 3 Hinge Mortising • 3 V-Groove
• 2 Edge Beading • 2 Flush Trim
• 2 Roman Ogee • 2 Slot Cutter
• 1 Classical • 1 Bevel • 1 Keyhole
• 1 Bevel Trim • 1 Ogee Filet
• 1 Rabbeting • 1 Panel Pilot
• 1 Dish Cutter • 1 Cove Sign
Lettering • 1 Double Round Over
• 1 Double Cove & Bead
• 1 Multi Bead/Reed Bit
• 1 Double Fillet & Cove
• 1 Flat Bottom Round Over
• 1 Flat Bottom Sign Lettering
• 1 Groove Forming Classical
• 1 Point Cutting Round Over
• 3 bearings and allen wrench
1/2" Shank 66 Piece Set with FREE
Collet Extension and Bearing Lube
#1417...................................SALE $189.95

WOOD STORAGE BOX INCLUDED

1/4" Shank 66 Piece Set

#6083.............................................$189.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

CARBIDE
TIPPED

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

FAST JOINT SYSTEM
Includes a
Step-by-Step
Instruction
Booklet

Fast Joint Precision Joinery System
Use your router table and interchangeable
templates to create up to 20 unique joints!
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

SAVE $61! Four templates are included!
This unique jointing system with matching templates makes
creative, custom joinery simple. Insert your bit in the router,
insert a guide bushing into your router table insert, set your bit
height and you're ready to go. Set male and female templates
on opposite sides of the jig platform and start cutting. For
stock 1/4" to 3/4" thick (1/4" to 3/8" for through dovetails) and
up to 14" wide. You can choose up to 16 additional decorative
and interesting joint profiles to “spice up” the standard
joints. For table mounted routers that accept template
guide bushings only. Not compatible with Ryobi or
Bosch router tables. Includes:
• One Fast Joint Aluminum Jig Platform with all
necessary hardware
• Three Toggle Clamps & Two Spring Clamps
• One 3/16" HSS Spiral Upcut Bit
• One 5mm HSS Spiral Upcut Bit
• One 14˚ CT Dovetail Router Bit
• One Standard .308" OD Bushing
• One Tighter fit .311" OD Bushing
• One spring lock washer for bushing
• One Dovetail 7/16" OD Bushing
• One Brass Centering Pin
Turn an amazing vase
• One 3/8" x 3/8" Brass Set Up Bar
- instructions online!

4 Template Fast Joint
System Set
Includes these templates:
• One Heart Template Set
• One Half-Blind Dovetail Template Set
• One 14º Thru Dovetail Template
• One Key Template Set

SAVE $61! List price $231.36

Plate sold
Separately
HEART

FREE detailed project plans @ MLCSwoodworking.com
HALF BLIND DOVETAIL

14º THRU DOVETAIL

Fast Joint System with 4 Templates

#9411........................................... $169.95

KEY

“Complete” 			
Fast Joint System
20 Template Set
SAVE $99! Includes the complete

11 Template Fast
Joint System Set
Includes the complete four template
Fast Joint System above and seven
additional template sets below.

SAVE $40! List price $309.60
Fast Joint System with 11 Templates

#9422....................................... $269.95

HEART WAVE #9412

#9404 List $519.15................. $419.95

BREAD BOX #9437

HEXAGON #9448

2 piece template sets (except*)
LOCK #9414

WAVE #9415

Includes 2 piece template sets:

#9412 Heart Wave.................... $19.95
#9413 Large Key........................ $19.95
#9414 Lock.................................... $19.95
#9415 Wave.................................. $19.95
#9416 Lollipop............................. $19.95
#9417 Arrowhead...................... $19.95
#9418 Teddy Bear..................... $19.95

TOP HAT #9430

eleven template Fast Joint System and
nine additional template sets* below.
Fast Joint System with 20 Templates

LARGE KEY #9413

KINGS CROWN #9429

LOLLIPOP #9416

ARROWHEAD #9417

TEDDY BEAR #9418

#9429 Kings Crown................... $19.95
#9430 Top Hat............................. $19.95
#9437 Bread Box........................ $19.95
#9448 Hexagon........................... $19.95
#9449 Wide Arrowhead.......... $19.95
#9451 Butterfly Wing................. $19.95
#9454 Dog Bone....................... $34.95
#9491 Birds Eye........................... $19.95
#9494* 8˚ Through Dovetail 1 Piece

Template. Includes 1/4" shank dovetail bit
for 1/4" to 3/4" stock...................... $34.95

WIDE ARROWHEAD #9449

BUTTERFLY WING #9451

DOG BONE #9454

BIRDS EYE #9491

8º THRU DOVETAIL #9494

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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EDGE FORMING, DROPLEAF SETS

Round Over Bits

Cove Bits

SEE KATANA P. 42
®

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. Ideal
for decorative edges. Smooth
rounded edges produced. A
lower depth setting will produce
a decorative bead. This bit is also
used for dropleaf table joints,
molding, etc.

2 flute, carbide tipped
with totally enclosed ball
bearing guides. Ideal for
decorative edges. Also used
for dropleaf table joints,
molding, etc. See Dropleaf
Table Sets below.
SEE PAGE 34!

			
Large Carbide Shank
Item # Radius Diam. Height Size

#6349 1/16" 5/8"
3/8"
#6350 1/8"
3/4"
3/8"
#6351 3/16" 7/8"
3/8"
#6352 1/4"
1"
1/2"
#6353 5/16" 1-1/8" 1/2"
#6354 3/8" 1-1/4" 5/8"
#6355 1/2" 1-1/2" 3/4"
#8650 1/8"
3/4"
3/8"
#8651 3/16" 7/8"
3/8"
#8652 1/4"
1"
1/2"
#8653 5/16" 1-1/8" 1/2"
#8654 3/8" 1-1/4" 5/8"
#8655 1/2" 1-1/2" 3/4"
#8649 5/8" 1-3/4" 7/8"
#8656 3/4"
2"
1"
#8657
1"
2-1/2" 1-3/8"
#8659 1-1/4" 3-1/8" 1-5/8"
#8658 1-1/2" 3-5/8" 1-13/16"

Round Over Beading Sets

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

SALE!
SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

$11.00
$11.00
$11.00
$11.00
$13.00
$13.00
$15.00
$11.00
$12.00
$13.00
$13.00
$14.00
$15.00
$17.00
$21.00
$30.00
$39.00
$46.00

			
Large
Item # Radius Diam.

Carbide Shank
Height Size

#6340 1/8"
3/4"
3/8"
#6338 3/16" 7/8"
3/8"
#6341 1/4"
1"
1/2"
#6342 3/8" 1-1/4" 9/16"
#6343 1/2" 1-1/2"
5/8"
#8641 1/4"
1"
1/2"
#8642 3/8" 1-1/4" 9/16"
#8643 1/2" 1-1/2"
5/8"
#8645 5/8" 1-11/16" 3/4"
#8644 3/4" 1-7/8"
3/4"

Cove Sets
4 Carbide Tipped router
bits. Include these sizes:
(1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2"r ).

SALE!

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

4 CT router bits. 1/2" OD bearing:
(1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2"r ) plus 3/8" OD
bearing, allen wrench

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

SALE!
Price

SELECT ITEMS

$11.00
$11.00
$13.00
$15.00
$16.00
$13.00
$16.00
$16.00
$21.00
$26.00

Router Bit
Bearing Lube
Needle-point
applicator lets
lubricant
penetrate
ball bearing.
1 Oz.

#9029............$4.95

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

SALE!

SAVE $33!.....................$29.95

1/4" shank • set #6082
SAVE $36!.....................$29.95
1/2" shank • set #8382

SAVE $37!........................ $29.95

1/4" shank • set #6084
SAVE $40!........................ $29.95
1/2" shank • set #8384

Roman Ogee Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped with
totally enclosed ball bearing
guides. For decorative edges
on moldings, signs, plaques,
furniture, etc. A great accent
for drawer fronts. Lowering
the depth of cut will produce
a decorative bead.

Dropleaf Table Sets
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
Make perfect rule joints
FREE!
for your traditional INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com
dropleaf table. Set
includes carbide tipped cove and round
over bits. Use with 3/4" stock. Use the 5/8"
set when mounting hinges on the surface.
The 1/2" set is used when recessing hinges.

SEE KATANA P. 42
®

Dropleaf Table Sets
			
Item #
Set Size

#6100
#8400
#8401

1/2" Set
1/2" Set
5/8" Set

Shank
Size

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

SALE!
$26.00
$26.50
$36.00

Complete Set Savings!
6

			
Item # Radius

Large Carbide Shank
Diam. Height Size

SELECT ITEMS

#6360 5/32"
#6361 1/4"
#8660 5/32"
#8661 1/4"
#8662 3/8"
#8663 1/2"

1-1/8"
1-1/2"
1-1/8"
1-1/2"
2"
2-1/2"

$16.00
$18.00
$16.00
$18.00
$26.00
$31.00

15/32"
3/4"
15/32"
3/4"
1"
1-1/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

SALE!
Price

Router Bit
Bearing Lube
Needle-point
applicator lets
lubricant
penetrate
ball bearing.
1 Oz.

#9029............$4.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

ACCESSORIES

Speed Controls

Professional “Deluxe”
Coping Safety Sled

CUSTOMER RATING:

handle using pre-drilled mounting holes
on opposite side of base (for shaper and
reverse feed operations).
Pro “Deluxe” Coping Safety Sled

#9548............................................. $79.95
“Replacement” Backer Blocks Set

#9547............................................... $24.95

Professional Coping
Safety Sled
This large, heavy duty sled has the same
features as the sled above (except
for the hold-down). With a clear
base and adjustable dual fence for
strength and rigidity. The sled handle can be
repositioned using the pre-drilled mounting
holes on the opposite side of the base (for
shaper and reverse feed operations).
Pro Coping Safety Sled

#9546.............................................. $69.95

“Replacement” Backer Blocks Set

#9547............................................... $24.95

SAVE $8!

#1450.................................SALE $40.95

Heavy Duty 20 Amp Control

#9410................................ $39.95
Standard 15 Amp Control

#9400............................... $29.95
NOTE: Speed Controls will not work
with soft start or variable speed
routers. or with AC capacitor start
induction type motors.

MLCS Router
Collet Extension
Stretch your collet!
★★★★

Give your router bits an additional 2-1/4"
(for #9465 or 2" for #9473) when you
extend them through the router table top
with our router collet extension. Eliminate
the dangerous temptation of withdrawing
the shank from the collet in order to raise
the bit and to “provide the full depth of
cut.” The router collet extension makes it
possible to use all diameters of 1/2" and
1/4" shank router bits safely. Place the
router collet extension shank in the 1/2"
router collet and the router bit shank in
the extension collet, then tighten both.
Instructions are included.

Make unlimited,
exact copies of
any shape with
your router!

“Daisy” Pin Router

• 3 position Rocker Switch:
“Variable / Off / Full Speed”
• Hang from belt or wall

For 1/2" Collet Routers.

★★★★★

Our Pin Router
Sale ends 1/31/19
easily attaches
to any router table, and
performs operations
similar to machines costing
hundreds of dollars. Make
unlimited, exact copies of
shapes from either inside or
outside patterns (see router inlay
patterns on page 29). Repetitive
cuts are easy and error free. The large, 8"
arm reaches to the center of a 16" wide
workpiece. Includes four steel pin sizes:
(1/4", 5/16", 3/8" and 1/2"). Instructions are
included. Router bit sets to accomodate all
four pin sizes are available at right.

MLCS

Original

Reduces speed without reducing
torque! As load increases, electronic
feedback maintains speed by
increasing voltage to motor.
New & Improved! The Heavy Duty
20 amp Speed Control features better
circuitry and heavier components!
Plug in speed control then plug your router
into the speed control. Adjust speed from
0 RPM to full speed. The Heavy Duty
Speed Control features an aluminum
case, and is recommended for industrial
and commercial use. The high impact
plastic Standard Duty Speed Control has
exactly the same features and is suitable
for home workshops.
• Better, safer results with large raised
panel bits
• Stops burning • Less wear on bits
• Softer starts at lower speeds
• Less tear out • Less noise • 120V
• Full power and torque at all speeds
• Go back and forth from any preset
speed to full speed at the flip of a switch
• Works with most routers 3-1/4 HP or less

CUSTOMER RATING:

“Daisy” Pin Router
CUSTOMER RATING:

AN

Work at the best speed for the
router bit and wood you’re using.

Keep your stock square
to the fence!
Perfect for tricky crossgrain rail cuts. Eliminate the
need to make the router table
fence and mitre slot parallel. Small and
narrow cuts are no problem! Glide the sled
along the router fence and cut into the
backer block to reduce tearout. The sled
is 6-1/2" x 16" x 3/8" (thick) and holds stock
up to 4-3/4" wide. Replaceable “backer
block” allows use of multiple profiles. With
dual adjustable fences, clear base, hold
down, and a special abrasive strip to firmly
hold material. The 500 lb. capacity hold
down clamp has heavy duty adjustable
dual pad hold downs for maximum
strength and rigidity. Re-position sled

★★★★★

1-3/16"
large
diameter
lock nut

Router Collet
Extension #9465
shown with lock
miter bit #7849

Collet Extension and Wrenches 		
for 1/2" Shank Router Bits
#9465 List $42.90........... SALE $29.95

Straight Router Bit Sets
Four carbide tipped bits (1/4", 5/16",
3/8", and 1/2") that match pin sizes.
1/4" Shank Straight 4 Bit Set
#6055 $27.80..... SALE $25.95
1/2" Shank Straight 4 Bit Set
#8355 $34.00......SALE $27.95

Collet Extension and Wrenches 		
for 1/4" Shank Router Bits
#9473 List $42.90............ SALE $29.95
Wrench Sets for previously purchased
Router Collet Extensions

#9466 1/2" shank................................ $7.95
#9474 1/4" shank................................. $7.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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CABINET MAKER, WAINSCOTING SETS

See “Cabinet Making Product Guide” online

Pro Raised Panel 		
Cabinet Maker Sets
Make beautiful and strong rail and stile
frame raised panel doors and drawers!
CUSTOMER RATING:

4. When the central panel needs to be wider than
your stock, use the Glue Joint router bit to mill
two or more pieces of stock (1-1/4" max.) with
reverse cut edge joints to reach the required width.
After gluing, your panel is ready to be raised.
The Glue Joint bit has a 1-3/4" large diameter.
5. The Drawer Lock router bit
creates a strong, long lasting joint
that fits precisely because one bit
makes the cut in the drawer front,
#7852
and the side of the drawer, so
both pieces fit perfectly. 1-3/4" large diameter.
6. The Round Over and
Ogee Door Lip bit finishes
the door edge professionally
in one pass. 1-1/4" large dia.
#7856
All bits intended for router table use only.

#7853

★★★★★

SAVE $157! Undercutter Set Holiday Package.
The six carbide tipped 1/2" shank router bits in this pro
quality set make cabinets, raised panel doors, table tops
and drawers. Includes a wood storage box! These bits
were carefully chosen for their ability to create
custom kitchen cabinetry and fine furniture, and
can be used with wood stock up to 3/4" thick.
1. Ogee Raised Panel

Bit with Undercutter
(in Set #8389
shown at
#8698
right) makes a flush or reduced
upper panel profile, or adds a
radius to the back of the panel.
With 3-1/8" large diameter.

Cabinetmaker “Undercutter” Set

2. The Ogee Raised
Panel router bit (in the Standard
Set #8387) puts a classic “ogee” edge
on the floating panel in your door. With
2-3/4" large diameter.

#8689

3. Ogee Matched Rail and Stile router
bit set creates precisely mated rails and
stiles that form an very durable and strong
“classic” frame for your door. Both router
bits have a 1-5/8" large diameter.

#8847

SAVE $157! Includes Raised Panel with

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

RAISED PANEL
PROJECT
CALCULATOR
CD - PAGE 11

#9741
#9780
#9783
#91 1 2

2 piece, 1/2" shank FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
carbide tipped “V” mlcswoodworking.com
Tongue and Groove set (#8547) features a
rounded tapered tongue for easy insertion.
This set cuts a 3/16" depth and has tongue
thickness of 3/32". The extra long 45˚ Beading
Bit (#8548) allows you to produce a 3⁄16" bead
in boards up to 4" wide. For 3⁄8" to 5⁄8" stock.

Ogee 2 Piece Set

		
Item #

Large
Diam.

#8661 and Pedestal Molding bit #7890

#8547
#8548

1-1/4"
1-1/4"

SAVE $13 - Includes Classical bit #8792

SAVE $10 - Includes Roman Ogee bit

#8551.......................................... $49.95

#8550..........................................$47.95
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#8548

Wainscot Paneling with Bead

Pedestal Molding Cap Rail

#8547

and Pedestal Molding bit #7890

SET
#8547

Create beautiful wall trim, and
paneling for backs of bookcases.

CUSTOMER RATING:

Classical 2 Piece Set

Cabinetmaker “Standard” Set
#8387 List $204.90................. SALE $99.95

“Wainscoting” Paneling
and Beadboard System

Two styles! Choose either carbide
tipped 1/2" shank router bit set.
★★★★★
Create a dramatic change to any room,
adding style, sophistication, and value to
your home with this easy and affordable
wainscoting project. Requires only two
router bits (at a great savings!) and you
can follow along with our detailed online
instructional video. Apply directly over
existing walls, or over beaded plywood for
a more stylish look. These profiles require
only a single router bit to create the framing,
as the router bit profile will mirror itself when flipped 180º.
Our Pedestal Molding Bit completes the set, creating an
attractive cap rail to transition from the wainscoting to the
upper wall. Use with 3/4" thick stock. Choose an elegant
Classical or distinctive Roman Ogee profile.

Sale ends January 31, 2019
#1346 List $276.68.................. SALE $119.95

Rail & Stile Set-Up Block.......... $10.95
Glue Joint Set-Up Block........... $10.95
Drawer Lock Set-Up Block........ $10.95
Raised Panel Calculator CD.... $24.95

“Wainscoting” 2 Piece Router Bit Sets

Undercutter, Matched Rail and Stile Set, Glue
Joint, Drawer Lock, and Door Lip bits, plus:
• Three Set-Up Blocks
• Raised Panel Calculator CD
• “Making Raised Panels” DVD

#8548

Both bits
Used
Together
Carbide		
Height Shank

3/4"
5/8"

1/2"
1/2"

Wainscot Paneling and
Beadboard 3 Piece Set
Price

$59.95
$34.95

SAVE $14.95! Includes
both #8547 set and #8548 bit.
Individually $94.90.
#8549............................. $79.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

MITERED DOOR FRAME, CABINET MAKING

Mitered Door Frame
Router Bits
CUSTOMER RATING:

Shaker Cabinetmaker

★★★★★

5 Piece Router Bit Set

Versatile router bits create a dramatic 		
door frame without complicated joinery.
These carbide tipped bits are great for mirror and picture
frames, crown moldings, chair rails and other
trim. Combine with any raised panel router bit
to create highly decorative raised panel doors
that until now have only been available through
high end cabinet shops. Use a 1/4"
slot cutter to create the slot for
the raised panel or a rabbeting
bit to make glass panel doors,
mirrors or picture frames. The
stock is mitered at 45º, glued
and biscuit joined to create a
sturdy secure joint. Designed
to work with up to 2-13/16" wide
stock and a recommended
thickness of at least 3/4". For
cup hinges, use minimum 1"
thick stock. Use in a table mounted
1/2"router only.
MLCS
Original
See Katana® version on page 39!

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

RAISED PANEL
PROJECT
CALCULATOR
CD - PAGE 13

AN

		
Bit #

Large
Diam.

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

Price

#8781
#8782
#8784
#8785
#8787

1-1/2"
1-1/2"
1-3/4"
1-5/8"
1-1/2"

2-1/2"
2-11/16"
2-13/16"
2-11/16"
3"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$49.95
$49.95
$54.95
$49.95
$54.95

SAVE $85!
Shaker Raised Panel
Cabinet Maker Set

Mitered Door and 		
Drawer Frame Kits

5 Piece Router Bit Set
makes Raised Panel Doors
and Cabinet Drawers!

SAVE $23! Choice of 5 profiles! Includes
these carbide tipped router bits and biscuits:
• 1/2" shank Mitered • 1/4" Slot Cutter bit
Door Frame bit
• 1/8" Slot Cutter bit
• Mitered Drawer
for #H-9 biscuits
Frame bit
• 100 #H-9 biscuits

Mitered Door and
Drawer Frame Kit
#8402

MITERED DOOR & DRAWER FRAME KITS

			
Kit #

Door
Frame

Drawer
Frame

Price

#8402
#8403
#8404
#8405
#8406

#8781
#8782
#8784
#8785
#8787

#8778
#8778
#8778
#8778
#8777

$104.95
$104.95
$109.95
$104.95
$109.95

• Shaker Raised Panel with
Undercutter Bit - 2-1/2" large
diameter. 1-1/4" depth of cut
• Matched Rail & Stile Two Piece
Set - 1-5/8" large diameter
• Glue Joint Bit - 1-1/4" max.
height, 1-3/4" large diameter
• Drawer Lock Bit - 1-3/4" large
diameter

Mitered Drawer
Frame Router Bits
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

These smaller sized, 2 flute,
carbide tipped bits are the perfect
complement to Mitered Door
Frame bits. Make matching
profile drawer frames or
smaller sized doors, using 1-1/2" Item #
wide stock. See PSA Backed #8778
#8777
Felt sheets on page 55.

Pro quality 1/2" shank router bits
with carbide cutters. Shaker design
finds "beauty in utility", and reflects
an ethic of modesty, simplicity, and
harmony. Use with wood stock up
to 3/4" thickness. See accessory
set-up blocks below. Includes a
wood storage box plus these bits:

Shaker 3 Pc.
Raised Panel
Door Set
See set
details on
page 10.

Shaker Raised Panel Cabinet Maker Set

#8391 List $199.85................................................................... $114.95

#8777

Set-Up Blocks

#8778
Large Diam. Carbide Height Shank Size

1-3/16"
1"

1-1/2"
1-1/2"

1/2"
1/2"

Price

$39.95
$39.95

#9748 Shaker Rail & Stile Set-Up Block............................. $10.95
#9780 Glue Joint Set-Up Block.............................................. $10.95
#9783 Drawer Lock Set-Up Block......................................... $10.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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RAISED PANEL BITS

Shaker Raised Panel Door Set
CUSTOMER RATING:

Cove Raised Panel Bits

★★★★

Save $50! This 3 Piece

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

set makes shaker raised
panel doors in
stock up to 3/4".
Includes 1/2" shank router
bits with carbide cutters: a
Shaker Raised Panel with
Undercutter bit (#8699),
and Matched Rail and Stile
2 Piece set (#8837). Wood
box included.
List price $134.90.

#8688

SEE KATANA P. 39

Cove #8688

		
Item #

Shank
Size

Large
Diam.

#6387
#8687
#8688

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

2"
2"
3-1/2"

SALE!
Price

SELECT ITEMS

$25.95
$25.95
$39.95

Ogee Fillet Raised Panel
CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped bits with totally enclosed
ball bearing guide. Make a classic raised panel
door with ogee fillet profile.

#8361........................ $84.95

Arched Door Template Sets
★★★★★ The matching
rail and panel patterns on the same
template allow you to make doors with
curved tops, doors with curved tops and
A
bottoms, and doors with half curves. The 10
piece sets make 10 different cabinet door CATHEDRAL
sizes from 9-1/2"
to over 22" in
width. Made from
shatter resistant,
durable plastic.
CURVED TOP
CURVE TOP & BOTTOM

SEE PAGE 34!

CUSTOMER RATED:

A Cathedral Template Set
B Roman Template Set

CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearing guide. Produces a graceful concave
raised panel. Ideal for cabinet doors. #6387 is also
used for a raised panel effect on drawer fronts.

#8689

Ogee Fillet #8689

B
ROMAN

		
Item #

Shank
Size

Large
Diam.

#6390
#8694
#8689

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

2"
2-1/4"
2-3/4"

SALE!
Price

SELECT ITEMS

$24.95
$27.95
$39.95

Assorted Raised Panel Router Bits
All bits are 2 flute, carbide tipped.
HALF CURVE

#9390....................................... $69.95
#9391......................................... $69.95

Ogee with Bead

Ogee & Bevel with Radius

Shaker Bevel Raised Panel
2 flute, carbide tipped bits produce
shaker style raised panels
with a 1/2" deep tongue.
Use #8678 for Thomas
Moser Shaker style furniture.
#8685 is widely used for a raised panel effect on
drawer fronts. #8686 is also used on large doors.

Bevel & Radius
12º Face & Quarter Round
#8676

#8678

#8676

Double Ogee
		Item # Large Dia.

#8675
#8673
#8692
#8677
#8693

#8686
#8684

Style

3-1/2"
Ogee w/ Bead
3-1/2"
Bevel & Radius
3"
Double Ogee
3-1/2" Ogee Bevel w/ Radius
3-1/2" 12° Face & Quarter Round

Undercutter Bit
★★★★★
Relieve the back of a raised panel with a
1/8" radius shaped cut, allowing the panel
to sit flush with the doorframe. Also cuts
the panel tongue to 1/4" thick 		
		
Depth
when working with 3/4" stock Item# of Cut
and some panel shapes.
#8679
5/8"

Large Dia.

Bevel Angle

Shank

SALE!

#8676
#8685
#8686
#8684
#8678

3-1/2"
1-5/8"
3-1/4"
2-1/8"
2-3/4"

18º
25º
25º
67-1/2º
45º

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$39.95
$24.95
$39.95
$30.95
$39.95
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SELECT ITEMS

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$39.95
$40.95
$49.95
$40.95
$49.95

Make flush
Raised Panels!

CUSTOMER RATED:

		Item #

SALE!

Shank

Carbide
Height

Shank

Price

3/8"

1/2"

$18.00

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Vertical Raised Panel Bits
★★★★★ 1/2" shank carbide
tipped bits give a full 1-1/4" reveal or larger (see
carbide height sizes) on raised panels, with a bit that
measures only 1-1/8" (1-1/4" for #8680) in diameter!
For 3/4" thick stock. Make 10 sided frames with
#8680. See the “Horizontal Table” on P. 62.

RAISED PANEL BITS, ROUTER BIT SETS

Edge Banding Bit Sets

18º Straight

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
Add an attractive and durable
edge to your cabinet doors and
shelf edges. Use with plywood panels, MDF
panels, or shelves from 1/2" to 1" thick. Both
matched, 2 piece bit sets are two flute, carbide
tipped. Simply center the male cutter on the
stock and make the cut. Next, match up the
female cutter with the center point of the
first cut. Finish by gluing together the two
pieces and flush trim the edges, if necessary.
The 60º bits feature a tongue & groove for a
larger glue surface area and easier alignment
of edge banding. The 90º bits also make a
horizontal V-groove or double sided chamfer.
Recommended for use in a table mounted router.
			
Item #
Style
Large Dia. Carbide Ht

CUSTOMER RATED:

Cove

Ogee

Vertical Raised Panel Set

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

SAVE $19.85! Includes all 1/2" shank
bits: #8680, #8681, #8682, #8683

#8350 List $119.80....................$99.95

#5432
90°
#5433 60° tongue & groove
#7732
90°
#7733 60° tongue & groove

Ogee & Bead
			
Item #
Profile

Carbide		
Height
Price

#8680 18º Straight
#8681
Cove
#8682
Ogee
#8683 Ogee & Bead

1-1/2"
1-5/8"
1-1/2"
1-1/2"

SALE!
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

$45.00
$45.00
$45.00
$45.00

1"
1"
1"
1"

Edge Banding and 		
Flush Trim Router Bit Sets
CUSTOMER RATING:

Raised Panel Bits with
Undercutter

90°
AN

MLCS

Original
Shank

Price

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$39.95
$44.95
$39.95
$44.95

Set
#7828

★★★★★

Hide the Ply! SAVE $4! Use

★★★★★ For 5/8" - 1" stock. 2 flute,
carbide tipped with fully enclosed ball bearing
guide. Produce flush panels. Adds a radius to the
back sides of panels for decorative appearance
or reduce the exposed upper panel profile. Cut
the back and front of the panel with one bit. Depth of cut 1-1/4".
CUSTOMER RATED:

Ogee - #8698

1-1/2"
1-7/16"
1-1/2"
1-7/16"

60° tongue
& groove

#8697

SEE KATANA
ON P. 39

Cove - #8697

Edge Banding and Flush Trim bits
together to add an attractive and
perfectly aligned edge to cabinet
doors and shelving. Cutting the
joint with a matched pair of carbide
tipped edge banding bits ensures
perfect alignment of the plywood
to finished edge. Glue up the
interlocking plywood and wood
“edge strip”, trim the edges with
the carbide tipped Flush Trim bit.
Edge Banding Sets are 1/2" shank.

Edge Band Set #7733, Flush Trim bit #7804.

#7828....................................................... $49.95
Edge Band Set #7732, Flush Trim bit #7804.

#7826....................................................... $44.95

V-Groove Face Frame Joining Bit
18˚ Straight- #8696

2 flute, carbide tipped, 1/2" shank. Give cabinet doors a professional
look. Join frames from 1-1/4" and up. Secure with glue, brads or
pocket hole screws. Add a beaded profile to the edges
before glue up for a decorative, mitered, beaded corner look
to cabinet face frames or multiple opening picture frames.

Shaker - #8699

						
Item # Large Dia. Small Dia. Carbide Ht. Price
		
Item #

Shank
Size

Large
Diam.

Price

#8696
#8697
#8698
#8699

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

3-1/8"
3-1/8"
3-1/8"
2-1/2"

$54.95
$54.95
$54.95
$59.95

Space Balls & Space Tape

#7742

				
Item # Style

Large
Diam.

3-1/8" $69.00
3-1/8" $69.00
3-1/8" $69.00

Faux Raised Panel Bits

#10698 Ogee
#10697 Cove
#10696 18º

Price

More details at MLCSwoodworking.com.

Save!* Eliminate Panel Movement! Synthetic rubber balls fill the gap quickly
and neatly. Self-adhesive foam Space Tape fits in channel.

*#9733 1000 Space Balls........ List 59.50 $34.95

#9734 100 Space Balls................................... $5.95
#9735 Space Tape 20 ft................................ $5.95
*#9736 Space Tape 100 ft.... List $29.75 $23.80

1-3/8"

5/8"

$42.95

“UNDERCUTTER”
RAISED PANEL BITS

1"

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★ Create a raised panel look on a solid door. 2 flute,
carbide tipped. Enclosed top mounted bearing follows a template or edge. As
a plunge bit, adds a decorative groove
and edge or creates
beautiful moldings
in multiple passes.
#8779
#6480/#8780
		Item # Large Dia. Carbide Height Shank Price

#6480
#8779
#8780

3/4"
3/4"
3/4"

7/16"
7/16"
7/16"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$24.00
$25.00
$25.00

AN

MLCS

Original

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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RAIL AND STILE BITS

“Matched” Rail & Stile
Router Bit Sets

Shaker
Set #8837

Voted “Best Cut” in “Fine
Woodworking” #107.
CUSTOMER RATED:

★★★★★

Two Piece Sets. 2 flute,
carbide tipped cutters with
totally enclosed ball bearing
guide. When constructing raised panel
doors, the Rail and Stile frame made by
these two piece matched sets holds the
“floating” panel. The matched router bit
set ensures that the rail and stile cuts
align precisely, for a tight fit and strong
joint! These bits cut a 1/4" thick by 3/8"
deep tongue on 3/4" stock. Mission Style
Set #8846 cuts a 5.2mm high by 3/8"
deep slot for plywood panels.
See the "Making Cabinetry” how-to
guide at MLCSwoodworking.com.

Ogee Set - #6547/#8847

Mission Style Set - #8846/#8841

Beading Set - #8844

Traditional Set - #8836

Round Over Set - #8843

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

SEE KATANA
PREMIUM P. 39

®

			
Set #
Set Profile

Large
Diam.

Stock
Thickness

#6547
#8846
#8841
#8847
#8843
#8844
#8836
#8837
#8842

1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"

3/4"
1/4"
3/4"
5.2 mm
3/4"-1-1/4" 1/4"
3/4"
1/4"
3/4"
1/4"
3/4"
1/4"
3/4"
1/4"
3/4"
1/4"
3/4"
1/4"

Ogee
Mission Style
Mission Style
Ogee
Round Over
Beading
Traditional
Shaker
Double Round

Shaker Set - #8837

Slot
Height

Shank		 Set-Up
Size 		 Block

1/4"		
1/2"		
1/2"		
1/2"		
1/2"		
1/2"		
1/2"		
1/2"		
1/2"		

#9741
—
—
#9741
#9745
#9746
#9743
#9748
#9749

List
Price		

Price

$84.95
$84.95
$84.95
$84.95
$84.95
$84.95
$84.95
$84.95
$84.95

$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95

ALL SET-UP BLOCKS (Instructions Included).................$10.95

2 Piece 5.2mm
Plywood Panel
Conversion Kit
Contains a slot cutter
for European plywood.

#296.............. $39.95

Double Round Set - #8842

Stacked Rail & Stile
Router Bits
Voted “Best Cut” in
“Fine Woodworking” #107.
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearing guide. The easy way to make perfect rails
and stiles with only one bit. Cut rails and stiles
without having to reverse, switch or reassemble
cutters, or without having to remove the bit
from your router. Simply lower or raise the bit!
For best results use only with a table mounted
router. Cuts a 1/4" slot for panel doors.

Item #

Profile

Shank Size

Price

SALE!

#8871
#8872
#8873
#8874
#8875
#8876

Ogee*
Classical*
Traditional*
Beveled*
Round Over*
Shaker*

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95

$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
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Traditional - #8873

Classical - #8872

Shaker - #8876

Beveled - #8874

Round Over - #8875

Ogee

For cutting a 5.2mm tongue for a FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
plywood panel, see our conversion mlcswoodworking.com
kit at MLCSwoodworking.com.
See the "Making Cabinetry” 		
how-to guide at MLCSwoodworking.com.

*See page 56 for Set-Up Blocks

Ogee - #8871

#8871

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

RAIL & STILE BITS, WINDOW BITS

Matched Rail and Stile Cutters for Entry Doors
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

				

Reg.

Shank Price
ONLY
2 flute, carbide tipped, matched Item # Profile
2 piece bit set. Use with 1-3/8" #8838 Round Over 1/2" $199.95 $159.95
stock (interior doors) or with #8839 Classical 1/2" $199.95 $159.95
Ogee
1/2" $199.95 $159.95
1-3/4" stock (exterior doors). This #8840
set includes 1/4" and 1/2" slot cutters and spacers FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
for making either 1/4" or 1/2" thick panel tongues. mlcswoodworking.com

Window Sash
Router Bit Set
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
The matched two
piece set creates a
precise joint. 2 flute,
carbide tipped with
totally enclosed ball
bearing guide. Make
matching rail and stile
window frames or FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
french glass doors. mlcswoodworking.com
Great for arched or odd shaped glass
doors or windows. Works with stock from
1" to 1-1/2" thick. 1/4" depth of cut.

Two Piece Matched Set

Ogee
Set #8840

Ogee

		
Large		
Item # Diam. Shank

Set #8840

#8894 1-3/8"

Reg.
Price

1/2" $84.95

Two Piece
Set #8894

SALE!

$69.95

Matched Rail & Stile Set for Glass Doors
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★ 2 flute, carbide
tipped. Create great looking glass doors with
the same profile on the inside and outside of the
glass with our Matched 2 Bit Set. The special
design allows you to make a matching profile
glass bead retaining strip when used with a 1/8"
straight bit or 1/8" saw blade. Make kitchen
cabinet doors, curio cabinets,
and entertainment centers.

FREE!

Round Over

Classical

Set #8838

Set #8839

AN

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

MLCS

Original
RAISED PANEL

Raised Panel Project Calculator
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★

Works with metric!

SALE!

SAVE $4! Produce precise detailed cut lists, without costly math
errors. Create doors (with up to four panels) or
wainscoting panels. Get dimensions for a single door/
wall or every door/wall on your project. Available as a
download or CD (for Windows XP/NT/2000/VISTA/7).
CD-ROM (with FREE ”Making Raised Panels DVD”)

#9112

List $30......................................................... $24.95

DOWNLOAD FROM “MLCSwoodworking.com”
#9101.................................................................. SALE $15.95

CALCULATOR

Item # Profile Large Diam. Cutting Length

#8845

Ogee

2-1/4"

Shank

Reg. Price

SALE!

1/2"

$118.95

$59.95

15/16"

SALE!
Miniature Matched
Rail & Stile Cutters for
Glass Doors & Mullions
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

SAVE $40! 2 flute, carbide

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

		
Item #

Large
Diam.

Carbide
Height

Stock
Thickness

SALE!

tipped, 1/2" shank router bit set. These rail and
stile cutters are a matched two piece set designed
to give a smaller, shallow profile detail in a cabinet
door. Works great for making miniature glass
doors and divided light doors with narrow,
delicate mullions. Depth of cut is 3/16". Use
with 1/2" to 3/4" stock.

#8895
#8892

1-1/4"
1-1/2"

1-1/8"
1-3/8"

3/4"
1-1/4"

$29.95
$34.95

Ogee Matched Rail and Stile Set
#8848 Reg. $84.95.......... SALE $44.95

Window Sill Edge Bits
1/2" shank, 2 flute, carbide tipped router
bits. Use in a table with a fence or with a
router edge guide.

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

AN

MLCS

Original
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See “Table Edge Bits” on page 25

DOOR AND DRAWER BITS

European Style 		
Door Edge Bits
CUSTOMER RATED:

Door Lip and
Door Edge Bits

★★★★★

Door Lip B

2 flute, carbide tipped. Ideal
addition to any cabinet door
set. Finish your door edges
professionally in one pass.

For European Cup Style Hinges
These 2 flute, carbide tipped bits are specially
designed to shape the edges of doors that use
European cup style hinges. Normal door edge
and edge profile bits cut too deeply into the
door edge and interfere with the hinge cups.
These bits shape the edge with a shallow detail
that looks great on any cabinet door.

#7856

Profile E

Item #8617

		
			
Large Shank	 
Item # Profile Diam. Size
Price

#6312
#8612
#8613
#8614
#8616
#8617

A
A
B
C
D
E

1-3/4"
1-3/4"
2"
2"
1-3/4"
1-3/4"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$20.95
$20.95
$20.95
$20.95
$20.95
$20.95

Profile A

Door Lip A

Profile B

Item #6312 / Item #8612

Door Edge

#7855

Item #8613

#7854

		
Item #

Door Bit
Style

Shank
Size

Large
Diam.

Carbide
Height

Thickness
of Stock

SALE!

#7855
#7856
#7854

Lip A
Lip B
Edge

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

1-7/8"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"

1-1/4"
1"
15/16"

3/4"-1 1/4"
3/4"-1"
3/4"-7/8"

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

Drawer Lock
Router Bits
Profile D

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped. Attach the
sides to the front of the drawer with
strong, perfectly mating
glue joints.

Profile C

Item #8616

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Item #8614

#5552
& #7852

Minimum drawer stock thickness:
For #7851 it is 3/8" for sides and 5/8"
for front. For #5552/#7852 it is 1/2" for
both drawer sides and front.
		Shank
Item #

Glue Joint Bits

FREE!

2 flute, carbide tipped. Makes a reversible
glue joint with 50% greater glue surface
than a butt joint.
		
Item #

Carbide
Height

#5553
#7853

1-1/4"
1-1/4"

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

1/2"
1/4"
1/2"

3/4"
1/2"
1/2"

Price

#7851

$30.00
$25.00
$30.00

Set-Up Blocks for #5552 & #7852

#9783................................... $10.95

Shank 	 
Size
Price

1/4"
1/2"

#7857

$30.00
$30.00

Finger Pull
Router Bits

Set-Up Block for 3/4" stock

#9780.......................................... $10.95

#7853

14

#7851
#5552
#7852

Carbide 	 
Size
Height

2 flute, carbide tipped. Both
bits produce a wood finger
pull on the face or edge of
the drawer.

		Shank
		 Item #

Large
Size

		 #5557
		 #7857

1/4"
1/2"

Carbide 	 
Diam. Height

3/4"
1-1/2"

11/16"
13/16"

Price

$19.95
$25.95

#5557

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

FLUSH TRIM, PATTERN BITS

Pattern/Flush Trim Bits*

Top and Bottom Bearing
Pattern/Flush Trim Bits

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. The top mounted bearing is ideal
for template routing. In addition to template routing these bits are
convenient for flush trimming in many applications where a bottom
SEE PAGE 34!
mounted bearing is not practical.

★★★★★
Two bits in one! These bits give you the
option of mounting your template above
or below your workpiece. Trim laminate
on either side of your substrate without
having to change router bits or turn over
your workpiece. Just adjust your router
bit height before making your second
pass. 2 flute, carbide tipped with two
totally enclosed ball bearing guides.
CUSTOMER RATING:

		
			

Item #

#6513
#8813
#8814

		
Item #

#6504*
#6500
#6501
#6509
#6502
#6506
#6507
#6508
#8806
#8808
#8804
#8803
#8807
#8809

Large 		
Cutting Shank
SALE!
Diam. Length
Size

1/2"
3/4"
3/4"

1"
1-3/8"
2"

$18.00
$23.00
$27.00

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

Top and Bottom Bearing 		
Pattern/Flush Trim Kits
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★ Includes 3/4" Top & Bottom Bearing
Pattern/Flush Trim bits with two 3/4" OD bearings, three additional
bearings (5/8", 1/2", and 3/8" OD), and a hex key. Remove
precise amounts of material from the edge of doors or very large
panels, or whenever size makes it difficult to use a router table.
By varying the bottom bearing diameter, you can accurately
remove 1/16", 1/8" or 3/16" in two passes. Kits are available for
stock up to 1-3/8" thick, or 2" thick.

		Item # Large Diam. Cutting Length Shank
#8811
#8812

3/4"
3/4"

1-3/8"
2"

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
Shear cutter angle
slices smoothly and
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
cleanly into stock
enclosed ball bearing guides. The
shear angle cutting flutes produce a smoother cut than
traditional straight fluted bits. Instead of chopping at the
wood fibers at a 90º angle, the shear angle design makes
a smoother slicing cut. Use this bit to eliminate tear-out
from routing end or cross grain on very hard woods.

Item #

Diam.

Length

Size

Price

1/2"
1/2"
3/4"
3/4"

1-3/16"
1-3/16"
1-1/2"
2"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$12.00
$13.00
$20.00
$22.00

		

#5089 1/4"
#7389 1/2"

1"
1-1/4"

1/4"
1/2"

SALE!
$29.95
$59.95

UPCUT

		

		
Item

Large Cutting Shank
Diam. Length Size

#5099 1/4"
#7399 1/2"

1"
1-1/4"

1/4"
1/2"

$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$15.00
$16.00
$16.00
$20.00
$24.00
$19.00
$19.00

#6506 shown
actual size

3/32"
overhang
shown

*Pattern/overhang Profile

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearing guides. Use to trim laminates and in pattern
routing. V-notch bits make a “V” where two pieces
join together, hiding a less than perfect joint.
		
			
Item #

Large Cutting Shank
Diam. Length Size

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Flush Trimming Bits

DOWNCUT

		
Item

1"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1"
1"
1/2"
1"
1-1/2"
2"
1"
1-1/8"

#8810.......................................... $49.95

Solid Carbide Spiral Flush Trim Bits
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
2 flute, with two ball bearing
guides. Use where chip-out
is a concern on plywood,
melamine, etc. Use Downcut
for hand held router
applications. Upcut is for
table mounted router use.
Overall length for 1/4" bit
is 3". 1/2" bit is 3-3/4" long.

5/16"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
1"
1-1/8"

SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

SAVE $11! Includes five 1/4" and
1/2" shank, carbide tipped router
bits. Includes Pattern/Flush Trim bits
#6506 and #8808, and Flush Trim bits
#7804, #7805, and #7807. Individual
price is $61.00.

Price

#5509
#7809
#7810
#7811

Shank

Flush and Pattern
Router Bit Set

Shear Angle Flush Trim Bits

				
			
Large Cutting Shank

Cutting
Length

*#6504 is a Pattern/Overhang bit and is not
appropriate for flush trimming.

$24.95
$28.95

1/2"
1/2"

Large
Diam.

SALE!
$29.95
$59.95

#5498
#5499
#5500
#5501
#5502
#5503
#5504
#7801
#7804
#7805
#7807
#7808

Large		
Cutting Shank
SALE!
SELECT ITEMS
Diam.
Length
Size

1/4"
1/4"
3/8"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
3/4"

1/2"
1"
1/2"
1"
1/2"
1"
1-1/4"
1"
1-3/16"
1-5/8"
2"
1-5/8"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$9.00
$9.50
$8.00
$8.00
$8.00
$9.00
$10.00
$8.50
$9.00
$10.00
$13.00
$15.00

1/4"
1/2"

$12.00
$12.00

Router Bit
Bearing Lube
The needle-point
applicator lets
the lubricant
penetrate
the ball bearing.
1 ounce.

#9029............$4.95

V-Notch sample

FLUSH TRIMMING V-NOTCH

#6505
#8805

5/8"
5/8"

1-3/16"
1-3/16"

#5503 shown actual size

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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EDGE FORMING AND TRIMMING BITS

Glue Relief Flush Trim Bits

Chamfer Bits
SAVE $19 with 4 piece Chamfer Set!
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guide. Ideal for
beveling and decorative edges. Also
used for producing a 45˚ edge for
mitres. Use #5376/#7677 for making
square frames, #7680 for making
hexagon frames, #5379/#7679
for making octagon frames, and
#5378/#7678 for making 12 sided
(dodecagon) frames.

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearing guide. Eliminates glue buildup on ball
bearings resulting in a smoother cut and improved
production results.

SEE PAGE 34!

Item # Large Diam. Cutting Length Shank Size

#5496
#5497

Cutting Length

Angle

Large Diam.

Shank Size

#5373

3/8"

45º

1"

1/4"

#5375

5/8"

45º

1-1/2"

1/4"

#5378

1"

15º

1"

1/4"

#5379

1"

22-1/2º

1-1/4"

1/4"

#5376

1"

45º

1-3/4"

1/4"

#7674

1/2"

45º

1-3/16"

1/2"

#7675

5/8"

45º

1-7/16"

1/2"

#7676

7/8"

45º

1-3/4"

1/2"

#7678

1"

15º

1"

1/2"

#7679

1"

22-1/2º

1-1/4"

1/2"

#7680

1"

30º

1-1/2"

1/2"

#7677

1"

45º

1-7/8"

1/2"

#7681

1-3/8"

45º

2-15/32"

1/2"

SALE!

!

SELECT ITEMS

$13.00
$15.00
$17.00
$18.00
$22.00
$15.00
$18.00
$20.00
$20.00
$22.00
$22.00
$23.00
$30.00

SAVE $24.95! FREE

Router Bit Bearing Lube.

Includes 1/2" shank chamfer
bits #7678, #7679. #7680, and
#7677. List price $91.95.
Sale ends 1/31/19
#1424.........SALE $67.00

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearing guides. #6515 features a combination
angled flush trimmer with a slight beveled edge.
Eliminates the need for hand filing. #6519 features
non-stick Teflon cased square bearing that stops
spinning when it touches the piece, eliminating burning.
Item #

#6515
#6519

			
Item #
Radius

#5587
#7888
#7889

Carbide Shank
Height
Size

1/8", 1/4"
1"
5/32", 5/16" 1-3/16"
3/16", 1/2" 1-1/2"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

Price!

2 flute, carbide tipped with enclosed ball bearing.
Cuts a horizontal fillet at the top of the concave
curve. Great for decorative edge designs.
		
Item #

Larg
Diam.

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

Price

#5521
#7821
#7822

1-3/8"
1-3/8"
1-5/8"

5/8"
5/8"
3/4"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$19.00
$20.00
$24.00

16

1/2"
3/4"

Shank Size

Price

1/4"
1/4"

$17.00
$19.00

3/8"
3/8"

Do the same work in less time!

Large Diam. Cutting Length

1/2"

Shank Size

Price

1/4"

$17.00

5/16"

Shown actual size

#5523 shown actual size

Double Cove
and Bead Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped with
totally enclosed ball bearing.
Ideal for decorative edge
designs.

$33.95
$34.95
$35.95

Ogee Fillet Bits

Large Diam. Cutting Length

#6519
shown
actual
size

Laminate Trimming Bit with
Euro™ Square Teflon Bearing

Item #

#7888 shown
actual size

★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped bits. Make
decorative beads on moldings and
edges. They can also be used to make
chair rail moldings.

$12.00
$13.00

#6515
shown
actual
size

You’ll never have to file laminate
countertops again

#5512

CUSTOMER RATING:

Price

1/4"
1/4"

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed
ball bearing guide. This bit cuts a slight bevel
for a clean cut. No filling is required. This specially
designed router bit includes the Euro™ Square
Teflon bearing. The bearing slides on clean
laminate edges and will not scratch your work
and glue will not stick! Will not scratch Corian™
and other solid surface man-made materials.

4 Piece Chamfer Set

Astragal Molding Bits

1/2"
1/2"

Mica File Bits

#5375 shown actual size

Item #

3/8"
1/2"

#5521 shown
actual size.

Item #

Large Diam.

Carbide Height

Shank Size

SALE!

#5523
#7823
#7824

1-1/2"
1-1/2"
2"

5/8"
5/8"
3/4"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$27.00
$28.00
$30.00

#5528 shown actual size

Double Fillet
and Cove Bits

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed
ball bearing. Cuts cove with step or fillet.
Ideal for decorative edge designs.
Item #

Radius

Cutting Height

Shank Size

SALE!

#5528
#7829

3/16"
5/16"

1/2"
5/8"

1/4"
1/2"

$19.00
$21.00

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Classical Bits

45 Piece Router Bit Sets

#6490 shown
actual size

Also called “Double Roman
Ogee” Router Bits.

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
Carbide tipped, wood storage box included.

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. For
decorative edges on moldings, tables,
mantels, picture frames, etc. Also use
for panel edging.
Item #

Radius

Large Diam.

Carbide Height

Shank Size

SALE

#6490
#6491
#8790
#8792

3/16"
1/4"
3/16"
1/4"

1-1/4"
1-1/2"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"

5/8"
3/4"
5/8"
3/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$21.00
$23.00
$21.00
$23.00

6 Straight • 6 Round Over • 4 Chamfer • 3 Cove
3 Dovetail • 3 Hinge Mortising • 3 Round Nose
3 V-Groove • 2 Flush Trim • 2 Roman Ogee
1 Classical • 1 Bevel Trim • 1 Keyhole
1 Groove Forming Classical • 1 Cove and Bead
1 Sign Lettering • 1 Rabbeting • 1 Panel Pilot
1 Ogee Fillet • 1 Slot Cutter
#8379 1/2" Shank.......... $119.95
1 allen wrench and bearing to convert
Round Over into a Beading bit.
#6079 1/4" Shank.......... $119.95

Tambour Door 		
2 Piece Router Bit Set

#6453 shown
actual size

Beading Bits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearing guides. Perfect for early American
and period furniture and for decorative
edges, such as moldings, chair rails, drawer
fronts, casement work, and paneling.

Make beautiful roll top desks
and bread boxes.

SAVE $20! Two flute, carbide tipped, 1⁄2"

Item #

Radius

Large Diam.

Carbide Height

Shank Size

SALE

#6450
#6451
#6452
#6453
#6454
#6455
#8752
#8753
#8754
#8755

1/8"
3/16"
1/4"
5/16"
3/8"
1/2"
1/4"
5/16"
3/8"
1/2"

3/4"
7/8"
1"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"
1"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"

3/8"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$10.95
$10.95
$11.95
$12.95
$14.95
$15.95
$12.95
$13.95
$15.95
$17.95

shank, two piece router bit set. Use with 5/8"
stock.Unique interlocking pattern
keeps slats aligned. Designed to be
used in both single and double
curve applications. Slats can
be mounted over canvas or
joined with cable wire. Includes
a 15 ft. cable kit (a $5 value)! See Bread Box project
plans at MLCSwoodworking.com
Tambour Door Set for 5/8" stock
#8596 List $99.95......... SALE $79.95

Double Ogee and Bead Bit
SAVE $9.00! 2 flute, carbide tipped router
bit with totally enclosed ball bearing guide. Use
to make decorative edges on moldings, tables,
picture frames, etc.

Flute Cutters
2 wing carbide tipped with 5/16" bore. Stack
different cutters to create stepped flutes
for a decorative edge or molding, miniature
fluted moldings for clock cases, small bookcases or cabinets.
The 1/4" arbor is 1" long and the 1/2" arbor is 1-7/16" long.

#8562

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY
WITH ARBOR, SPACER & BEARING

CUTTER ONLY

Flute 			

					
Large
Carbide Shank		
Item #
Diam.
Height
Size
Price

Depth

1/4" shank 1/2" shank		

1/4" #313 $12.95				
$12.95 1/8"
#5331
#7631
			

$19.95
$21.95

3/8" #314 $13.95				
$12.95 3/16"
#5332
#7632
			

$19.95
$22.95 Complete assembly

1/2" #315 $14.95				
$12.95 1/4"
#5333
#7633
			

$19.95
$23.95

#7632

Cutter only - #314

Double Round Over Bits
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped. Use for decorative
edges on moldings, picture frames, etc.

			
Item #
Radius

#5518
#7818
#7819

5/32"
5/32"
1/4"

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

SALE!

1/2"
1/2"
5/8"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$21.00
$21.00
$23.00

3/4"

1/2"

$29.00

SALE!
$20.00
#6493 / #8793

Multi-Bead/Reed Bits

Diam. Item SALE!
SALE!				
of Cut
Set #
Set #
SALE!
			
SALE!

Arbor, Spacer & Bearing List $18.............. SALE $13.00
Set #316 for 1/4" shank • Set #317 for 1/2" shank

1-3/4"

2 flute, carbide tipped. One or more beads can be cut
in one pass. Used for decorative edges on moldings,
picture frames, furniture, etc. Bits come with totally
enclosed ball bearing guide. Bits cut #6499 / #8799
beads having a 1/4" diameter.
Item # Dia.of Carbide Shank
Bead Height Size

SALE!

#6493
#8793
#6499
#8799

$21.00
$21.00
$25.00
$25.00

		

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"

5/8"
5/8"
1"
1"

1/4"
1/2"
1/4"
1/2"

Multi-Flute Cutter Bit
2 flute, carbide tipped. Ideal for fluting and
decorative grooving of edges.
#5518 shown
actual size

			
Item # Carbide Height Radius Shank Size

SALE!

#8834

$26.00

1"

1/8"

1/2"

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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RABBETING, BISCUITS, CHISELS, POWER SWITCHES
12 Piece Kit
#8670

Safety “Router Table” Power Switch
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★
NEW! Safety Lockout feature.
Mechanical push button switch features a large paddle “STOP”
that quickly shuts off power to your 120V AC machinery. Place
the switch where you can use your hip or knee to bump it to
the “off” position. Never take your hands off the workpiece
to turn off the machine! Surface mounts easily. Works with
routers 3-1/4 HP or less. Max 15 amp.

ONLINE

#9078.................................................................................... $29.95

CUT DEPTH

Safety “Motor” Power Switch

BEARING

CALCULATOR

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★
Exactly the same switch as the
Safety Router Table Switch (above) but needs to be hardwired
to the motor. Max 20 amp. 120V AC or 30 amp. 240V AC motors.

#9072.................................................................................... $22.95

Rabbeting Kits

which has 1" carbide height), four, seven
or ten bearings, and a hex key. See the
chart below for depths of cut, number of
bearings, and additional depths of cut for
each kit. The 9 Piece Kit includes a wood
storage box.

NEW 12 Piece Set! Save $44.
Just change the ball bearing guides
to achieve different depths of cut! Kits
include a carbide tipped rabbeting bit
with 1/2" carbide height (except #8670
		
Depth Additional
Set # Bearings of Cut Depth of Cut

Large Shank
Diam. Size

SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

6 Piece Rabbeting Kits
#6367
#8667
#8669
#8666

4
4
4
4

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
3/4"

5/16", 3/16", 1/8"
5/16", 3/16", 1/8"
9/16", 7/16", 3/8"
13/16", 11/16", 5/8"

1"
1"
1-1/2"
2"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$26.00
$26.00
$28.00
$39.00

9 Piece Rabbeting Kits Includes a wood box
#6066
#8366

7
7

1/2"
1/2"

7/16", 3/8", 5/16", 1/4", 1/8"
7/16", 3/8", 5/16", 1/4", 1/8"

1-3/8"
1-3/8"

1/4"
1/2"

$29.95
$29.95

2"

1/2"

$54.95

12 Piece Rabbeting Kit NEW!
#8670

10

3/4"

13/16", 11/16", 5/8", 9/16", 1/2", 7/16", 3/8",1/4",1/16"

Rabbeting Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed 1/2" OD ball bearing guide.
			
			

Use for cutting rabbets, tongue & groove
joints and shiplap joints. Will also cut a
1/2" (H) slot.

Item #

Depth of Rabbet

H
Carbide Height

#5392
#5391
#5393
#7692
#7691
#7693
#7694
#7689

1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
3/4"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1"

d
Large Diam. Shank Size

1"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"
1"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"
2"
2"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Price

$17.00
$16.00
$18.00
$17.00
$16.00
$18.00
$23.00
$28.00

Safety “Magnetic”		
Power Switches
Avoid accidental “turn-ons”.
SAVE $10! The magnetic switch keeps
unattended machinery from accidently
or automatically turning back on, after
power is restored from a power failure
or other power interruption. When the
input power is disrupted, the magnetic
capsule prevents power from passing
through to the switch. Once the input
power is restored, the start button

Easily squares rounded corners left
by rabbeting and hinge mortising
router bits. Set against the corner and
hit the spring plunger with a hammer,
then pop out the chip with a chisel.
Re-sharpen blade with a small file.
For 1/2" mortising bits clean-up

#9541........................................ $11.95
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Magnetic Switch without cords

#9071.................................... SALE $29.95

Make strong joints easily! Use
our 5/32" or 1/8" carbide tipped
slot cutter (page 19). Biscuit
joints are much stronger
than dowels or screws. The
router bit ball bearing controls
depth of cut for precise biscuit
placement. Joining time is
greatly reduced and there is
BISCUITS
no need for precise
Item # Quantity Biscuit
Size
Price
measurements or jig
#9020
250
#20
2-3/8" x 1" x 5/32" $18.00
set up. Join corners
#9026
100
#H-9 1-1/2" x 1/2" x 1/8" $12.00
(frame and mitre
joining), edge to surface (butt and T-joining), and edge to edge joints easily and
perfectly. Instructions at MLCSwoodworking.com

#20 Biscuit Kit

#H-9 Biscuit Kit

Save $3.00! For

Save $4.00! For picture

panel or carcass joining. Includes 5/32" slot cutter
(1-5/8" LD) and 250 #20 biscuits.

frames or mitres. Includes 1/8"
slot cutter (1-1/4" LD) and 100
#H-9 biscuits.

1/4" shank kit

1/2" shank kit

Before

Magnetic Router Table Switch with cords

#9077.................................... SALE $39.95

Biscuit Joining
With Your Router

#6065........................... $29.95

Corner Chisel

must be engaged to
restore power to the
tool. See the Power
Switches above for other
features. Not compatible
with remote control relay
boxes. Max 15 amp. 120V AC.

#8365........................... $29.95

1/4" shank kit

#6063........................... $20.95
1/2" shank kit

#8363........................... $20.95

Cabinetmaker Chisel
After

Save $20! Use on face
and door frames to make
deep mortises or to clean out corners. The 90º, 3/8"
chisel is HSS with 9-1/2" overall length and birch handle.
#9543 LIST $39.95...................................... SALE $19.95

Blade
Detail

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

SLOT CUTTING & KEYHOLE BITS

T-Slot Cutter Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped. Make horizontal
T-slots for accepting the head of a bolt
and a washer. Also used for making T-slots
for hanging brackets in wall panels for
commercial display units.

		
Large
Item # Diam.

#5434
#7734

Carbide		
Height Shank

1"
1"

1/4"
1/4"

WALL

chamfer bit to cut a 45˚ support strip the length
of the item to be hung. Secure it to the wall.
Use the wall bracket bit to rout the dovetail
cleat recess on the back of the item to be hung.

BRACKET

Wall Bracket Router Bits
Make support cleat brackets to hang heavy mirrors,
paintings, or quilt racks. 2 flute, carbide tipped. Use a 45˚

			
		
Large

Price

$12.50
$13.50

1/4"
1/2"

3 Wing Slot Cutters

Complete
Assembly with
Cutter, Arbor
and Bearing

#301
#303
#304
#305
#306
#307
#309
#308
#310

Price

#7641
#7643
#7644
#7645
#7646
#7647
#7649
#7648
#7650

Slot Cutter Bits

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"

SELECT ITEMS

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$8.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.50

Price

$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$19.00
$19.00
$20.00

SALE!
Price

SELECT ITEMS

$12.00
$17.00
$18.00

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guide. The top
mounted bearing is ideal for cleaning
out old tongue & groove flooring and
for applications where a
Carb.
standard bottom bearing 		Item # Height
on a slot cutter is in the #5370 1/8"
way. A great bit for cutting #5372 5/32"
T-slots, or small, slat wall
#5371
1/4"
type grooves.
#7671

$13.00
$13.00
$15.00
$13.00
$13.00
$15.00
$13.00

1/4"

Depth
of Cut

Large
Dia.

Shank
Size

3/8"
3/8"
3/8"
3/8"

1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"

Reg		
Price
SALE!

$32.00
$32.00
$32.00
$41.00

$17.00
$17.50
$18.00
$20.00

Stackable Slot Cutter Set
W

2 flute, carbide tipped with enclosed ball bearing guide.
Use to cut slots (kerfs). Bits #5364/#7664
and #5361/#7661 are for biscuit joinery
(page 18). Also use for shiplap joints,
tongue & groove joints, rabbeting,
T-moldings, and more.
W
D				
Cut Width Cut Depth Large Dia. Shank SALE!

SALE!

Top Mounted
Bearing Slot Cutters

D

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

5/8"
3/4"
7/8"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"

Reduce depth of cut with larger bearings. See chart on page 43.

1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-5/8"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-5/8"
1-1/4"

1/8"
1/4"
3/8"

3/8"
1/2"
3/8"
1/2"

Arbor & Bearing only, 1/2" shank
#319................ SALE $8.00

1/4"
3/8"
9/16"
3/8"
1/4"
9/16"
3/8"

3/8"
3/8"
3/8"

#5438
#5439
#7738
#7739

above, bearing and arbor

1/8"
1/8"
5/32"
1/4"
1/8"
5/32"
1/4"

3/4"
3/4"
1"

CUT DEPTH

Arbor & Bearing only, 1/4" shank

#5361
#5362
#5364*
#5368
#7661
#7664*
#7668

#6333
#6334
#8637

Shank
Size

Save $30! All 9 slot cutters shown #318.................SALE $8.00

		
		
Item #

Shank
Size

Small
Diam.

11 Pc. 3 Wing Slot Cutter Kit

#5351 for 1/4" arbor........ $88.00
#7651 for 1/2" arbor......... $88.00

Carbide
Height

Large
Diam.

1/4" Shank Set # 1/2" Shank Set #

#5341
#5343
#5344
#5345
#5346
#5347
#5349
#5348
#5350

Ht.of T
Cut

		
Item #

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY with ARBOR & BEARING

$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.50
$12.50
$13.00

Small
Diam.

ONLINE
CALCULATOR

1/16"
5/64"
3/32"
1/8"
5/32"
3/16"
5.2mm
1/4"
5/16"

Diam.

2 flute, carbide tipped. Plunging the bit produces a 3/8" or
1/2" hole and moving the router creates a T-slot which will
accept the head of a screw or nail. For hanging pictures,
plaques, clocks, brackets, etc., flush to FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
the wall without additional hardware. mlcswoodworking.com

BEARING

Cutter Width Item

Item #

Key Hole Cutting Bits

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★ 3 wing carbide tipped
with 8mm (approx. 5/16") bore, 1-7/8" large
diameter. Buy as individual cutters or as
complete assembly with arbor and bearing.
Cuts 1/2" deep when used with our arbor and bearing.
See biscuit slot cutting chart at the bottom of page.

CUTTER ONLY

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Use
for biscuit:

#H-9
#20, #10, #0
#H-9
#20, #10, #0

*Items #5364 and #7664 can be used for a #20 biscuit, plus a #10 biscuit
with bearing #248 and a #0 biscuit with bearing #249. #248 and #249
bearings are sold separately. See Biscuit Chart on page 18.

SAVE $16! Versatile, carbide tipped
three-wing set cuts a wide variety of
grooves. Simply adjust the arrangement
of the cutters and shims on the 1/2" arbor
to create a wide variety of groove sizes
for dadoes, tongue and groove
joints, rabbets, or biscuit
joints. With the included six
carbide-tipped slot cutters
(1/16", 3/32", 1/8", 5/32", 3/16", &
1/4"), shims, and bearing (7/8"
OD x 5/16" ID) for 1/2" cut depth,
almost any groove from 1/16" to
11/16" can be created. Individual cutters can also
create precisely-sized grooves. Buy individual
bearings (P. 43) to adjust depth of cut. Storage
box included. List price $75.95.
Stackable Slot Cutter Set with 1/2" arbor

1-7/8" large
diameter cutters

6 Pc. Accessory Bearing Kit

Save $10. For changing depth of
cut. Includes 5/8", 3/4", 1-1/8", 1-1/4",
1-3/8", and 1-5/8" OD bearings.

SET #234.............................. $29.95
#8371............................................................ $59.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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ROUTER BITS, MULTI-JOINT SYSTEM

Point Cutting Round Over Bits

#6433
shown
actual
size

2 flute, carbide tipped. Will plunge cut. For carving decorative
grooves and edge forming. With multiple passes, beautiful moldings
and raised panels can be created.
Item #

Radius Large Dia. Shank

#6429
#6431
#6430
#6432
#6433
#6434
#8731
#8730
#8732
#8733
#8734

1/16"
1/8"
3/16"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
1/8"
3/16"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"

1/8"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
1"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Price

$13.00
$13.00
$14.50
$16.00
$19.00
$22.00
$13.00
$14.50
$16.00
$19.00
$22.00

Sliding Dovetail

See “Making Beaded Panels” video and instructions @ MLCSwoodworking.com.
1/4" SHANK CARBIDE TIPPED DOVETAIL BITS

Dovetail Bits

			
		
Large		

Carbide Shank
Diam. Angle Height
Size

Item #

2 flute, carbide tipped.
Dovetail joints are mechanically
strong and decorative. Perfect
for making strong joints on
drawers, boxes and furniture
carcasses. Fits most popular
jigs (see Leigh Jig equivalency
chart below.) Makes sliding
dovetails, half blind dovetails,
French dovetails, etc. Item
#5396 is designed to be used
for Sears dovetail jigs.

#5398 1/4"
8º
#5406 5/16" 8º
#5402 3/8"
8º
#5401 3/8" 14º
#5404 1/2"
8º
#5407 1/2" 10º
#5405 1/2" 14º
#5396 1/2" 15º
#5400 1/2" 18º
#5403 17/32" 7º
#5399 5/8" 14º
#5409 3/4" 14º
#5434
1"
45º

Price

1/4"*
1/4"*
1/4"*
1/4"*
1/4"*
1/4"*
1/4"*
1/4"
1/4"*
1/4"
1/4"*
1/4"*
1/4"

1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
3/8"
13/16"
5/8"
1/2"
1/2"
3/8"
3/4"
5/8"
7/8"
1/4"

$7.50
$8.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.50
$9.50
$8.00
$8.50
$9.50
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$12.50

1/2" SHANK CARBIDE TIPPED DOVETAIL BITS

			
								
		
Item #

#5405
shown
actual size

Large		
Diam. Angle

#7712 1/4"
#7711 5/16"
#7696 3/8"
#7701 3/8"
#7704 1/2"
#7705 1/2"
#7703 17/32"
#7710 5/8"
#7699 5/8"
#7697 11/16"
#7708 3/4"
#7709 3/4"
#7690 13/16"
#7695
1"
#7734
1"

Carbide
Height

7.5º
9º
9º
14º
8º
14º
7º
7º
14º
8º
7º
14º
8º
14º
45º

1/4"
3/8"
3/8"
3/8"
13/16"
1/2"
3/4"
15/16"
5/8"
1"
7/8"
7/8"
1-1/4"
7/8"
1/4"

Shank
Size

1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"*
1/2"
1/2"

Price

$8.00
$8.50
$9.50
$9.50
$10.00
$8.00
$10.50
$10.50
$11.00
$12.00
$11.00
$11.00
$12.50
$13.50
$13.50

LEIGH EQUIVALENCY CHART - *EXTRA LONG 1-3/4" SHANKS FOR LEIGH JIG

LEIGH ITEM #
MLCS ITEM #
LEIGH ITEM #
MLCS ITEM #

#50

#60

#70

#80

#90

#100

#101

#110

* #5398 #5406 #5402 #5404 #7697 #7690 #5407 #5401
* #5405 #5400 #5409 #5469 #7768 #7777 #7468
#120

#128

#130

30 Piece Router Bit Sets

#140

#150

#160

#181

★★★★★ Carbide tipped with storage box.
6 Round Over • 5 Straight bits • 3 Dovetai • 1 Slot Cutter (1/4")
3 Round Nose bits • 2 Flush Trim • 2 Roman Ogee • 1 Bevel
(25º) 1 V-Groove (1/2") • 1 Rabbeting (3/8") l • 3 Cove
1 Panel Pilot (3/8") • 1 45º Chamfer • 1 allen wrench #8369 1/2" Shank..... $99.95
bearing (converts Round Over into Beading).
#6069 1/4" Shank..... $99.95
CUSTOMER RATING:
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Multi-Joint
Spacing System

1/4" Box Joint

3/8" Box Joint

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
Limitless jointing system produces the
following joints: 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" box
joints, plus any width rabbet, dado, spline
and sliding dovetail joint–no limits. Quick,
easy set-up with included 4 brass set-up
bars. Glides smoothly with UHMW glide
bars. 24" base constructed with sturdy
MDF and durable laminated surface
works on most router tables. For tablemounted use only. Clamps and router
bits not included.

Save $40!

1/2" Box Joint

See Food Safe Wood Oil on P. 54.
System includes instructions, plus:

• One 1/4" Spacer Fence
• One 3/8" Spacer Fence
• One 1/2" Spacer Fence
• One Positive Stop Setup Block
• One Dovetail Liner Offset Fence
• Three Right Angle Fences
• Four Brass Set-Up Bars

#9405.................. SALE $79.95

Brass Piloted Router Bits
Saves hours of tedious hand sanding or filing!
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★ The perfect
bit for tight spaces and sharp corners!
Smoothly roundover or chamfer your
work. These pro carbide tipped router
bits have smooth running 3/16"
diameter Brass Pilots (instead
of the usual 1/2" ball bearing). Save
hours of tedious hand sanding and
give a more consistent edge for
production and craft projects.

AN

INDIVIDUAL BRASS PILOTED ROUTER BITS

Item #

Description

#6601 1/16" R Round Over
#6600 1/8" R Round Over
#6602 1/4" R Round Over
#6604 3/8" R Round Over
#6612
45º Chamfer

MLCS

Original

Shank

Price

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"

$16.00
$16.00
$17.00
$18.00
$19.00

UNIQUE
BRASS
PILOT
Is about 3/16" in
diameter, which is
5/16" SMALLER than
a typical ball bearing!

BRASS PILOTED SET

SAVE $26! Includes ALL five brass
piloted bits! List $86.00.
#6615.......................... $59.95

8mm Shank Leigh Jig Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped dovetail and straight bits
with a longer 8mm shank for the Leigh Jig.
					
			 Large Carbide
Item # Type Angle Diam. Height Price

#6975
#6977
#6978
#6981
#6983
#6984
#6969

Dovetail 8º
Dovetail 8º
Dovetail 8º
Dovetail 10º
Dovetail 14º
Dovetail 18º
Straight		

1/4" 1/4" $12.00
3/8" 1/2" $12.00
1/2" 13/16" $12.00
1/2" 5/8" $12.00
1/2" 1/2" $12.00
1/2" 3/8" $12.00
5/16"
1"
$12.00

			
#243
Adaptor Bushing 1/2" OD x 8mm ID.$6.95

LEIGH JIG 7 PC. SET

SAVE $30! 8mm shank. All 7 bits
plus adaptor bushing! List $89.95.
#6970......................... $59.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

DOVETAIL TEMPLATES

Detailed instructions included
for each template and joint.

MLCS Dovetail Jig
Master Joinery Set

3/4" THROUGH

1/2" BOX JOINT

1/4" BOX JOINT

1/2" HALF BLIND
RABBETED

1/2" HALF BLIND

1/4" HALF BLIND

Includes the MLCS Dovetail Jig, plus six
templates, three bushings and six router bits!

SAVE $56! Sale ends 1/31/19. MLCS self spacing edge guides
allow precise offset for perfectly aligned joints. Includes our 12"
steel jig, six solid aluminum templates, three guide bushings
(5/16", 3/8" and 5/8"), six carbide tipped router bits (1/4"-8˚,
1/2"-14˚, 3/4"-14˚ dovetail and 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2" straight)
and detailed instruction manual. Makes these joints:
• 1/2" wide half blind dovetails
Spaced 27/32" on center for 1/2" to 1" thick
drawer sides and 5/8" to 1" fronts up to 12" high
• 1/4" wide half blind dovetails		
For 1/4" to 1/2" thick drawer sides and 5/16" to
1/2" fronts up to 12" high
• 3/4" wide through dovetails			
Spaced 1-1/8" on center for 1/2"–3/4" wood stock
• 1/4" wide box joint			
with wood stock 1/4" to 1/2" thick.
• 1/2" wide box joint with wood stock 1/4" to 1" thick.
Steel beams secure both work pieces snugly. Both sides of the
half-blind dovetail joint are cut at the same time for a perfect fit.

1/4" HALF BLIND
RABBETED

Master Joinery Set with 1/4" shank bits
#1225 List $246.00.........................................SALE $189.95
Master Joinery Set with 1/4" & 1/2" shank bits
#1226 List $246.00.........................................SALE $189.95

MLCS Dovetail Jig

Pins & Tails Through
Dovetail Templates
FREE! Two Carbide
Tipped Router Bits and
a Brass Guide Bushing!

CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

SAVE $10! 5/8" router guide
bushing now included. Makes
1/2" wide half blind dovetails (regular
or rabbeted) spaced 27/32" on center
for 1/2" to 1" thick drawer sides and
5/8" to 1" front, up to 12" high. The
self spacing edge guides give perfect
offset for precise joints. Steel beams
secure both work pieces, and both
sides of the half-blind dovetail joint
are cut at the same time for a perfect
fit. Regular price $69.95.
Jig with 1/4" shank router bit
#6411.............................. SALE $59.95
Jig with 1/2" shank router bit
#8711............................... SALE $59.95

Router not Included

Includes the 12"
steel jig and:
• 1/2" half blind
aluminum template
• 1/2"-14° CT dovetail
router bit
• 5/8" router guide
bushing
• A detailed instruction
manual
More templates @
MLCSwoodworking.com

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
For stock thickness 1/2"
to 7/8". “Mini” is for stock
thickness up to 3/8".
An inexpensive tool for
making beautiful through
dovetail joints. Templates
are made of sturdy cast
aluminum. “Large” size cuts 1" wide tails, 2" on center,
“Small” size cuts 3/4" wide tails, 1-1/8" on center, and
“Mini” cuts 1/4" wide tails, 1/2" on center. After a one time
initial setup, simply clamp
the jig in place on each
board, and rout the pins
and tails. There’s no limit
to the length of board
you can dovetail. By
shifting the jig, you can
create variable spaced or
extra wide dovetails. The
FREE 5/8" or 7/32" Router
Guide Bushing works with any
router that has a router baseplate with a 1-3/16" center
hole. For other size center holes see #9099 Universal
Router Plate or Router Replacement Bases on page 54
which allow you to use the brass bushing.

“Large” Template Set

Save over $50! Includes 16" template
with 1" wide tails, 2" on center, two FREE
router bits and 5/8" brass bushing.

#6413 w/ 1/4" shank bits............ $49.95
#8713 w/ 1/2" shank bits........... $49.95

“Small” Template Set

Save over $50! 15" template with
3/4" wide tails, 1-1/8" on center, two
FREE router bits and 5/8" brass bushing.

#6412 w/ 1/4" shank bits........... $49.95
#8712 w/ 1/2" shank bits.......... $49.95

“Mini” Through Template Set

SAVE $17! Includes 15" template with
1/4" wide tails, 1/2" on center, two FREE
router bits and 7/32" brass bushing.
#6404 w/ 1/8" shank bits.......... $49.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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SOLID CARBIDE and HSS SPIRAL BITS

Smooth Cutting MLCS Solid Carbide Router Bits
Solid Carbide Spiral
Upcut/Downcut Bits
★★★★★
2 flute flat bottom cutters. Top quality micrograin
solid carbide cuts faster and smoother and stays
sharper longer. Produces a very clean, fast and
accurate cut with minimal chatter. Upcut spiral
helps remove material. Ideal for making mortise
and tenon joints. Downcut spiral helps hold the
CUSTOMER RATING:

DOWNCUT

		 		
Item

SPIRAL
DOWNCUT

®

Item #7468
Shown actual size

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
Get best results in flush trimming, pattern or
template work. The 2 flute solid carbide spiral bits
have two ball bearing guides. Great to use where
chip-out is a concern with plywood, melamine or
other laminate surfaces. The downcut bit is used
for hand held router applications. Upcut bit is for
table mounted applications. Overall length for
1/4" bit is 3" and for 1/2" bit is 3-3/4".
Recommended in WOOD® Mag. #158.

material in place while
FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
using handheld routers. mlcswoodworking.com
Will plunge cut and plane edges. Eliminates
chipping at the top of the cut. Ideal for soft
and hard woods, plywoods and composites,
laminates, plastics and some non-ferrous metals.
Item #5155 will cut grooves for #20 biscuits.
#7468 can be used with the Leigh Jig. #5161 can
be used for inlay routing. #5150/#5170 can be
used for shelf pin router jigs.

See Katana
Solid Carbide
Router Bits
on page 40

SPIRAL
UPCUT

Spiral Flush Trim Bits

Large Cutting
Diam. Length

#5089
#7389

1/4"
1/2"

1"
1-1/4"

Shank
Size

SALE!

1/4"
1/2"

$29.95
$59.95

Shank
Size

SALE!

1/4"
1/2"

$29.95
$59.95

UPCUT

Item #7488
Shown actual size

		 		
Item

#7389 shown
actual size

WOODCHIPS

WOODCHIPS

Large Cutting
Diam. Length

#5099
#7399

1/4"
1/2"

1"
1-1/4"

Spiral Flush Trim 2 Piece Set - Save $10
Includes 1/4" shank bits #5089 and #5099

#203................................................................................ $49.95

Spiral Upcut/Downcut
3 Piece Starter Sets
Save $17! Solid micrograin carbide

SPIRAL UPCUT BITS

SPIRAL DOWNCUT BITS

		
Item #

Large Cutting Shank Overall
Diam. Length Size Length

#5141
#5155
#5142
#5150
#5156
#5157
#5146
#901
#902
#903
#7466
#7467
#7468

1/8"
5/32"
3/16"
5mm
7/32"
1/4"
1/4"
1/8"
3/16"
1/4"
5/16"
3/8"
1/2"

1/2"
1/4"
9/16"
1/4"
5/8"
1/4"
5/8"
1/4"
5/8"
1/4"
3/4"
1/4"
1"
1/4"
1/2" 1/2"★
5/8" 1/2"★
3/4" 1/2"★
1-3/16" 1/2"
1-1/4" 1/2"
1-1/2" 1/2"

2"
2"
2-1/2"
2"
2"
2-1/2"
2-1/2"
2"
2"
2-1/2"
3"
3"
3"

Price

$13.95
$15.95
$15.95
$15.95
$15.95
$15.95
$16.95
$13.95
$16.95
$17.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95

★Proper adaptor will be supplied.

					
Large Cutting Shank Overall
Item # Diam. Length Size Length

Price

1/8"

9/16"

1/4"

2"

$13.95

#5175 5/32"

9/16"

1/4"

2"

$15.95

#5162 3/16"

5/8"

1/4"

2"

$15.95

#5170

5mm

5/8"

1/4"

2"

$15.95

#5177

1/4"

3/4"

1/4"

2-1/2" $15.95

#5145

1/4"

1"

1/4"

2-1/2" $16.95

#917

1/4"

3/4"

#7487

3/8"

1-1/4"

1/2"

#7488

1/2"

1-1/2"

1/2"

#5161

bits cut fast and smooth with an edge
that stays sharp longer. Includes:
• 1/4" dia. Spiral Bit		
1/4" shank, 1" cutting length
• 3/8" dia. Spiral Bit		
1/2" shank, 1-1/4" cutting length
• 1/2" dia. Spiral Bit		
1/2" shank, 1-1/2" cutting length
Spiral Upcut Set

#200 $96.95............... $79.95
Spiral Downcut Set

#202 $96.95................ $79.95

7 Piece Spiral
Upcut Set

1/2"★ 2-1/2" $17.95

SAVE $42! Seven solid

3"

$39.95

3"

$39.95

carbide spiral upcut router
bits. #5155 cuts grooves for
#20 biscuits. Includes bits:
#5141, #5155, #5142, #5157,
#7466, #7467, and #7468.

★Proper adaptor will be supplied.

See Katana® Solid Carbide Router Bits on page 40

#222 $181.65........ $139.95

High Speed Steel (HSS) Spiral bits
are an economical alternate to solid
carbide spiral bits. These general
purpose HSS bits are less prone to
chipping or breaking. Use for wood,
soft plastics or aluminum. Bit #7498
is recommended for creating holes
for your bench dogs.
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Large Cutting Shank Overall
Item # Diam. Length Size Length

Price
1-2 ea.

Price
3+ ea.

#5181
#5184
#5183
#7496
#7497
#7499
#7498

$5.95
$5.95
$5.95
$9.95
$10.95
$13.95
$15.95

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$8.55
$9.55
$11.55
$13.55

1/8"
3/16"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"

3/8"
5/8"
1"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

2-5/8"
2-7/8"
3"
3-3/4"
3-1/2"
3-1/4"
3-1/4"

HSS 7 Piece Set • Save $18.70
Set #207.......................................................................... $49.95

Compression Up/Down Spiral Bits

WOODCHIPS

High Speed Steel
Spiral Upcut Bits

HSS SPIRAL UPCUT BITS

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
Solid carbide bit
makes clean, chip and splinter-free cuts in
composite sheet goods such as Melamine or two
sided Formica/Laminates and veneered plywood.
The Up-Down-shear design cuts toward the center
from both sides at once.

					
Shank Cutting Cutting Overall
Item Size Diam. Length Length

#5120 1/4"
#7425 1/2"

1/4"
1/2"

Price

7/8" 2-1/2" $25.95
1-5/16"
3" $44.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Straight Router Bits
SEE PAGE 34!
1 or 2 flute, carbide
tipped. Will plane
edges, cut grooves, rabbets, slots, and
dadoes. Also used for mortising and carving,
as well as other applications where a flat
bottom is required. European
Two Flute bits and Plywood
Straight Sets are designed
for metric size plywoods.
See the chart at right for the
undersize equivalency. Bit
#7794 is a 5/8" oversized bit
for recessing shelf standards.
Bit #5468 is designed to be
used for Sears dovetail jig. Bit
#7782 is an oversize cutter for
Melamine.

#5474 shown
actual size

Use item #5479/#7779
for cutting dadoes for our
T-Tracks (see page 56 for
more information).
Use item #7785 to cut
a groove for our Miter
T-Track (see page 53).

STRAIGHT BITS
SINGLE FLUTE

DOUBLE FLUTE

				

Item #

Large Cutting Shank
Diam. Length Size

Shank
Length

#5470
#5468
#5471
#5469
#5472
#5473
#5474
#5477
#5476
#5478
#5479
#7770
#7771
#7772
#7768
#7774
#7777
#7775
#7778
#7794
#7779
#7782
#7780
#7781
#7785
#7784
#7786
#7787

1/4"
1/4"
5/16"
5/16"
3/8"
7/16"
1/2"
1/2"
9/16"
5/8"
3/4"
1/4"
5/16"
3/8"
7/16"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8"
21/32"
3/4"
25/32"
7/8"
1"
1-1/4"
1-3/8"
1-1/2"
2"

1-1/4" $5.95
1-1/4" $7.95
1-1/4" $6.95
1-7/8" $9.95
1-1/4" $6.95
1-1/4" $7.95
1-1/4" $8.95
1-1/4" $8.95
1-1/4" $8.95
1-1/4" $8.95
1-1/4" $9.95
1-1/2" $6.95
1-1/2" $7.95
1-1/2" $6.95
2-1/8" $7.95
1-1/2" $7.95
1-1/2" $9.95
1-1/2" $12.95
1-1/2" $10.95
1-1/2" $11.95
1-1/2" $11.95
1-1/2" $12.95
1-1/2" $12.95
1-1/2" $13.95
1-1/2" $15.95
1-1/2" $17.95
1-1/2" $18.95
1-1/2" $27.95

3/4"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1-1/2"
1"
1"
1"
3/4"
1"
1"
1-1/4"
1"
1-1/2"
2"
1-1/2"
3/4"
1-1/2"
1-3/16"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"
1-1/2"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

				
Item #

Large
Diam.

Cutting
Length

Shank
Size

Shank
Length

Price

#5465
#5466
#5467

1/16"
1/8"
3/16"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"

1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"

$7.65
$7.65
$7.65

EUROPEAN TWO FLUTE

				
Item #

Large
Diam.

#5490
#5495
#7790
#7793
#7795

5.2mm (13/64")
18.2mm (23/32")
5.2mm (13/64")
12.3mm (31/64")
18.2mm (23/32")

Cutting Shank Use for
Length Size undersize

1/2"
3/4"
1/2"
3/4"
3/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

1/4"
3/4"
1/4"
1/2"
3/4"

Straight Router Bit Sets

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

1 or 2 flute, carbide tipped. Plane edges, cut grooves, rabbets,
slots, and dadoes. Use to mortise, carve and routing a flat bottom.
SALE!

5 carbide tipped bits. Includes
sizes: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4".

Save $22!................... $22.95
1/4" shank • set #6075
Save $26!................... $22.95
1/2" shank • set #8375

Plywood Straight Sets

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★ 1 or 2 flute, carbide tipped. Designed for
metric size plywoods. See chart at top for undersize equivalency.

SALE!

Includes: 13/64", 31/64", 23/32".
Extra carbide
cutter allows
plunge cutting

Plunge Cutting
Straight Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped, with a
carbide center bottom cutting
tip for plunge cutting. No need
to drill a hole before cutting.
These bits are ideal for routing
stopped dadoes, mortising or
interior cut out work. Use to
plane edges, cut grooves,
rabbets, slots, etc.

					

Save $10!......................$19.95

Shear Angle
Straight Bits

1/4" shank • set #6076
Save $14!......................$19.95
1/2" shank • set #8376

2 flute, carbide tipped. The
shear angle cutting flutes
produce a smoother cut than
traditional straight fluted bits.
Instead of chopping at the
wood fibers at a 90º angle,
the shear angle design allows
for smoother shear
angle, slicing cuts.
Use this bit to
eliminate tear-out
problems from
routing end or
cross grain on very
hard woods.

15 Piece Router Bit Sets
CUSTOMER RATING:

Large Cutting
Diam. Length

#5451
#5453
#5455
#7751
#7753
#7754
#7755
#7756

3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
3/8"
1/2"
23/32"
3/4"
1"

1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"

Shank Shank
Size Length

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Dado Clean Out Bits

SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

1-1/4" $8.95
1-1/4" $8.95
1-1/4" $11.95
1-1/2" $8.95
1-1/2" $11.95
1-1/2" $13.95
1-1/2" $13.95
1-1/2" $15.95

		
Item #

#5489
#5483
#7788
#7789
#7792
#7783

Large Cutting
Diam. Length

3/8"
1/2"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"

3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
1"
1"
1-1/2"

Shank
Size

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

★★★★★

Carbide tipped with box. Includes:
4 Straight • Cove • V-Groove
Round Nose • 45º Chamfer • Rabbeting
Flush Trim • Roman Ogee • Round
Over Dovetail • Hinge Mortising
Panel Pilot • Allen wrench
Round Over to Beading
#8377 1/2" Shank........ $43.95
conversion bearing
#6077 1/4" Shank....... $43.95

Shear cutter
angle slices
smoothly and
cleanly into stock

Item #

SALE!

Price
$7.95
$8.95
$8.95
$9.95
$9.95

SELECT ITEMS

SALE!
SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

$8.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$12.95

2 flute, carbide tipped, with 3/16" cutting length.
Clean out rough dado cuts and finish rough stock.
The bearing rides on the shoulder of the dado as
the base of the router rides on the surface, cleaning
out a rough cut with great accuracy. Pattern cut,
mount small hinge templates, and rout signs.
		
Item #

Large
Diam.

Shank
Size

#5381
#5382
#5383
#5384
#7684

31/64"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
3/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"

SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

$14.95
$14.95
$15.95
$16.95
$18.95

Recommended in
Woodsmith #151
for getting a flat
bottom dado.

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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MOLDING PLANE, CROWN CORNICE BITS

Molding Plane
Profile Bits

3/16"

2 flute, carbide tipped with enclosed
ball bearing guides. Profiles are copied
from popular antique molding planes.
Produce architectural millwork, moldings,
baseboards, picture frames, and chair
rails. Combine cuts from two or more
bits for an unlimited variety of profiles.
3/16"

Item #7962

Item #5675

1"

1"

Item #7963

3/16"

1 3/8"

1/4"

1/4"

Item #5665

Item #7964

3/16"

1/2"

Item #7974

1/4"

Item #7975

7/8"

1 3/4"

1 5/8"

5/16"

1

Item #7977

/2"

Item #7976

1/4"

7/16"

3/4"

WOOD STORAGE BOX INCLUDED

Item #7979

1 11/16"

			
Item #

Shank
Size

Price

			
Item #

Shank
Size

Price

#5665
#5675
#7962
#7963
#7964
#7965

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$30.00
$30.00
$34.00
$34.00
$34.00
$34.00

#7974
#7975
#7976
#7977
#7978
#7979

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$34.00
$34.00
$34.00
$34.00
$34.00
$34.00

Crown Cornice Molding Bits
CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★
FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
2 flute, carbide tipped. Make classic and mlcswoodworking.com
decorative crown moldings. Perfect for finishing a room. Use
in a 1/2" table mounted router. Also used for decorative picture
and mirror frames, and decorative edges on clock faces.

24

Item #7978

1 1/2"

1"

10 molding plane
profile bits in a
box - just $150!

1 3/8"

1 3/8"

Item #7965

Save $190!

		

Item #

Shank Size

Carbide Height

Price

#7864
#7865
#7866
#7868
#7869

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

2-1/4"
1-5/8"
2-1/2"
2-1/4"
2-1/4"

$39.00
$37.00
$39.00
$39.00
$39.95

#7864
AN

MLCS

Original

CARBIDE
TIPPED

Molding Plane Profile Bits
★★★★★
Boxed Set
CUSTOMER RATED:

ON SALE! Includes all TEN 1/2" shank molding plane profile
router bits in a wood box: #7962, #7963, #7964, #7965, #7974,
#7975, #7976, #7977, #7978, #7979.

#1308 Indivdually $340.00.................................. SALE! $150

#7865
#7868
AN

#7866

MLCS

Original

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

#7869

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

TABLE EDGE, PICTURE FRAME

Table Edge Bits
These bits are used to form a deep,
decorative detail found on dining room,
coffee or end tables, window sills, chair
rails and china cabinets. You can
create a unique style
edge or duplicate a
classic design. One
edge, or top and
bottom edges can be molded depending
on wood thickness. Grandfather clock
gooseneck molding (FIG. 1) is made with
French Baroque (#8565) and Traditional
(#8567) bits. The Traditional style is
reversible and can be used as a drop leaf
table joint (FIG. 2). Best results are obtained
by making several light passes, increasing
depth of cut with each pass. Bits are 2 flute,
carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearing guides. Cuts shown are based on
making the maximum profile. Additional
profiles can be made by raising the top portion
of bit above the wood.
			
Item#
Description

#8558
#8560
#8559
#8561
#8563
#8564
#8565
#8566
#8567

Thumbnail
Thumbnail
Thumbnail
Thumbnail w/ bead
Classical Ogee
Ogee Fillet w/ Radius
French Baroque
Traditional
Traditional

THUMBNAIL
shown actual size

THUMBNAIL

FRENCH BAROQUE

FIG. 1

TRADITIONAL

FIG. 2

CLASSICAL OGEE

Shank
Size

Depth Of
Cut

Carbide
Height

SELECT ITEMS

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

7/16"
7/8"
1-1/8"
1"
1"
1"
7/8"
7/16"
1"

3/8"
5/8"
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"
5/8"
3/4"
5/8"
3/4"

$20.50
$29.00
$35.00
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$34.00
$35.00

SALE!

OGEE FILLET with RADIUS

THUMBNAIL with BEAD

Handrail Bits
★★★★★ 2 flute,
carbide tipped with totally enclosed
ball bearing guides. Create custom
sized stair railings in any type of wood
and save money. Item #8559 (thumbnail
bit below) cuts the top curve.
CUSTOMER RATING:

Made with
Set #8552

Merle Clamp Picture Frame Package

Made with
Set #8555

Sale ends 1/31/19

Bits shown
75% of
actual size
#8554

SAVE $32! Make three different
picture and mirror frames.

#8553

Handrail Bit Sets

Save $10! Includes handrail bit
#8553 and thumbnail bit #8559

#8552................................$59.95

Save $10! Includes handrail bit

#8554 and thumbnail bit #8559

#8555................................$59.95

		
		

Item #

Shank
Size

#8559
#8553
#8554

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

SALE!

SELECT ITEMS

$35.00
$35.00
$35.00

#8559

Includes three 1/2" shank Picture Frame Router bits
(#8620 on page 27 and #7965 and #7975 on page 24)
and the Merle Band Clamp (P. 37). All router bits are 1/2"
shank, two flute, carbide-tipped with totally enclosed
ball bearing guides. Reg. $127.90.

#1401...................................................................... SALE $95.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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MOLDING ROUTER BITS

Flute and Bead Bits

Horizontal Crown Molding Bits

Tight fitting

★★★★★ Also called "Canoe" router cedar strips
make projects
bits. 2 flute, carbide tipped, all bits 1-1/2" large diameter. Make using intercedar strip canoes, hot tubs, planters, etc. The Stacked Flute locking sealed
and Bead bit makes both profiles by simply moving bit up or edge joints.
down. *PURPLE ASTERISK ITEMS are designed for use on 1/4"
thick slats to make tight sealed fitting edge joints on curved surfaces.

CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★ 2 flute carbide tipped. Make
classic cove molding. The concave cut is made easily
on a router table, using featherboards and
push blocks to feed the work against the
fence. Different sizes create diverse projects.

CUSTOMER RATED:

AN

MLCS

Original

			
		
Large		

Stacked Flute & Bead Bit

2 Piece Flute & Bead Set

#5415* 1/4"
#7715* 1/4"
#7720 3/8"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

SALE!
$29.95
$35.95
$38.95

			
Flute/Bead Shank
		Set #
Diam.
Size

#5416*
#7716*

1/4"
1/4"

1/4"
1/2"

Price

$28.95
$30.95

AN

MLCS

Original

2 flute, carbide tipped. Make
chair rail moldings with a
table mounted router. Chair
rail bits are also used for
making base caps, cabinetry
trim molding, panel molding
and picture frames.
			
Item #

Large Carbide Shank
Diam. Height Size

#7886
#7900
#7902

1-7/8"
1-3/4"
1-1/8"

1-3/4"
1-7/8"
2"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Diam.

Depth Carbide Shank
Radius Of Cove Height
Size

#7873
#7875
#7876

1-3/4"
2-1/2"
2-3/4"

1-1/2"
2-1/4"
2-3/4"

5/16"
3/8"
3/8"

3/8"
11/16"
11/16"

$24.00
$32.00
$35.00

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Crown
★★★★★
38˚
molding
2 flute, carbide tipped with fully enclosed ball 52˚
profile
shown is
bearing guide. Create a 52º/38º angle on your
#7872
crown and cornice molding. Adjust your router
table fence with the ball bearing guide. Run one edge
face-up and opposite edge face- 			
		
Carbide Shank
down to create opposing angles. Item # Height Size Price
Makes top and bottom bevel cuts. #7882 1-1/2" 1/2" $59.95

Architectural 		
Case/Molding Router Bits

#7898

#7899

2 flute, carbide tipped with fully enclosed
ball bearing guides. Make baseboards,
chair rails, door casings, picture frames
and cabinet moldings.
SALE!

#7886

$42.00
$42.00
$39.95

FREE!

#7902
#7900

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

#7893

#7896
Ranch

			
				
Carbide Depth Shank

Super Tuff Router Mounts
Replace your router's plastic base with SUPERTUFF
material. Clear, shatter resistant squares can be drilled,
cut or routed to make router table inserts, safety shields,
or router fixtures. 1/4" or 3/8" thick, approx. 11-3/4" square.

#7895

Item #

Height Of Cut

#7893
#7895
#7896
#7898
#7899

2-1/8" 13/32" 1/2"
2"
1/2" 1/2"
2"
1/2" 1/2"
2"
9/16" 1/2"
2"
1/2" 1/2"

#9095 1/4" thick...................................................................$17.95
#9097 3/8" thick................................................................$20.95
#9093 3/8" thick with 1-3/16" hole............................$29.95
#9096 3/8" thick with 2" hole.....................................$29.95

Heirloom Molding Router Bit

Universal Router Baseplate

			

For Porter Cable® Type Template Guides
Includes a centering pin to perfectly align the baseplate
and 1-3/16” Porter Cable® style guide templates to your
router collet. The 6" clear acrylic baseplate is predrilled
for most common routers.
#9099 Router Plate.........................................................$24.95
#9055 Centering Pin Only............................................... $7.95

Router Replacement Base
6' Universal Base is designed to fit a Porter-Cable® style router
base opening. Pre-drilled, mounts on most popular Sears
routers.

#9339 LIST $18.95............................................................ $15.95
26

#7873

SALE!

CUSTOMER RATED:

STACKED FLUTE & BEAD BIT

Chair Rail Molding Bits

			

Item #

Crown Molding Bevel
52˚/38˚ Angle Bit

2 PIECE FLUTE & BEAD BIT SETS

			
Flute/Bead Shank
		Set # Diam.
Size

#7873
shown

Size

Price

$42.00
$42.00
$42.00
$42.00
$42.00

2 flute, carbide tipped with enclosed ball bearings.
Classical molding bit makes period furniture, base
moldings, table edge details, and architectural millwork.
		
Large Carbide Depth Shank
Item # Diam. Height Of Cut Size

#7880

2"

1-1/4"

13/16"

1/2"

Price

$40.00

Multi-Molding Crown Molding Bits
CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped. Make large 4-7/8"
crown moldings, chair moldings or decorative
moldings. Use in 1/2" table mounted router.
Cut off 45º excess.

			
		
Carbide Shank
Item #

Height

Size

Price

#7871
#7872

2-1/2"
2-1/2"

1/2"
1/2"

$55.00
$55.00

#7872

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

#7871

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Screw Slot Bits

ROUTER BITS

Screw Slot Router Bit Set

SAVE $5.00! Includes both
★★★★★
countersink and counterbore bits.
Two flute, 1/2" shank, carbide-tipped,
#7686
.............. $30.95
with anti-kickback design. Rout
versatile screw slots for securing COUNTERSINK COUNTERBORE
large panels or tabletops. Hole
allows for expansion and contraction
due to changing temperature and
humidity, preventing the wood
COUNTERBORE
from splitting and the screw from
failing. Available in counter-bore or
counter-sink style. Fits #8 screws.
CUSTOMER RATING:

			
Item #
Style

Large Carbide		
Diam. Height Price

#7682 Counterbore 1/2" 15/16" $17.95
#7683 Countersink 7/16" 13/16" $17.95

COUNTERSINK

Casing/Base Cap Molding Bit
MLCS
2 flute carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball Original
bearing guides. Make ogee door or window
casings. Can also make accent molding for small projects.
AN

			
		
Large Carbide Shank
Item # Diam. Height Size

SALE!

#7820 1-3/4"

$29.95

1/2"

1/2"

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

Price

15/32"
19/32"

1/2"
1/2"

$29.95
$30.95

Wainscoting/Pedestal
Molding Bit
Carbide tipped bit with
enclosed ball bearing guide.
Put a decorative edge on a Pedestal Molding Cap Rail
pedestal base for collectibles, a base profile for
clocks, cabinet, or window sill. Create attractive
cap rail to transition from wainscoting to upper
wall. Use stock at least 1" thick for full profile.
			
Item #

Large
Diam.

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size		

#7890

2"

1-1/16"

1/2"		 $39.95

Furniture Maker Bits cut the oval shape edges found in
classic style furniture in two passes. Two flute, carbide
tipped with totally enclosed ball bearing guide. Perfect
edge for table legs plus chair legs or arms, etc.
		
Item #

Large
Diam.

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

Price

#8591
#8592

7/8"
15/16"

13/16"
1-1/4"

1/2"
1/2"

$20.00
$23.00

Price

#8592
shown
75%
actual
size

Traditional Foot Bits
Ogee Foot Molding Bits
cut an elegantly shaped
bracket foot profile for
jewelry boxes and small
cabinets. Eliminate
tedious hand shaping
Carbide Shank
and carving of this
traditional foot style Item # Height Size Price
1/2" $35.95
by simply running #8589 3/4"
the needed length #8588 1-1/4" 1/2" $38.95
1/2" $44.95
on your router table #8590 2"
and then mitre the corners. See box making kit on page 4.

Picture Frame
Molding Bits

Picture Frame Rabbet Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball
bearings. Make custom picture frames or mirrors.
The double stepped rabbet will cut either a 1/8"
x 3/8" or 1/4" x 3/8" rabbet for your glass or
mirror, and an additional 3/8" 			
		
Large
x 3/8" rabbet for artwork and Item # Diam.
backing board. Use for 1" or #8623 1-7/8"
larger stock.
#8624 1-7/8"

Furniture Maker Bits

#8619

#8620

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

#8621

These two flute, carbide tipped
router bits make decorative picture
frames. They are also used for
decorative edges on clock faces,
mirror frames, and more. See
Picture Frame Package on page 25!
			
		
Item #

Large
Diam.

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

SELECT ITEMS

#8619 3/4"
#8620 3/4"
#8621 13/16"
#8622
2"
#7902 1-1/8"
#7869 1-1/4"

1"
1-7/16"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
2"
2-1/4"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$29.95
$30.95
$30.95
$30.95
$39.95
$39.95

#8622

SALE!

#7902

#7869

Brass Template Guide Kit
“Safety” Small Parts Holder

SAVE $10! A 9 piece kit significantly
expands the use of your router. For template
controlled operations such as dovetailing,
stair routing, hinge butt routing, omni jig
template, lock face routing and other general template operations. Template guides
can be used directly with any router having
a baseplate with a 1-3/16"* dia. center hole.
*Works with most DeWalt, Porter Cable®,
and Skil routers. Works with some Black
and Decker, Elu, & Hitachi routers. Universal
Router Plate #9099 makes kit universal.

The kit contains: Two lock nuts, and
seven different template guides
(5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4",
and 51/64" OD).

CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★ Great for toy parts,
door rail ends, and detail jobs that would be
dangerous or impossible without it. Securely
position and align small parts with quick
release clamping action. Prevent slipping
and keep fingers away from sharp cutting
edges. Large, easy-to-grip handles guarantee
precision and control when custom-shaping or saw tables, drill presses, band saws,
small pieces. Handles wood stock up to 10" joiners and more.
and cuts any angle up to 45º. Use with router #9542 List $40.................. $22.95

#9674............................ SALE $19.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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ROUTER BITS

Finger Joint Bits

Box Joint Bit

Make better edge and end grain joints by
increasing the glue surface area.

Make perfect box joints with
ease using precision carbide cutters.

★★★★★
1/2" shank, carbide tipped
B
cutters. Ideal for joining particle
and composition board as well as
solid stock. Make super strong
mitre joints. Replace mortise and
tenon in many cases. Quick Face
and accurate set-ups.
#7861 has two flutes with A
eight stagger finger cutters.
Will join stock from 1/2" to 1-1/4".
#7862 has three, 3-flute finger cutters with
a 1/2" bore. Joins 1/2" to 3/4" stock in one
pass and 3/4" plus stock in multiple
passes. #7862 can also be used on
a 1/2" shaper.

Strong, beautiful box joints are ideal for jewelry
box drawers, humidors and a variety of small
projects. The long 1/2" arbor holds five (5/32")
three-wing, carbide-tipped slot cutters, 4 spacers
and a ball bearing guide. The bearing is designed
for 1/2" depth of cut, but make
shallower cuts by adjusting your
router fence. Use stock up to 1/2"
thick. For stock from 1/8" to 3/8"
replace bearing with bearing
#12111- #12114 as listed on page 43.
Use in a router table only. See PSA
Felt Backed Sheets on page 55.

CUSTOMER RATING:

Item #

Shank

SALE!

#7861
#7862

1/2"
1/2"

$44.95
$49.95

A
2 FLUTE
#7861
Face
B

Item #

Shank Size

Large Diam.

Carbide Height

Reg. Price

SALE!

#7860

1/2"

1-7/8"

1-7/16"

$99.95

$49.95

Rabbeting Miter Joint Set
FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

3 FLUTE
#7862

1/2" shank, 2 flute, carbide tipped. This
two piece router bit set makes a 45˚ miter
rabbet joint that produces a larger glue surface area than
a simple miter joint, with the added advantage of more
precise edge alignment. The completed joint eliminates having
any end grain showing on the joints for a clean, consistent grain
match. Great for plywood. Use for stock from 1/2" to 7/8" thick for
making boxes, cabinet frames, drawers, etc.

3-in-1 Glue Bottle
See New Year’s Special Package on page 57.
SAVE $5.55! The 8 ounce bottle is supplied with three
applicator tips. The straight tip can be used to apply glue
into wider slots, dadoes or applying a single glue bead. The
biscuit tip is designed to inject glue directly into biscuit slots.
A 2-3/8” wide rubber glue roller tip is used for applying an
even coat to a flat surface or edge. A bottle cap is provided
for storing the glue in the bottle when not in use.List $14.50.

#7741.................................... $89.95
Set-Up Block (for 3/4" stock only)

#9787......................................... $10.95

Cut unlimited large and small moldings.

		
Large Carbide Regular
Item # Diam. Height
Price

SALE!

#7859 2-1/8" 1-7/8"

$39.95

$69.95

2ND CUT

French Provincial Classic Bit
2 flute, 1/2" shank carbide tipped with totally enclosed bearing
guide. For decorative edges on moldings, picture
frames, furniture, mantels, signs, and panels.
Multiple passes create different shapes.
		
Item #

Large
Diam.

Carbide
Height

SALE!

#8786

1-1/2"

5/8"

$22.00

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Save $9.95! - Includes both
#7742 and #7743. Individually $99.90.

Multiform Molding Maker
2 flute, 1/2" shank carbide tipped bit with
totally enclosed ball bearing guide makes
dozens of different profiles in one pass
(depending on stock). With two passes the
possibilities are almost unlimited. Adjust the
depth of cut and fence position to create
large or small moldings, using any portion
of the bit. The profile shown was made on
a router table.

FREE!

Rabbeting Miter Joint
Router Bit Set

#9175..................................................................... SALE $8.95
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Shown
75%
actual
size

1ST CUT

		
Item #

Large
Diam.

#7742
#7743

1-3/8" 5/8"
2"
7/16"

#7743

Small		
Carbide		
Diam. Angle Height Price

45˚
45˚

#7742

1" $42.95
7/8" $56.95

Train Track Bits
Make classic
handcrafted
wooden train
track sets.
1/2" shank, carbidetipped, router bits.
Use European beech stock and bit
#7309 to create the “male” track
connector in 2 passes and #7310
to create the “female” connector
in one pass. #7311 makes a single
groove (for curved or straight tracks).
#7312 makes both track grooves simultaneously (straight tracks only). Router table
recommended. Get FREE instructions and detailed project plans online!

4 Piece Train Track Set

Save $24.85! Includes bits

#7309, #7310, #7311 and #7312.
#7314.........................SALE $98.95

#7309 For “male” connector..... $37.95
#7310 For “female” connector..$23.95
#7311 For single groove............. $20.95
#7312 For double groove.......... $40.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

BULL NOSE BITS, ROUTER INLAY SETS

Bull Nose Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped. For half round shapes and edge forming. Can be used to
form a completely rounded edge, or to leave a bead on top and/or bottom. Great
for making beautiful stair tread profiles, table and counter edges, and window sills.
Can also make dowels or hand-hold grips with two passes. Use
Bull Nose bits with ball bearing guides with or without templates.
		
Item #

#5460
#5461
#5462
#5464
#7760
#7761
#7762
#7763
#7764
#7765
#7759
#7766
#7767

Diam. Carbide
of Circle Height

1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
3/4"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"

3/4"
13/16"
15/16"
1-3/16"
1/2"
13/16"
15/16"
1"
1-3/16"
1-3/8"
1-1/2"
1-3/4"
1-15/16"

Shank
Size

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

#5462 shown
actual size

SALE!
Price

SELECT ITEMS

#8761 shown

		
Item #

Diam.
of Circle

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

Price

#6460
#8761
#8762
#8764

1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
3/4"

5/8"
1"
1"
1-1/4"

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$15.00
$18.00
$19.00
$24.00

Edge Beading Bits
Also known as a “Quirk” bead. 2 flute, carbide tipped
with totally enclosed ball bearing guides. Match an
existing bead mold trim found in older homes. Forms
a small radius on the corner of the workpiece. By
rotating the board, a full bead is formed. Two passes
will form a completely round corner bead.

#5527
#5530
#5531
#5532
#5533
#5534
#7827
#7830
#7831
#7832
#7833
#7834

Diam. Carbide
of Circle Height

1/8"
3/16"
1/4"
5/16"
3/8"
1/2"
1/8"
3/16"
1/4"
5/16"
3/8"
1/2"

1/2"
1/2"
9/16"
5/8"
11/16"
3/4"
1/2"
1/2"
9/16"
5/8"
11/16"
3/4"

ly
parate
sold se
attern
p
e
ti
Bow

$16.00
$18.00
$18.00
$19.00
$16.00
$18.00
$18.00
$18.00
$19.00
$20.00
$30.00
$32.00
$36.00

BULL NOSE BITS WITH BALL BEARING GUIDES

			
Item #

Solid
Brass

Shank
Size

SELECT ITEMS

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$16.00
$16.00
$17.00
$17.00
$18.00
$19.00
$16.00
$16.00
$17.00
$17.00
$20.00
$21.00

SALE!

Reduced
size cut
sample

Finger Nail Bits
2 flute, carbide tipped. For crescent shapes and edge forming. Use
to form a rounded edge, or to leave a bead on top and/or bottom.
		
Item #

Height
of Bead

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

Price

#8882
#8883
#8884
#8885
#8886
#8887

1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"

25/32"
31/32"
1-3/32"
1-9/32"
1-19/32"
1-25/32"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$16.00
$17.00
$19.00
$20.00
$21.00
$23.00

Router Inlay Set
Make perfect fitting recesses and
professionally matched inlays.

NEW “How-To” Online Video!

#5532
shown
actual
size

This easy to use, solid
brass inlay kit follows a
3/16" thick pattern template of almost
any shape to cut the recess in wood.
Create precisely matched inlays by
simply removing the sleeve from the
bushing to cut FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
the matching mlcswoodworking.com
shape. The inlay kit will fit your Porter
Cable®, Black & Decker or any router
with a manufacturer supplied adaptor
for Porter Cable® bushings. Includes

a brass bushing, brass template guide,
and brass retainer nut. A 1/8" downcut
solid carbide spiral bit (#5161) is sold
separately at right.
Works great with the Rocky 30 Trim
Router (See page 50).
Solid Brass Router Inlay Set

#9180 List $24.95........................ $12.95
Solid Brass Router Inlay Set
and 1/8" Downcut Solid Carbide
Spiral Bit (#5161).

#9177 List $38.90............. $21.95
Downcut Solid Carbide Spiral Bit

#5161.................................................... $13.95
A

Inlay Kit Patterns
Made of 3/16" thick, shatter
resistant plastic, they’re sized to
work perfectly with our inlay kit.

B

D

C

F
E

Item
A #9421
A #9420
B #9423
C #9424
D #9419
E #9425
E #9426
F #9427

Pattern

Approx. Size Price

Bowtie (small)
Bowtie (large)
Diamond
Fleur de Lis
Star
Heart (small)
Heart (large)
Oval

3-1/2" x 1-1/2"
4-3/4" x 2-1/4"
5" x 3"
5-1/2" x 7"
4-1/4" x 4"
4-1/2" x 4"
6" x 5"
5-1/2" x 3-1/2"

$9.95
$9.95
$11.95
$14.95
$9.95
$10.95
$14.95
$10.95

Complete Set of 8 Inlay Kit Patterns

SAVE $38.65! Includes 2 Bowtie (large and
small), Diamond, Star, Fleur de Lis, Oval, and
2 Heart (large and small) inlay kit patterns.
#9435 List $93.60.......................................$54.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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GROOVE FORMING BITS, LETTER TEMPLATES

Core Box and
Round Nose Bits
1 or 2 flute, carbide tipped. Core Box and
Round Nose bits will plunge cut in soft
or hard woods as well as composition
materials. They can be used for reeding,
fluting, veining, grooving and general
ornamentation where a round bottom
groove is desired. Item #8723 is used
for making musical wooden flutes.
ROUND NOSE
#8745 shown
actual size

CORE BOX
#6418
shown
actual size

V-Groove/Sign Carving Bits

SINGLE FLUTE

				
Item # Description

Large Carbide Shank
Diam. Height
Size

#6441 Round Nose
#6442 Round Nose

1/8"
3/16"

5/16"
5/16"

Price

$9.00
$9.00

1/4"
1/4"

DOUBLE FLUTE

			
Item # Description

#6415
#6443
#6410
#6416
#6444
#6417
#6445
#6420
#6418
#8715
#8716
#8744
#8717
#8745
#8746
#8718
#8747
#8720
#8719
#8748
#8723
#8721
#8722
#8727
#8725
#8726

Core Box
Round Nose
Core Box
Core Box
Round Nose
Core Box
Round Nose
Core Box
Core Box
Core Box
Core Box
Round Nose
Core Box
Round Nose
Round Nose
Core Box
Round Nose
Core Box
Core Box
Round Nose
Core Box
Core Box
Core Box
Core Box
Core Box
Core Box

Sign Lettering Bits

Large Carbide Shank
Diam. Height
Size

1/4"
1/4"
5/16"
3/8"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1/4"
3/8"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
3/4"
7/8"
1"
1"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1-1/2"
1-5/8"
1-3/4"
2"

1/4"
5/16"
5/16"
3/8"
1/2"
3/8"
5/8"
5/8"
5/8"
1/4"
3/8"
3/4"
11/32"
1"
1"
5/8"
1-1/4"
5/8"
3/4"
1-1/4"
1"
1"
7/8"
1"
1"
1-1/8"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Price

$10.00
$11.00
$11.00
$11.00
$12.00
$12.00
$13.00
$14.00
$15.00
$10.00
$11.00
$13.00
$13.00
$14.00
$15.00
$15.00
$17.00
$17.00
$18.00
$20.00
$20.00
$21.00
$25.00
$26.00
$27.00
$29.00

Complete Router
Letter Templates,
Guide Bushings
and Router Bit Set

Use with 1/4" or 1/2" straight,
V-groove, core box and round nose
router bits. A long guide bushing (9/16" height)
is required (not included). Use 5/8" (#9046)
or smaller guide bushing for 2-1/2" sizes,
and 7/16" (#9045) or smaller guide bushing
for 1-1/2" sizes.

#6026 Complete Set........................................... $59.95

#9033 TEMPLATES ONLY........... $26.95
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#5419 / #7719

#5418 / #7718

#5426 / #7726
#5418

#5419

V-GROOVE BITS

					
Item # Large Diam. Degree Carbide Hght.
#5420
#5431
#5424
#5425
#5426
#5422
#5421
#5428
#5427
#5423
#7726
#7722
#7728
#7729
#7723
#7731
#5418
#5419
#7718
#7719

plates and signs. Self spacing system
eliminates measuring between letters.
Durable metal bracket anchors the
template and work piece to bench for
stability. The complete template set
includes sturdy plastic letter and number patterns in 1-1/2" and 2-1/2" sizes.
Create a variety of letter styles with the included four
carbide tipped router bits (1/4" 90º V-groove bit #5424,
1/4" round nose bit #6443, 1/2" 60º V-groove bit #5422,
and 1/2" round nose bit #6445). Also includes two
long guide bushings (7/16" - #9045 and 5/8" - #9046).

2 flute, carbide tipped. Often used
in stair tread routing. Overlapped
carbide produces a smooth flat
bottom cut. Will level the
bottom of a dado cut on all
popular wobble blades.

The sign lettering bits are 60º V-Groove Plunge Bits and have
either a radius or flat bottom. They are designed for freehand
lettering. Maximum groove cut width is 1/2".

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
3/4"
1-1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
3/4"
1"
1-1/4"
2"

#5426

Shank

Price

22˚
45˚
90˚
90˚
90˚
60˚
45˚
90˚
60˚
120˚
90˚
60˚
90˚
90˚
120˚
90˚

5/8"
5/8"
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1"
5/8"
13/16"
5/8"
5/8"
3/4"
5/8"
3/4"
5/8"
1-1/2"

1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$10.00
$11.00
$14.00
$16.00
$14.00
$18.00
$28.00
$11.00
$14.00
$14.00
$20.00
$28.00
$35.00

60˚
60˚
60˚
60˚

11/16"
9/16"
11/16"
9/16"

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$18.00
$18.00
$18.00
$18.00

SIGN LETTERING BITS

Save $34! Perfect for plaques, name-

Bottom Cleaning
Router Bits

2 flute, carbide tipped. Will plunge cut. 90˚ V-Groove bits are used
for cutting full 90˚ V grooves, 45˚ chamfers or a 45˚ angle for an
accurate mitre. Excellent for sign carving, lettering, grooving, etc.
Router bits #5420 and #5422 are perfect for sign carving.

Router Letter
Templates Only

9/16"
9/16"
9/16"
9/16"

Solid Carbide 45˚/15˚
Sign Making Veining Bit

Sample and
bit shown
actual size

2 flute, solid carbide. Specially designed
for tracing and routing out wood letters in
signs and other intricate design work. Ideal
for CNC routing. The long cutting length adds
visual appeal to your letters.
Item #

Cutting Length

OAL

Shank

Price

#5075

5/8"

2-1/2"

1/4"

$24.95
Samples shown
actual size

Solid Carbide 60/̊90˚
Double Ended Bit
				
Large Cutting Shank
Item # Diam. Length Size
#7940

3/4"

#7941
1"
#7942 1-1/2"
NEW! #7943 2"

3/8"

1/2"

3/8"
1/2"
1/2"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

SELECT ITEMS
SALE!

2 flute, solid carbide. Great for production work.
Ideal for making signs and wood threading.

$14.95
$15.95
$16.95
$18.95

#5079

SALE!

Item # Cutting Length 90˚ Cutting Length 60˚ OAL Shank Price

1/8"

3/16"

2"

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

1/4" $20.95

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

BOWL AND TRAY TEMPLATES, DISH CUTTER BITS

Bowl and Tray/Dish Cutter Bits

“Acrylic” Bowl and Tray
Templates
Make beautiful bowls and trays
with your router. Durable clear

A

acrylic templates won’t warp
or distort. Glue up left over
scraps of various woods to
create beautiful patterns
and colors! #9465 Collet
Extension (P. 7) is required.
Router bit #7817 required except
for “E”, “F”, “L” and “M”, which use bit
#7813. An optional large mounting plate
(#9097 or #9096, P. 54) will support
your router over the large recessed
openings. Food Safe Preserve Oil on P. 54.

#9151 Paw Print...................... $24.95
B #9152 Daisy Flower............... $24.95
D #9161 Square Bowl & Tray... $24.95
E #9162 Double Heart.............. $24.95
F #9163 Maple Leaf.................. $24.95
G #9164 Flat/Rectangle Tray.. $24.95
H #9165 Oval Bowl & Tray....... $24.95
I #9166 4 Section Bowl - Tray... $24.95
J #9185 Four Bowl.................... $24.95
K #9190 Single Heart................ $24.95
L #9158 Five Section Tray....... $24.95
M #9186 Bells.............................. $24.95
N #9188 Snowman.................... $24.95
O #9196 Christmas Tree........... $24.95
P #9197 Candy Cane................ $24.95
Q #9198 Stocking....................... $24.95
R #9181 Small Bone.................. $24.95
S #9192 Big Bone...................... $24.95
T #9156 Flame............................ $29.95
U #9191 Santa Hat..................... $24.95

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★ 2 flute carbide tipped bit with
totally enclosed ball bearing guides. Make boxes, serving
trays, coasters and recessed signs. The Top
Mounted Bearing follows the template
to produce identical cuts every time.
Carve out the inside of a work piece,
rout a 3/16" radius rounded corner
and a flat bottom. Best when used
with a plunge router.

S

R
T

L

Carbide
Height

#5516
#7813
#7816
#7817

3/4"
3/4"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Shank	 
SALE!
Size

1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$19.00
$20.00
$22.00
$24.00

#7816 shown
actual size

#7814
shown
actual size

2 flute, carbide tipped. Cut a straight edge
with a 3/16" radius rounded corner and a
flat bottom - all with one bit! Used
for routing pockets in serving trays,
making coasters, plates, bowls, raised
letter signs, etc.

H

I
K

		
Item #

Cutting
Diam.

Carbide
Height

#7814
#7815

1"
1-1/4"

1/2"
1/2"

Shank	 
SALE!
Size

1/2"
1/2"

$16.00
$19.00

D

Bowl & Tray Template
MDF Kit
PR

F
PR
J

Your router and 		
these unique templates
create beautiful and
functional bowls and trays!

G

U

O

E
N

Large
Diam.

Dish Cutters

A

P

		
Item #

Q

M

Includes:

• 5 Templates
laminated look. The • Dish Cutter
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★
Router Bit
SAVE $74! The kit includes 5 MDF oval templates allow • Router Collet
templates for making full or divided you to make a 23" by Extension
circular and oval bowls and trays in 15-1/2" oval shaped
10 different configurations. The kit’s bowl or tray. The circular templates
1/2" shank Dish Cutter router bit and allow you to make either an 18" or
Router Collet Extension allow you to 12-3/4" circular shaped bowl or tray.
create bowls and trays up to 2-3/4" Instructions are included. Router collet
deep. Your bowl and tray blanks can be wrenches are sold separately. See Food
glued up in several layers using multiple Safe Wood Oil on page 54.
wood species for a “butcher block”, #9179 List 173.70......................$99.95

B

Porcelain Ramekins
The 3-3/4" diameter, 6 oz. porcelain bowls fit our bowl
and tray templates. Smooth, non-porous easy to clean
finish! Dishwasher and oven safe.
PR #9028 6 Pack Porcelain Ramekins....... $19.95

2" Sanding Kit for making
Bowls and Trays
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★ Includes a 2" holder
and 10 each of fabric-backed sanding discs in
80, 120, 180, 220, 320, and 400 grits. 		
#2049................................. $39.95
More kits at MLCSwoodworking.com

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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TONGUE AND GROOVE BITS

Tongue & Groove Set
For 1/2" to 1-1/4" stock.

Actual Size

2 flute, carbide tipped with enclosed ball
bearing guide. A two bit system makes
interlocking tongues and grooves. Great
for paneling or cabinet doors. Cuts 1/4"
high x 3/8" deep tongue and groove.
Can be used to make Mission style
doors with a full 1/4" high x 3/8"
deep panel slot.
			
Item #

#7737

For stock 5/8" to 1-1/8".
2 flute, carbide tipped with
enclosed ball bearing guide.
This two bit set produces
perfect, interlocking tongue
and groove with a V-groove on
the face. Excellent for paneling
or flooring. Fence required. Cuts
1/4" high x 3/8" deep tongue
and groove.

Shank		
Size
Price

1/2"

$69.95

			
Item #

Tongue & Groove
TripleWing™ Set

#7843

New and improved!

Actual Size

For 1/2" to 3/4" stock.
Now three flute! carbide tipped with
enclosed ball bearing guide. This
two router bit system cuts a 1/4" high
x 1/2" deep interlocking tongue
and groove for paneling or
cabinet doors.
			
Item #

#7841

Shank		
SALE!
Size

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Actual Size

$69.95

1/2"

Tongue and Groove
Flooring Set with 		
Nail Slot
For 5/8" to 3/4" stock.
2 flute, carbide tipped with bearing
guide. This two bit system features a
nail slot groove, bottom taper and a 1⁄16"
tongue and groove offset to allow for
easy assembly, room for expansion and
a good tight fit without any visible gaps
along the top surface.

Shank		
SALE!
Size

1/2"

Tongue & Groove
V-Notch Set

$49.95

Loose Tenon Flooring Joint Sets
For 5/8" or greater stock.

		
Item #

Shank Size

SALE!

#7735

1/2"

$59.95

Nail slot

SAVE $4.00! Create, replace or repair
hardwood flooring. A Top Mounted Bearing Slot
Cutter creates a 1/4" high x 3/8" deep groove.
Ideal for cleaning out grooves or creating
new grooves in already installed flooring.
The Bull Nose bit creates a full half round
on the edges of the loose tenon material to
make installation easy. Recommended size
for the loose tenon is 1/4" high by 23/32" wide.
		
Shank
Item # Size

Included
Bits

#5545

1/4" #5371 & #5460

#7845

1/2" #7671 & #7760

Tongue & Groove V-Notch Set
CUSTOMER RATED:

Two bit set cuts an interlocking tongue and
groove with a V-groove on the face. The
1/8" rounded tongue and 1/8" square
stock allow easier installation with
uneven surfaces. Great for paneling
or flooring. Cuts a 1/8" high x 3/16"
deep tongue and 1/4" groove.

SALE!
$26.95
$29.95

22½˚ Lock Miter Set
2 flute, carbide tipped two piece
set. Join material at 45º by cutting a
perfect, matching 22-1/2º miter joint.
Easy set-up. Use for octagonal shapes
on corner cabinet, entertainment
centers, etc.
Shank Size

SALE!

#7740

1/2"

$49.95

Set-Up Block for 3/4" thickness only.
#9756.................................................. $10.95
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Item #

Shank Size

SALE!

#7736

1/2"

$49.95

Tongue and Groove
TripleWing™ Assembly

For 1/2" to 15/16" stock.

Item #

★★★★★

For 3/8" to 3/4" stock. 2 flute, carbide tipped.

For 1/2" to 3/4" stock.

New and improved! Now three flute! Carbide
tipped with fully enclosed ball bearing
guide. One bit assembly cuts a 1/4" high
x 3/8" deep tongue and groove. No need
for a fence, the bearing lets you follow
odd shaped material.

Actual Size

		
Item #

Shank
Size

#5544

1/4"

#7844

1/2"

SALE!
$29.95
$29.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

Actual Size

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

ROUTER BITS, FOOT SWITCHES, MAGNETS

Lock Miter Bits

Joint Maker Set
SAVE $33! Ends 1/31/19.

★★★★★ 2 flute, carbide tipped.
To join materials at 90˚ by cutting a 45˚ miter
C
and a perfect matching tongue and groove glue
joint. This joint not only increases mechanical
strength, but also increases glue surface area
and automatically aligns parts.
CUSTOMER RATED:

3 Free Set-Up Blocks. 1/2" shank,
2 flute, carbide tipped 3 piece router
bit set. Drawer Lock bit (P. 14) attaches
sides to the front of a drawer with strong
joints. The Glue Joint bit (P. 14) makes

Item #7850
shown

a reversible glue
joint with 50% more
gluing surface. The
Lock Miter bit joins
materials by cutting
a 45˚ miter with matching tongue and
groove joint. List $98.50.
#1451................................ SALE $79.95

D

FACE

D

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

FACE

Item #

#7853
#7852
#7849

C

Bit Style

Carb. Ht.

Glue Joint 1-1/4"
Drawer Lock 1/2"
Lock Miter
3/4"

Price

Set-Up Block

$30.00
$30.00
$38.50

#9780
#9783
#9751

SET-UP BLOCKS..........................................................................$10.95

Set-Up block for 1/2" & 3/4" stock
Item #

Stock Thickness

Large Dia.

Shank Size

Price

Set-Up Block

#5547
#5548
#7847
#7849
#7850

3/8"-1/2"
1/2"-3/4"
3/8"-1/2"
1/2"-3/4"
1/2"-1-1/8"

1-3/8"
2"
1-3/8"
2"
2-3/4"

1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$35.50
$37.50
$36.50
$38.50
$47.50

#9750
#9751
#9750
#9751
#9753

1/8" Shank Router Bits
Perfect for Dremel, RotoZip, or any other
mini routing tool with a router base.
Two flute*, carbide tipped. The edge routing
bits feature a 5/32" brass pilot guide,
INDIVIDUAL 1/8" SHANK ROUTER BITS
allowing bits to get into tighter areas
Item Description ............................... Price
than conventional bits.

SET-UP BLOCKS with instructions.............................................................. $10.95

Multi-Sided Glue Joint Bits

9 Piece Router Bit Set

★★★★★ AKA “Bird’s Mouth” bits. Make planters, columns,
buckets, bowls, boxes, barrels or other multi-sided projects. 2 flute carbide tipped
bits cut the stock at the correct angle and make a very strong glue joint. Cut face
up for 6 or 8 sided projects and face down for 12 or 16
sided projects. For router table only. FREE Project
Plans at the "Instructions" page on our web site.
CUSTOMER RATED:

SAVE $37! Buy all 1/8" bits.
#6911.......................... $89.95

#6901
#6902
#6903
#6904
#6905
#6906
#6907
#6908
#6910

1/8" R Round Over .......................... $17.95
1/8" R Roman Ogee......................... $17.95
45º Chamfer......................................... $17.95
*1/8" dia. Straight (single flute)... $11.95
1/4" dia. Straight................................ $11.95
1/4" dia. Round Nose...................... $11.95
1/4" dia. 60º V-Groove.................... $11.95
1/8" R Point Cutting Round Over...... $11.95

1/4" dia. 8º Dovetail......................... $12.95

#7838

Billy Pedal® Foot Switches
#7839

FREE!

#7840
shown.

#7840

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

			
		
Number
Item #

Of Sides

Large
Diameter

Carbide
Height

Shank
Size

Price

SALE!

#7838
#7839
#7840

6 or 12
8
16

1-7/8"
1-3/4"
1-5/8"

1-3/8"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"

1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

$39.95
$39.95
$39.95

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

★★★★★

SAVE $29!

15 Amp
8' Cord

Save 8% Hold work with both hands!
No more hunting for the on/off switch.
Deadman Style Pedal
★★★★★
Operate router or power tool Performance
★★★★★
with hands-free convenience. Price
Billy Pedal is a spring loaded safety switch Continuous Running Pedal
that turns off the tool when you lift your foot
off the pedal. Simply plug our foot switch
into your electrical outlet, then plug your
tool into the Billy Pedal.
Deadman Pedal

#9080......................... SALE $22.95

Multi-Sided Glue Joint Router Bit Set

Runs continuously for dust collection or
for any activity where it is safe to leave
machine unattended. Simply step on pedal
to activate, step again to deactivate.
Continuous Running Pedal
#9089...................... SALE $23.95

Powerful “Rare Earth” Magnets

Ends 1/31/19.

80 magnets of unsurpassed holding power!

Includes three 1/2"
shank carbide tipped
glue joint bits: #7838,
#7839, #7840.

#1452.........$60.95

CUSTOMER RATED:

SAVE $22! Dozens of uses: door catches, holding tools and
INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

utensils. Can be glued with epoxy. 1⁄8" thick. Includes 80 total
magnets: 1⁄4" (30 magnets), 3⁄8" (30 magnets), 1/2" (20 magnets).

#9396 List $61.93....................................................... SALE $39.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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TRIPLEWING™ ROUTER BITS

TripleWing three
flute router bits
last 50% longer
and cut smoother!
™

CUSTOMER RATING:

two blade bits) save time by allowing
more aggressive cuts and therefore,
less passes. These 1/2" shank
bits can be run at reduced speeds,
helping to eliminate burning
on problem woods like cherry,
oak, and other wood species.
TripleWing™ bits produce
50% more cuts per inch,
for a smoother, cleaner
result. *The Workbench
Magazine review states:
“When (comparing the MLCS
TripleWing™ bits) head-to-head with
two flute bits, the improvement
was noticeable.” TripleWing™ bits
stay sharp, and last 50% longer
than standard two flute router bits.
*Workbench says: “...And since the bits
have three cutters rather than two,
sharing the wear, ...claims of longer
cutting life seems valid.”
See 3 Wing Slot Cutters on page 19

Cove
Round
Over

★★★★★
Rabbeting

*Review quotes appeared in
Workbench Magazine

Chamfer

The MLCS Three-Wing,

1/2" shank carbide
tipped router bits are at
the vanguard of routing
technology. *A review in
Workbench Magazine stated: “While
two-flute bits can leave cutter marks
and “waves” on edge profiles, these
three-flute bits produce consistently
smooth cuts.” Larger cutters with a
"third" cutting blade (versus standard

Straight
Flush Trim

TW FLUSH TRIM BITS

		
Item #

#10804
#10806
#10807
#10808

Large Cutting
Diam. Length

Tongue and
Groove Set

Price

1/2" 1-3/16" $13.00
1/2" 1-5/8" $14.50
1/2"
2"
$16.00
3/4" 1-5/8" $19.00

Tongue
and Groove
Assembly

		
Depth Large Carbide
Item # of Cut Diam. Height

1-1/4"

1/2"

Price

$20.00

TW COVE BIT

			
Large Carbide
Item # Radius Diam. Height

#10643

1/2"

				
Large Carbide
Item # Radius Diam. Height

#10650
#10652
#10654
#10655
#10649
#10656
#10657

TW STRAIGHT BITS

TW RABBETING BIT

#10691 3/8"

TW ROUND OVER BITS

1-1/2"

5/8"

Price

		
Item #

Large Cutting
Diam. Length

Price

#10774
#10775
#10780
#10779

1/2"
1"
1/2"
2"
23/32" 3/4"
3/4" 1-1/2"

$13.00
$19.00
$14.00
$16.00

					
Depth
Item # of Cut

			
Item # Angle

Large Cutting
Diam. Length

#10677

2-1/8"

“STANDARD” RAISED PANEL

			
Item #
Style

Large
Diam.

#10689
#10688

2-3/4 "
3-1/2"

Ogee
Cove

Price
$47.95
$47.95

1"

1"
3/8"
1-1/4" 1/2"
1-1/2" 5/8"
1-3/4" 3/4"
2"
7/8"
2-1/4"
1"
2-3/4" 1-3/8"

#7841
Price

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
1/2" shank, carbide tipped,
undercutter and standard.

Carbide
Height

SALE!

1/2"-3/4"

1/4"

$49.95

TW TONGUE & GROOVE ASSEMBLY

$32.00

TripleWing™
Raised Panel
Router Bits

1/2"

Stock
Size

#7844

3/8" 1/2"-3/4"

1/4"

“UNDERCUTTER” RAISED PANEL

			
Item #
Style

Large
Diam.

Price

#10698
#10697
#10696

3-1/8"
3-1/8"
3-1/8"

$69.00
$69.00
$69.00

Ogee
Cove
18º

#10698

#10689
#10697
Ogee Raised Panel
with Undercutter
#10688
#10696

34

Price

$17.00
$19.00
$21.00
$23.00
$25.00
$30.00
$40.00

TW TONGUE & GROOVE 2 PIECE SET

$23.00

TW CHAMFER BIT

45º

1/8"
1/4"
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1"

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

$29.95

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

MLCS Ordering Information, Order Form & Shipping Information
MLCS Shipping

FOR TECHNICAL HELP OR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-533-9298, M-F 8:30-5:00, EST

1. FREE SHIPPING in contiguous USA for all
products.
2. NEW! FREE SHIPPING to Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico and US Virgin Islands up to 4 lbs.
3. Special Delivery in Contiguous USA
• 3 Day Delivery
• 2 Day Delivery
• Next Day Delivery
Call, fax or check online for exact cost.
Prices are based on the weight of the
package and shipping zone.
4. Shipping to Non-Contiguous USA, APO/

If paying by Credit Card, the “Sold To” name and address must match the credit card’s billing address.

Please Print Clearly. To determine shipping and handling
charges (if applicable), see information to the left. Add
additional items on a separate sheet of paper.

SOLD TO:
PRINT NAME

SHIP TO: (If different than sold to)

COMPANY

PRINT NAME

ADDRESS

COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY

FPO, and International

STATE

For more info, go to MLCSwoodworking.com
and click on the "FAQ" link.

DAYTIME PHONE (including area code) (

MLCS Return Policy and Procedures
No RMA number is needed for returns but please
contact us before returning defective merchandise.
If you are having an issue with a product, please:
1) Email sawdust@mlcswoodworking.com any time
or call toll-free 800-533-9298 (M-F 8:30 - 5 pm ET).
We can often resolve the issue without a product
return. Emailing photos of the problem is helpful.
If we ask you to return the item (or if you are
returning non-defective merchandise for credit
or exchange), then please:
2).Repackage the item securely. Fill out the Return
Form on the back of your invoice, or download our
PDF return form. Please note that non-defective
merchandise being returned should be unused.
3).If returning your items for credit, please provide
a credit card number with your return, otherwise
a merchandise credit will be issued.
4) If you would like to be reimbursed for return
shipping charges (for defective merchandise whose
return we have authorized only), please indicate this
on your return paperwork. We can issue credit for
least expensive ground shipping ONLY (for many
items, this will be 1st Class US Mail). NOTE: Do NOT
use Shipping Stores/Services. These stores charge a
50% or more mark-up over standard shipping rates.
We cannot reimburse these additional charges.
5) Send all returns to:

Attn: Returns, MLCS Ltd.
2381 Philmont Ave #107
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
Note: Returns of new, unused merchandise in original
packaging will receive a full refund of the purchase
price. Used or tested items with damaged or missing
packaging will be subject to a restocking fee or prorated (unless defective). Please allow 2-3 weeks for
processing of a return.

The MLCS Guarantee: Three Year warranty on
all merchandise. All products in this catalog are
guaranteed against defects in workmanship
and materials.
*Katana™ Lifetime Warranty: If you encounter
trouble with a bit before it is resharpened,
return the bit for credit or exchange. Normal
wear and tear and cutter dullness from usage
are excluded. Defects from misuse or negligence not covered by the warranty.
24 Hour Turnaround: Most orders are shipped
within 24 hours or on the same day, Mon.– Fri.

CITY

ZIP

STATE

)

ZIP

PHONE (

)

YES! SIGN ME UP for the MLCS E-CLUB. Members will receive special offers on woodworking items.
Check the box and enter your email address below, or email us at: sawdust@mlcswoodworking.com.
EMAIL ADDRESS:

Item #

Description

Quantity

Unit Price

Total

Thank You
For Your
Order!
Method of Payment:
FOREIGN ORDERS IN U.S FUNDS ONLY

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏ Check or Money Order

Please include credit card number and expiration date with charge orders!
Expiration
Date:

Prices
subject to
change
without
notice.

Enter Card Verification #: AMEX 4 digit #, or
3 digit # for Visa, MasterCard, & Discover.

Signature

SAFETY
1. Read instructions prior to using router.
2. Always wear eye protection which
complies with current ANSI standard 787-1;
goggles, face shield, etc.
3. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry
which may become entangled in the tool.
4. Make sure work piece and bit are secure.
5. Keep rotating cutters away from body
and face during use and coast down period
of router.
6. Always unplug router when changing
cutters and/or making adjustments.

TOTAL

Mailing Adress:

C-147

X

Merchandise Total
PA State Residents
add 6% sales tax
Shipping Charges (If any.
See information at left)

MLCS, P.O. Box 165
HV, PA 19006-0165
FAX: 1-215-938-5070

WARNING
• Failure to follow all safety
• Router bits are for use with router
instructions and warnings, can
machines only. Before using any router bit,
result in serious bodily injury.
read router machine owner’s manual as
well as the owner’s manual for any router • We shall in no event be liable
machine accessory intended for use.
for death, injuries to persons or
property arising from use of our
• Prior to use, remove protective coating
products.
from bit and always examine router bit for
damage (cracks, breakage). Don't use if
• Defects from misuse, abuse,
damage is suspected.
negligence or alterations are not
covered by the warranty. Our
• Be sure ball bearing is securely held on
liability is limited to replacement or
edge cutting bits by checking allen screws
refund of the product.
or hex nuts before use.

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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CLAMPS AND ACCESSORIES

Edge Banding and 		
Flush Trim Router Bit Sets
CUSTOMER RATING:

“CAN-DO Clamp”
can do it all!

Set
#7828

★★★★★

CUSTOMER RATING:

It’s a Clamp and a Vise!

Hide the Ply! SAVE $4! Use 1/2"
shank carbide tipped Edge Banding
and Flush Trim bits together to add
an attractive, perfectly aligned edge
to cabinet doors and shelving. Use
with plywood panels, MDF panels, or
shelves from 1/2" to 1" thick. Center
the male cutter on the stock and make
the cut. Then match up the female cutter
with the center point of the first cut. Glue
up the interlocking plywood and wood
“finished edge strip”, trim the edges with
the Flush Trim bit. Recommended for
use in a table mounted router.

Movable
jaws

★★★★★

Clamps
on both
sides

Easy to Use! Great for framing, drilling, doweling, and
much more. Sets up
instantly... ready
to go to work for
you! 2-3/4" frame
width capacity.
• Quick To

Set-Up

Edge Band Set #7733, Flush Trim bit #7804.

#7828....................................................... $49.95
Edge Band Set #7732, Flush Trim bit #7804.

#7826....................................................... $44.95

• Secure Clamping
• Precise Adjustment
Can-Do Clamp

Two
swivel
points

#9001......................... $29.95
Sliding “T” handle for
high clamping pressure

Versatile Bar Clamp and Guide Fence

Oblong holes
for easy
mounting on
workbench
Sturdy aluminum
construction

Introductory Prices!

• Virtually eliminates side to side
movement common in other clamps
• Fully adjustable from 0" to total clamp
capacity.
• Mechanism is heat treated
Easy
• Lightweight Aluminum
steel, for long wear and posiOperation!
Extrusion is absolutely straight, flat, tive clamping action.
and strong – perfect for glue ups!
Extra Long
• Square face jaws are high
Handle!
• Smooth Quick Action! One hand
impact ABS.
operation bar clamp.

An obstruction free
guide fence for routing
and sawing, and more.

Join Picture frames Use as bench vise Join cabinet frames Clamp 2-3/4" wide

“Merle/Can-Do”
Combo Clamp Set
Includes two Merle Clamps
and two Can-Do Clamps

SAVE $19.85!
A terrific bargain! Get two each
of our most popular clamps.
Individually $119.80.
24" Bar Clamp and Guide Fence

#9010.............................. $99.95

#9921....................... SALE $29.95
36" Bar Clamp and Guide Fence

Fence Clamp

#9922.....................................SALE $34.95

Never damage your fence again!

50" Bar Clamp and Guide Fence

#9923.......................SALE $40.95

Power Tool Cutting Guide
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
This cutting guide will
easily handle large sheet
goods. The two 55” long
extrusions can be joined
together using the included
connector, which is extralong to prevent the two
joined extrusions from
flexing under pressure. The
cutting guide is secured to
the work piece by a pair of one hand
adjustable toggle clamps that slide in
the underside of the aluminum
extrusion.
Compatible with both the
#1414 Router Plate and
#9948..................................................................... $79.95
#1415 Saw Plate (see online).
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CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★ Attach just
about any sacrificial fence, re-saw fence,
half fence or any other fixture to your fence
without having the clamp interfere with
your work. Drill a 3⁄8" hole at the top of
each end of your sacrificial fence, tighten
the clamp against your original fence and
cut! You can also use one clamp at any
location along the fence as a stop block.

Set of Two Fence Clamps

#9311 1-1/2" - 3"................... $10.95
#9312 3" - 4-1/2"................ $12.95

High Pressure 		
Glue Injector
SAVE $13! With a brass tip!
Injects up to 550 psi! Forces glue
into tiny crevices. Repair and re-glue
furniture joints, bed frames, chairs,
cabinet legs, veneer and laminates,
musical instruments and more. Great for
crafters and hobbiests. Use with water
based glues. Includes a 3/64" brass tip.

#9305 List $27.90.............. SALE $14.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

MERLE CLAMP

Merle Band Clamp features pivoting jaws
and exclusive Quick Release Corners!
MLCS exclusive self-adjusting
jaws will align to any angle!
CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★
The flexible jaw inserts
are non- marring and are easily removed.
They’re made of high impact ABS plastic
for long life and heavy use. The dual pivot
feature allows the Merle to clamp virtually
any size or shape securely!

Perfect for clamping circles and
ovals; virtually any shape!
• triangles
• rectangles
• pentagons
• hexagons
• septagon
• octagons

120˚
90˚
72˚
60˚
51.5˚
45˚

Two Merle Clamps

SAVE $10! Includes
two Merle Band Clamps
with dual self-adjusting
pivoting jaws and
corners. List $59.90.
Sale ends 1/31/19
#1254........... SALE $49.95

Merle Clamp with pivoting jaws
#9012................................. $29.95

3 corners
4 corners
5 corners
6 corners
7 corners
8 corners

The Merle clamp includes 23' of
steel banding and has almost no
capacity limitation.
Performance

Value

AN

★★★★★
★★★★★

MLCS

Original

Merle clamps as small as 2-5/8"
by 2-5/8" to 69" by 69", or 23'
around, but can be extended to
any length by using standard 3/8"
steel banding or strapping.
The Merle clamp will hold any type of frame
for easy gluing, nailing, or screwing, and
ensures even jointing force at all corners.
Perfect for clamping wide or narrow cabinet
type frames (use in the center or edges).
The adjustable Merle clamp allows you
to use as much or as little clamping
pressure as needed.
Cast aluminum and steel construction
makes the Merle clamp a tough tool that
will work hard and long for you.
Quick Release Corner clips pull off with
finger pressure. Just clip on more
corners and get to work!
Includes a 23' steel banding reel, four
quick release corners and pivoting jaws.

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Merle Clamp ShopMaster Set
CUSTOMER RATING:

Includes a pack of 4 corners and
4 jaw inserts

SAVE $22.75!

#9013 4 PACK................ $18.95
Replacement Steel Reel

Clamp like a Pro! No more

Reel with 23 feet of steel banding

#9009................................... $9.95
Pivoting Jaw Inserts
Pack of 10 self-adjusting jaw
inserts. Use to retrofit our old
Merle clamp.
#9014.................................... $4.95

★★★★★

Includes 4 Clamps
plus 8 extra corners
with pivoting jaws

Aluminum Quick Release
Corners and Jaw Inserts -

waiting for glue to dry when
making new doors, drawers
or picture frames. Clamp 4
at a time! Clamp unique
shaped and multi-sided
projects with up to 24 total
sides. List $157.70.

#9007................. $134.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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KATANA® ROUTER BITS

Edge Banding Sets

PREMIUM

Add an attractive, durable
edge to your cabinet doors
and shelf edges. Use with plywood
panels, MDF panels, or shelves from
1/2" to 1" thick. Both matched, 2 piece
bit sets are two flute, carbide tipped.
Simply center the male cutter on the
stock and make the cut. Next, match
up the female cutter with the center point
of the first cut. Finish by gluing together
the two pieces and flush trim the edges, if
necessary. The 60º bits feature a tongue
and groove for a larger glue surface area
and easier alignment of edge banding. The
90º bits also make a horizontal V-groove
or double sided chamfer. Recommended
for use in a table mounted router.

Raised Panel
Undercutter Door
Router Bit Sets
CUSTOMER RATED:

SAVE 29! All sets $129.95.
#17733

#17732
AN

MLCS

Original

					
			
Large
Cutting Cutting Shank		
Item #
Type Of Bit
Diameter Height Depth
Size
Price
#17733 60° tongue in groove
1-1/2"
1"
15/32" 1/2"
$84.95
#17732
90°
1-1/2"
1"
1/2"
1/2"
$74.95

Hide the Ply!
Edge Banding 		
and Flush Trim
Package
SAVE $10! Use these premium
Katana® bits together, and add
an attractive edge to cabinet
doors and shelving. After gluing
up the interlocking plywood
and wood edge piece
made by the Matched
Edge Banding set, trim the
edges with the Flush Trim bit.
A strong joint and a cost
effective solution! This
special offer includes 1/2"
shank Katana® Edge Banding
#17733 and Flush Trim #17803
router bits. List $99.95.

★★★★★

•
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KATANA® three piece Raised Panel
Door Sets feature 1/2" shank razor
sharp, micro-grain carbide diamond
honed cutters, safety gauge
shanks, high hook and shear
angles, and more. Frame
and panel construction is
the standard and strongest
method of door building.
These premium sets include:
The Undercutter Raised
Panel bit makes a flush
or reduced upper
panel profile, or adds
a radius to the back of
the panel. 3-1/8" large
diameter (Shaker is 2-1/2").
Four different profiles.
Matched Rail and Stile sets create
precise rails and stiles that form the
durable door frame. Use with 3/4" to 7/8"
stock. Three different profiles.
Specs for Matched Rail and Stile Bits and
Raised Panel bits on page 39.
Use raised panel bits with a router table,
not hand held.
Katana® "Kitchen Cabinet" Five Piece
Sets are at MLCSwoodworking.com
FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

PREMIUM

RAISED PANEL
PROJECT
CALCULATOR
CD - PAGE 13

3 Piece Raised Panel Door Sets

SAVE 29! List price $158.95.
All Sets.................................. $129.95
		

Set #

#14509
Ogee
#14530
Ogee
#14531
Ogee
#14532 NEW! Round Over
#14533
Round Over
#14534
Round Over
#14535 NEW! Shaker
#14536 NEW! Shaker
#14537
Shaker

18˚ Bevel

#17828................................ $89.95

Rail & Stile
Profile

Shaker

Raised Panel
Profile

Ogee
Cove
18˚ Bevel
Ogee
Cove
18˚ Bevel
Ogee
Cove
18˚ Bevel
Round Over

Tongue & Groove Sets
PREMIUM

Cove

TWO
PIECE
SET!

Ogee

Ogee

A

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★
3 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides.The double
1/4” cutter makes the tongue, and the
single 1/4” slot cutter cuts the groove.
For wood thickness from 1/2" to 3/4".

Mitered Door Frame

B

ACTUAL SIZE
#17840

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed
ball bearing guide. Combine with raised panel
router bit to create decorative raised panel
doors, picture or mirror frames, or chair rails. A
1/4" slot cutter cuts a slot for the raised panel.
Use a rabbeting bit to make glass panel doors
or picture frames. Miter stock at 45˚, glue and
join with biscuits. Use with 2-13/16" wide stock,
at least 3/4" thick, in a 1/2" table mounted router.

		Item # Large Diameter B Cutting Height Cutting Depth Shank Size Price
		Item #
#15541
1-5/8"
3/4"
3/8"
1/4"
$54
#17840
1-7/8"
3/4"
1/2"
1/2"
$55
#18781
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Large Diameter
1-1/2"

Cutting Height
2-1/2"

Shank Size SALE
1/2"
$79.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

PREMIUM

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Raised Panel

PREMIUM

★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides.
Choose from three classic profiles.
See Raised Panel with Undercutter
bits below. 1/2" shank.
CUSTOMER RATED:

KATANA QUALITY
®

Matched Rail & Stile Set

Katana bits feature roundedshoulders, a European Anti es
Kickback design which forc
shallower initial cut, resulting
k,
in smoother entry into stoc ce
drastically reduing the chan
of kickback.
®

PREMIUM

18˚ Bevel

Ogee
Cove

		
				
Item #
Type Of Bit
#18686
18˚ Bevel
#18688
Cove
#18689
Ogee

Raised Panel		
with Undercutter

RAISED PANEL BITS

Large
Diameter
3"
3"
3"

Cutting
Height
5/8"
5/8"
5/8"

Cutting
Depth
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"

Shank		
Size
Price
1/2"
$55
1/2"
$55
1/2"
$55

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed ball bearing FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @
guides. Rail and stile cutters are a matched two piece male mlcswoodworking.com
and female set so the joint fits perfectly. Use with 3/4" stock.
Ogee

Round Over

Shaker

KATANA QUALITY
®

PREMIUM

ue
Katana bits feature a uniq
s
Safety Gauge Shank. Line
allow
etched into the shank
the
you to judge whether
in
router bit is properly seated
bit
the collet. Always insert the
to at least the 1st or 2nd line.
®

★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped bits with
enclosed ball bearing guides.
CUSTOMER RATED:

18˚ Bevel

				
				
Item #
Profile
#18847
Ogee
#18843
Round Over
#18837
Shaker

D

H

C

Large
Diameter
1-5/8"
1-5/8"
1-5/8"

Cutting
Height
3/4"
3/4"
3/4"

Cutting
Depth
3/8"
3/8"
3/8"

Shank		
Size
Price
1/2"
$84.95
1/2"
$84.95
1/2"
$84.95

See page 56 for Set-Up Blocks
Ogee

Tongue & Groove V-Notch Set

CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★
2 flute, carbide
tipped with fully
enclosed ball
RAISED PANEL BITS WITH UNDERCUTTER
		
				
			
Large
Cutting
Cutting
Shank
bearing guide.
Item #
Type Of Bit
Diameter
Height
Depth
Size
Price
			
This two bit set
#18696
18˚ Bevel
3-1/8"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1/2"
$74
produces interlocking 1/4"
#18697
Cove
3-1/8"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1/2"
$74
	 
high tongue & grooves with a
#18698
Ogee
3-1/8"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1/2"
$74
V-groove on the face. Great for
paneling or flooring. A fence is
Side
Drawer Lock Bit
required. For wood thickness
from 5/8" to 1-1/8".
PREMIUM
2 flute, carbide tipped. Minimum
stock thickness is 3/8" for drawer
		Item #
sides and 1/2" for drawer front.
Large Dia.
Cutting Hght.
Front

Cove

#17843

FREE!
INSTRUCTIONS @

2"

1-1/8"

PREMIUM

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Cutting Depth
3/8"

Shank Size
Price
1/2"
$89.95

mlcswoodworking.com

			
D Large Diameter
H Cutting Height
Shank Size
Price
Item #
#18850
2"
1/2"
1/2"
$39
			
#9784
Set-Up Block for Drawer Lock Bit
$10.95

Glue Joint Bit
★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped.
Produce a strong glue edgejoint for door panels, table
tops, and cabinets. For stock
up to 1-1/4" thick.

PREMIUM

CUSTOMER RATED:

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

			
D Large Diameter
H Cutting Height
Item #
Shank Size
Price
#18846
1-1/2"
1-1/4"
1/2"
$39
			
#9781
Set-Up Block for Glue Joint Bit - For 3/4" stock
$10.95

CNC/Sign Carving 			
Router Bit Set
Solid carbide, carbide tipped router bits, 1/4" shank
set includes:
Solid Carbide Spiral Up-Cut - #15146, 1/4" large
diam., 1" cut. ht., 2-1/2" OAL, 1/4" shank..... $19.95
Solid Carbide Spiral Down-Cut - #15145, 1/4" large
diam., 1" cut.ht., 2-1/2" OAL, 1/4" shank...... $19.95
Solid Carbide 45°/15° Sign Making Veining - #15075
5/8" cut. ht., 2-1/2" OAL, 1/4" shank.................... $29.95
SALE!
Round Nose - #16441, 1/8" large diam.,
1/4"
Shank
Set
5/16" cut. ht., 1-3/4" OAL, 1/4" shank............. $13.00
SAVE $14! Includes all
Round Nose - #16443, 1/4" large diam.,
five router bits. List $98.85.
5/16" cut. ht., 1-3/4" OAL, 1/4" shank............$16.00 #15005..............$84.95
See 7 Piece #17207 CNC/Sign Carving Set online

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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KATANA® ROUTER BITS

Solid Carbide Spiral Flush Trim Bits

PREMIUM

2 flute flat bottom cutters. Premium
grade and superior quality micrograin
solid carbide cuts faster and smoother
and stays sharper longer. Upcut
spiral helps remove material.
Ideal for making mortise and
tenon joints. Downcut spiral
helps hold the material in place while using handheld routers.
Will plunge cut and plane edges. Eliminates chipping at the
top of the cut. Ideal for soft and hard woods, plywoods and
composites, laminates, plastics and some non-ferrous metals.
		
			
Item #
#15141
#15161
#15146
#15145
#17467
#17487
#17468
#17488
#17469

Bit
Type
Upcut
Downcut
Upcut
Downcut
Upcut
Downcut
Upcut
Downcut
Upcut

Large
Diameter
1/8"
1/8"
1/4"
1/4"
3/8"
3/8"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Cutting
Height
1/2"
1/2"
1"
1"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
1-1/4"
2"

Overall
Length
2"
2"
2-1/2"
2-1/2"
3"
3"
3"
3"
4"

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★ 2 flute solid carbide
spiral bits with two ball bearing guides. Avoid
chip-out with plywood, melamine, laminate or wood.
Downcut bit is for hand held router applications.

			
Item #
#15089
#17389
#15099
#17399

Shank		
Size
Price
1/4"
$17.95
1/4"
$17.95
1/4"
$19.95
1/4"
$19.95
1/2"
$45.95
1/2"
$45.95
1/2"
$45.95
1/2"
$45.95
1/2"
$55.95

ACTUAL SIZE 1/8"

5/16"

3/8"

40

			
Item #
#15120
#17426

Large
Diameter
1/4"
1/2"

Cutting
Height
7/8"
1-5/8"

Overall
Length
2-1/2"
3-1/2"

Shank		
Size
Price
1/4" $29.95
1/2"
$69.95

#15079

Solid Carbide Sign Making Bits

1/8"

3/16"

2"

Item #

Cutting Length

OAL

Shank

Price

#15075

5/8"

2-1/2"

1/4"

$29.95

Straight Bits

Price

1/4" $26.95

#15075

PREMIUM

★★★★★ 2 flute, carbide tipped
with bottom cutter insert for plunge cutting, (except
for solid carbide bits #15450, #17740 and #17750,
which do not plunge cut). Items #17740, #17742
and #17744 are designed for European metric
size plywoods. Chart below shows undersize
equivalency. Straight bits will plane, cut grooves,
rabbets, slots and dadoes. Also used for mortising
and carving, as well as other applications where
a flat bottom is required.
CUSTOMER RATING:

PREMIUM

PREMIUM

7/16"

1/2"

			
Large
Cutting
Shank
Item #
Bit Type
Diameter
Height
Size
Price
			
#15451
plunge cut
3/8"
3/4"
1/4"
$16
#15453
plunge cut
1/2"
3/4"
1/4"
$17
#17740
solid carbide
13/64" (5.2 mm)
1/2"
1/2"
$19
#17750
solid carbide
1/4"
3/4"
1/2"
$23
#17761
plunge cut
5/16"
1"
1/2"
$16
#17751
plunge cut
3/8"
1"
1/2"
$16
#17742
plunge cut
31/64" (12.3 mm)
3/4"
1/2"
$16
#17753
plunge cut
1/2"
1"
1/2"
$18
			
#17755
plunge cut
5/8"
1"
1/2"
$19
#17744
plunge cut
23/32" (18.3 mm)
3/4"
1/2"
$17
#17756
plunge cut
3/4"
1"
1/2"
$20
#17757
plunge cut
1"
1-1/4"
1/2"
$26

3 Piece 1/2" Shank Plywood Straight Set - Includes 13/64", 31/64" and
23/32" sizes. Items #17740, #17742, #17744. Individually $52.

9 Piece Rabbeting Kits

SAVE $18.50! - 1/4" and 1/2"
shank rabbeting kits include 1-3/8"
rabbeting bit, 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4",
7/8", 1-1/8", 1-3/8" bearings, and a
hex key. Individual price $61.50.

2 flute, solid carbide Up-Down-shear design cuts toward the
center from both sides at once, for clean cuts in sheet goods.

45˚/15˚ SIGN MAKING VEINING BIT

★★★★★

1/4"

Shank		
Size
Price
1/4"
$34.95
1/2"
$79.95
1/4"
$34.95
1/2"
$79.95

Item # Cutting Length 90˚ Cutting Length 60˚ OAL Shank

Rabbeting Kits
CUSTOMER RATING:

Overall
Length
3"
3-1/2"
3"
3-1/2"

Compression Up/Down Spiral Bits

#15079

#17200 List $119.85........................... SALE $99.90

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. Just
change the ball bearing guides and
make six different depths of cuts, plus flush
trim. Includes 1-3/8" rabbeting bit, 7 bearings
(3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8", 1-1/8", and 1-3/8"
OD) and a hex key. Cut rabbets, tongue and
groove joints and shiplap joints. Will also
cut a 1/2" (H) slot. 1/4" and 1/2" shank.

Cutting
Height
1"
1-1/4"
1"
1-1/4"

60˚/90˚ DOUBLE ENDED SIGN MAKING BIT

★★★★★

• 1/4" dia. Spiral Bit
Save $20! These Katana® 1/4" shank
1" cutting length
solid micrograin carbide
bits cut fast and smooth • 3/8" dia. Spiral Bit
1/2" shank
with an edge that stays
1-1/4" cutting length
sharp longer. Ideal for
•
1/2"
dia. Spiral Bit
mortise and tenon joint
1/2" shank
making and removing
1-1/4" cutting length
material. Includes three
router bits:

Bit
Large
Type
Diameter
Downcut
1/4"
Downcut
1/2"
Upcut
1/4"
Upcut
1/2"

See page 30 for complete details.

Solid Carbide Spiral Upcut
Router Bit Set
CUSTOMER RATING:

PREMIUM

WOODCHIPS

Solid Carbide Spiral Bits

SET #14513 Save $7!.......................................................................................... $45.00
6 Piece 1/2" Shank Straight Set - Includes 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", and
#16368 1/4" shank.................$43.00
#18668 1/2" shank................$43.00

1" sizes. Items #17750, #17751, #17753, #17755, #17756, and #17757. Individually
$122.00

SET #14508 Save $27!................................................................................... $95.00

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Flush Trim Bits

Do the same work in less time!
2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. These
bits cut a slight bevel for a clean cut.
No filing is required. These specially
designed router bits include the
Euro™ Square Teflon bearing. The
bearing slides on clean laminate edges and will not scratch
your work and glue will not stick! Replacement 1/2" Euro™
Square bearings convert Katana® edge forming bits into solid surface bits.
Will not scratch Corian™ and other solid surface man-made materials.
			
Item #
Description
#15514 1/2" diameter with Euro™ Square Bearing
#12115
Replacement 1/2" Euro™ Square Bearing

Shear Angle Flush Trim Bits

Shank Size
1/4"
–

PREMIUM

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally enclosed
ball bearing guides. The shear angle Shear cutter
cutting flutes produce a smoother cut angle slices
than the traditional straight fluted bits. smoothly
and cleanly
Instead of chopping at the wood fibers at into stock
a 90˚ angle, the shear angle design allows
for a smoother shear angle, slicing cut. Eliminates
tear-out problems when routing end or cross grain
on hard woods. 1/4" and 1/2" shank.
		 Item
Large Dia. Cutting Height
#15509
1/2"
1-3/16"
#17809
1/2"
1-3/16"
		

Shank
1/4"
1/2"

Shank
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

$19
$20

		
		
Item #
#16509
#16506
#18808
#18810

Price

$26
$34
$39

Shank
Size
Price
1/2" $34.95
1/2" $39.95

®
Katana router bit bodies are
created on a Computerized
a
Numeric Control lathe from
single bar of solid SAE 4140
to a
steel that is heat treated up
for
Rockwell hardness of 45 RC,
ance.
durability and top perform

#18808
#18810

#16506

D 		H 			
Large
Bearing
Cutting
Shank
Diameter
OD
Height
Size
Price
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/4"
$19
1/2"
1/2"
1"
1/4"
$20
3/4"
3/4"
1"
1/2"
$25
3/4"
3/4"
1-1/2"
1/2"
$29

Bull Nose Bits

PREMIUM

CUSTOMER RATED: ★★★★★
2 flute, carbide tipped.
For half round shapes
and edge forming. Can be used to form a completely
rounded edge (for stair tread or window sills), or to
leave a bead on top and/or bottom. Make dowels with
two passes.

PREMIUM

Cutting
Height
1-3/8"
2"

®

PREMIUM

Remove precise amounts of material from the edge of doors
or very large panels, or whenever size makes it difficult to
use a router table. By varying the bottom bearing diameter,
you can accurately remove 1/16” or 1/8” in two passes.
Kits are available for stock up to 1-3/8” thick, or 2” thick.
Kit includes 3/4” Top & Bottom Bearing Flush Trim/Pattern
Bits with two 3/4” OD bearings, two additional bearings
(5/8” and 1/2” OD), and a hex key.
Large
Diameter
3/4"
3/4"

KATANA QUALITY

ACTUAL SIZE

PREMIUM

Flush Trim/Pattern Bit Kits

		
Kit #
#18815
#18816

			
D
H 		
		
Item #
Large Diameter
Cutting Height
Shank Size
Price
			
#15501
3/8"
1"
1/4"
$13.00
#15502
1/2"
1/2"
1/4"
$13.50
#15503
1/2"
1"
1/4"
$14.00
#17803
1/2"
1"
1/2"
$15.00
#17805
1/2"
1-1/2"
1/2"
$18.00
#17807
1/2"
2"
1/2"
$21.00

2 flute, carbide tipped with
totally enclosed ball bearing
guides. The top mounted bearing
is ideal for template routing.
These bits are convenient for
flush trimming in many
applications where a
bottom mounted bearing
is not practical. Exactly
trims workpiece to pattern.

Two bits in one! You have the
option of mounting your template
above or below your workpiece.
You can trim laminate on either side of your
substrate without having to change router bits
or turn over your workpiece. Simply adjust your
router bit height before making your second pass. All
bits are 2 flute, carbide tipped with two totally enclosed
ball bearing guides. 1/4" and 1/2" shank.
		 Item
Large Dia. Cutting Height
#16513
1/2"
1"
#18813
3/4"
1-3/8"
#18814
3/4"
2"

$20
$8

ACTUAL SIZE

Pattern/Flush
Trim Bits

Price

Flush Trim/Pattern
Top and Bottom Bearing Bits

Price

PREMIUM

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. For
use in trimming laminates and
pattern/template routing.
1/4" and 1/2" shank.

1-1/2"

PREMIUM

1"

Laminate Trimming Bit with 		
Euro™ Square Teflon Bearing

Item #
Circle Diameter Large Diameter Cutting Height Shank Size Price
#17060
1/4"
3/4"
5/8"
1/2"
$23
			
#17061
3/8"
7/8"
11/16"
1/2"
$25
#17062
1/2"
1"
7/8"
1/2"
$27
#17063
3/4"
1-3/8"
1-3/32"
1/2"
$34
#17064
1"
1-5/8"
1-11/32"
1/2"
$40

3 Piece Bull Nose Set Includes #17060, #17061 and #17062.
#14507 Save $15!...................................................................................... $59.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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KATANA® ROUTER BITS

Round Over Bits

KATANA QUALITY

Cove Bit

PREMIUM

®

2 flute, carbide tipped
with totally enclosed
ball bearing guides.
Ideal for decorative
edges on furniture,
cabinets, and molding.
Also used to make
dropleaf table joints.

2 flute, carbide tipped
with totally enclosed
ball bearing guides.
Round over bits are
Ideal for decorative
edges and produce
smooth rounded edges.
Lower depth setting will
produce a decorative
bead. 1/4" and 1/2" shank.

PREMIUM

®
Katana cutters are made from
ide,
premium micro-grain carb
life
which has a longer cutting
wn.
and less edge breakdo
carSuper small granulates in
e
bide composition allow mor
resharpenings.

ACTUAL SIZE

			
R
D
H
		
		
Cutter
Large
Cutting
Shank
			
Item #
Radius
Diameter
Height
Size
Price
Item # Cutter Radius Large Diameter
			
#15349
1/16"
5/8"
1/2"
1/4"
$16
#17643
1/2"
1-3/8"
#15350
1/8"
3/4"
1/2"
1/4"
$16
#15351
3/16"
7/8"
1/2"
1/4"
$20
#15352
1/4"
1"
1/2"
1/4"
$22
		
#17652
1/4"
1"
1/2"
1/2"
$23
Designed to shape the edges
#17654
3/8"
1-1/4"
5/8"
1/2"
$25
of doors that use European
#17655
1/2"
1-1/2"
3/4"
1/2"
$27
cup style hinges. Normal
#17656
5/8"
1-3/4"
7/8"
1/2"
$33
door edge bits cut too
#17657
3/4"
2"
1"
1/2"
$37

Cutting Height Shank Size
5/8"
1/2"

European Door Edge

PREMIUM

deeply and interfere with the hinge cups.

3 Piece 1/2" Shank Roundover Set - Includes 1/4", 3/8", & 1/2" radius bits
#17652, #17654, #17655. List $75.00

SET #14505 Save $10!....................................................................................... $65.00

Bowl & Tray/Dish Cutter

Large
Diameter
3/4"
3/4"
1-1/4"

Cutting
Height
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Shank
Size
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

Core Box and
Round Nose Bits

		
		
Item #
#17831
#17833

Shank
Size
1/2"

Price

$36

PREMIUM

Circle
Diameter
1/4"
1/2"

Large
Diameter
7/8"
1-1/8"

Cutting
Height
9/16"
3/4"

Shank
Size
1/2"
1/2"

Roman Ogee Bits

Price

$29
$30
$39

Price

$24
$30

PREMIUM

2 flute, carbide tipped with
totally enclosed ball bearing
guides. Puts decorative
edges on moldings, signs,
plaques, furniture, etc. Lowering the depth
of cut will produce a decorative bead.

PREMIUM

			
		
Cutter
Item #
Radius
#17660
5/32"
#17661
1/4"

ROMAN
Large
Dia.
1-1/16"
1-3/8"

OGEE
Cutting
Height
15/32"
21/32"

Shank
Size
1/2"
1/2"

Price

$22
$23

Classical Bits

			
			
Large
Cutting
Shank		
Item #
Bit Type
Diameter
Height
Size
Price
			
#16441*
Round Nose
1/8"
5/16"
1/4"
$12
#16443
Round Nose
1/4"
5/16"
1/4"
$15
#18745
Round Nose
1/2"
1"
1/2"
$21
#18738
Core Box
3/4"
3/4"
1/2"
$23
#18740
Core Box
7/8"
5/8"
1/2"
$25
#18742
Core Box
1"
3/4"
1/2"
$27
Single flute bit

*

Cutting
Height
9/16"

2 flute, carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. Forms
a small radius on the corner of wood.
Rotate the board to form a full bead.

1 or 2 flute, carbide tipped. Will plunge
cut in soft or hard woods as well as
composition materials. Can be used
for reeding, fluting, veining, grooving
and general ornamentation where a
round bottom groove is desired.
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Large
Diameter
1-3/4"

Edge Beading

PREMIUM

2 flute carbide tipped bit with totally enclosed ball
bearing guides. Great for making boxes, serving trays,
coasters and recessed signs. The Top
Mounted Bearing follows the template
to produce identical cuts every time.
Carve out the inside of a work piece, rout
a 3/16" radius rounded corner and a
flat bottom. Use with a plunge router for
best results.
		
		
Item #
#15518
#17813
#17817

		
		
Item #
#18612

PREMIUM

Also known as "Double
Roman Ogee". 2 flute,
carbide tipped with totally
enclosed ball bearing guides. The Double Roman
Ogee bit puts decorative edges on moldings,
tables, mantles, picture frames, and panel edging.
DOUBLE ROMAN OGEE
			
		
Cutter
Large
Cutting
Shank
Item #
Radius
Dia.
Height
Size
#17665 3/16"
1-1/4"
5/8"
1/2"
#17666
1/4"
1-1/2"
3/4"
1/2"

Price

$32
$32

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

Price

$29

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

KATANA BITS, SPRAYER AND SHELTERS

Lock Miter Bits
CUSTOMER RATED:

Super Finish Max Extra
HVLP Sprayer

★★★★★

SAVE $11! FREE Set-up

Super Finish Max extra does it all.

Block for #1396.

Sale ends 1/31/19 2 flute,
carbide tipped. Join materials at
90˚ by cutting a 45˚ miter and a perfect matching
tongue and groove glue joint. This extremely
strong joint not only increases mechanical
strength, but also increases glue surface area
and automatically aligns parts. Make
frames, boxes, right angle
and parallel angle joints.

From furniture and cabinets, to fences and walls,
this sprayer covers a wider array of projects and
coatings with less thinning and hassle than typical
HVLP sprayers.
• Ultimate control of spray patterns. Just change
the spray tip set to adjust the flow of any material.
Three spray tip sizes are included.
• Spray wide or fine, two different air caps help
control the flow of material for the sprayer.
• Ideal for oil or water based materials; chalk type
paint, milk paint, latex, enamels, primers, clear
sealer, polyurethane, primer, stain and varnish.
• Versatile, changeable spray tip sets and
• Dial in flow control knob! Set pattern
air caps spray furniture, cabinets, fences,
to desired width with a simple + or – .
decks and walls. Large 39 ounce container
• Easy-to-use nozzle selection chart.
• 450 watts! Spray thicker paints.
#2065.............................................$109.99
• Built-in inlet air filter access door.

PREMIUM

Spray Shelters

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

						
D
H
		
		
Large
Cutting
Stock
Shank
Item #
Diameter
Height
Thickness
Size
#17849
1-3/4"
3/4"
7/16"- 11/16"
1/2"
FREE Set-up Block for #1396
#1396
2-3/4"
1-3/16"
5/8"- 1-1/16"
1/2"

Limit overspray! Protect projects

Set-Up
Block
#9755

Price

#9754

$55

$49

SET-UP BLOCKS............$10.95
#9754 for 1/2" and 3/4" stock, #9755 for 1/2" and 11/16" stock. Instructions included.

Three Wing Slot Cutters
3 flute, carbide tipped with 8mm (approx.
5/16") bore and totally enclosed ball bearing
guides. Cut slots (kerfs) for biscuits, tongue
and groove joints, lap
joints, T-moldings, and
rabbets. The cutter,
arbor, and bearing are 1/4" slot
available separately or
5/32" slot
as a complete assembly
with a 7/8" bearing.
1/8" slot

ONLINE

PREMIUM

BEARING

CUT DEPTH

CALCULATOR

Reduce overspray paint and stain drift
with the Large Spray Shelter. The curved
three-sided tent-like structure directs
spray towards the ground. Lightweight
design makes it easy to position. Roll-up
mesh screen protects freshly painted
projects from leaves and bugs. Included storage bag.
Large Spray Shelter 8.5' w x 6' d x 5.5' h

#2062.............................................. $59.99
The Medium Spray Shelter is great for nightstands,
small dressers and chairs. Durable nylon design
has a built-in bottom and rear vent to help control overspray
and regulate airflow. Includes storage bag.
Medium Spray Shelter 4'7" w x 4'7" d x 5'6" h

A

#2064.............................................. $49.99
The Small Spray Shelter is great for lamps, wood crates and
other small to medium items. Position on tabletop, floor or
workbench. Bottom and rear vent. Includes storage bag.
Small Spray Shelter 35" w x 30" d x 39" h

#2063 ............................................. $39.99

Painter’s Pyramid

B

Paint and Stain Without the Wait!

A SLOT CUTTER ASSEMBLIES - WITH ARBOR AND 7/8" OD BEARING

		Item #
Large Dia.
Cutting Hght.
Cutting Depth
Arbor Size
			
#18645
1-7/8"
1/8"
1/2"
1/2"
#18646
1-7/8"
5/32"
1/2"
1/2"
#18648
1-7/8"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"

Save time and effort without sacrificing
quality. Paint and stain all sides of an
object without waiting for it to dry. Rounded,
non-stick points make only minimal contact
with the work so touch-ups aren't required.
B 3 WING SLOT CUTTERS - WITHOUT ARBOR AND BEARING
Measuring approx. 2.5" on a side, they’re
				
Item #
Large Dia.
Cutting Hght. Cutting Depth
Bore Size
Price
			
lightweight, stack for storage and can support
#12205
1-7/8"
1/8"
1/2"
5/16"
$20
200 pounds. Color may vary. Sold as 10 pack.
#12206
1-7/8"
5/32"
1/2"
5/16"
$20
	 
#12208

1-7/8"

1/4"

1/2"

5/16"

Price

$27
$27
$27

$20

#9879 10 Pack........................... $7.95

Price

Preserve Non-Toxic Wood Oil

BEARINGS (FOR DIFFERENT DEPTH OF CUTS)

		Item #
Bearing Description
Cutting Depth
			
#12111
1-1/8" OD x 8 mm (approx. 5/16") ID
3/8"
#12112
1-1/4" OD x 8 mm (approx. 5/16") ID
5/16"
#12113
1-3/8" OD x 8 mm (approx. 5/16") ID
1/4"
#12114
1-5/8" OD x 8 mm (approx. 5/16") ID
1/8"

See page 56 for additional bearing sizes

$7
$7
$7
$8

This food safe blend of natural oils from exotic nuts restores
and protects wood. Seals out moisture and food odors. Dries
to a light golden brown. 8 oz.

#9030....................................................................................... $16.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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SHAPER CUTTERS

Panel Raising Shaper Cutters

MLCS Three Wing
Shaper Cutters
With Tungsten Carbide Cutters
Three wing, tungsten carbide tipped
shaper cutters have excellent
qualities suited for industrial
shaping operations. They give
clean cuts over extended periods,

Three wing carbide cutters, with 3/4" bore.
Supplied with a 1/2" bushing. These horizontal
shaper cutters have a 1-1/2" cutting length, large
diameter of 4-5/8" with 5/8" carbide height
(except for #1096*-3/4" carbide height).

and are suitable for cutting soft
or hard woods, plywood panels,
glue-bonded panels, fiberglass
or plastics. These cutters are
designed to be worked under
13,000 RPM. All shaper cutters
(except our 1-1/4" bore cutters) fit
both 1/2" and 3/4" spindles.

Item #

Style

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

3 flute, carbide tipped with a 3/4" bore. Supplied
with a 1/2" bushing and rub collar. To produce
both the cope and stick cuts, simply
re-arrange the cutters of the
Reversible Combination Rail
and Stile Cutter #1000 on the
spindle or raise and lower the
Stacked Rail and Stile Cutter
#1007 and #1010. Both versions
make an equally good cut with the
ogee profile. For wood thicker than
Shaker - #1010
7/8" use the reversible type (#1000)
and rabbet out the bottom of the rail end.

$71.50
$71.50
$71.50
$71.50
$81.50

Use rub collar
#9121 (below)
to make Arched
Doors (P. 10). 3/4"
bore cutters only.

Ogee Face Cut

Rail and Stile Shaper Cutters

Price

#1091 15° Face Cut
#1092 Ogee Face Cut
#1093 Cove Face Cut
#1094 Ogee and Bead
#1096 45° Shaker

15° Face Cut
45° Shaker
Cove Face Cut

Ogee & Bead

Katana® Ogee Raised Panel Shaper Cutter

Ogee - #1000 & #1007

Three wing, 3/4" bore with 1/2" bushing.
Premium Katana® tungsten micro-carbide
tipped, diamond honed
cutters cut all woods
cleanly. 5" large diameter, 5/8" cutting height.

PREMIUM

#11095 LIST $99............ $94.95

Undercutter 		
Shaper Cutter

3 wing carbide cutters, 3/4" bore with 1/2" bushing.
7/8" cutting length for undercutting raised panels.

Includes Rub Collar #9121
for Raised Panels.
Ogee Stacked- #1007

Shaker Stacked- #1010

		
Item #

Carbide
Height

Large
Diam.

SALE!

#1099

1/2"

3-1/2"

$49.95

Rub Collars with
Ball Bearing

Plywood Panel Conversion Kit
Slot cutter makes a 5.2 mm groove for European
plywood. Replaces the existing slot cutter for #1007
and #1010 rail & stile cutters.
#283..............................................................$34.95

3/4" bore. Control depth of
cut for rabbets, panels and
doors. 1/2" bushing included.

Ogee Reversible- #1000

5 PC. SET – #9121, 9122, 9119, 9124 & 9125

Item #

C. Ht.

Large Dia.

Wood Thickness

Set-Up Block

Price

#1000

15/16"

2-3/8"

11/16"– 7/8"

#9791

$79.00
$99.00
$99.00

#1007

1-3/8"

2-3/8"

11/16"– 3/4"

#9791

#1010

1-3/8"

2-3/8"

11/16"– 3/4"

#9748

3/4" BORE RUB COLLARS

#9113 $86.............................. SALE $64.95
5 PC. SET – #9126, 9123, 9120, 9127 & 9128
#9115 $111.................................. SALE $95.95
10 PC. SET – sets #9113 and #9115
#9110 $197.............................. SALE $149.95

SET-UP BLOCKS (Instructions included)..........$10.95

Edge Forming and Straight Shaper Cutters

QUARTER ROUND

Item #

Size

Price

#1050 1/4" dia. $31.95
#1051 3/8" dia. $35.95
#1052 1/2" dia. $36.95

44

Size

Price

#1060
#1061
#1062
#1063

1/4" dia.
3/8" dia.
1/2" dia.
3/4" dia.

$29.95
$32.95
$35.95
$39.95

Item #

Size

Price

#1041
#1042
#1043*
#1044*

3/8" R
1/2" R
3/4" R
1" R

$32.95
$39.95
$49.95
$52.95

*

$15.95
$16.95
$16.95
$17.95
$18.95
$18.95
$19.95
$22.95
$23.95
$24.95

I.D.

O.D.

#1159 1/2"
1"
#1161 1/2"
1"
#1178 1-1/4" 1-3/4"
Item #

Item #

Price

1-5/8"
1-21/32"
1-3/4"
1-7/8"
2"
2-1/8"
2-1/4"
2-3/8"
2-1/2"
2-5/8"

Item #

LARGE DIAMETER IS GREATER THAN 2-5/8"

#1070
#1071
#1072
#1073
#1074
#1075
#1076

Size
1/4" Carb.Ht.
3/8" Carb.Ht.
1/2" Carb.Ht.
3/4" Carb.Ht.
1" Carb.Ht.
1-1/2" Carb.Ht.
2" Carb.Ht.

Height

Price

1/4"
1/2"
1"

$2.50
$2.50
$4.80
Price

T-BUSHINGS

STRAIGHT (RABBETING)

BEAD

Outer Dia.

#9121
#9122
#9119
#9124
#9125
#9126
#9123
#9120
#9127
#9128

SPACERS

2-5/8" large diameter (except for Quarter Round #1043 and #1044). Featuring
three wing tungsten carbide cutters and a 3/4" bore. 1/2" bushing is included.

FLUTE

Item #

Price

$29.95
$30.95
$33.95
$35.95
$39.95
$46.95
$56.95

		
Item
#
I.D.

O.D.

Height

#1154
#1153

3/4"
1"

5/16" $2.45
3/8" $3.45

1/2"
3/4"

STRAIGHT BUSHING

#1156

3/4"

1/4"

7/16"

$2.70

LONG T-BUSHING

#1150

1/2"

3/4" 1-3/16" $5.00

More at MLCSwoodworking.com

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Matched Rail and Stile 		
Shaper Cutter Sets

SHAPER CUTTERS
PREMIUM

Katana Matched
Rail and Stile
Shaper Cutter Sets
®

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Cabinet Door Sets - For stock sizes 3/4" to 1-1/4"
Carbide tipped, 3/4" bore with 1/2" bushing. Versatile 3-in-1 shaper
cutters make rail and stile doors with wood panels, glass panels,
and tongue and groove joints.

SHAKER RAIL & STILE SET

!
3/4" bore with 1/2" FREE
INSTRUCTIONS @
bushing. For 3/4" to mlcswoodworking.com OGEE SET • 2-7/8" Large diam. • 3/8" cutting depth
1-1/4" stock. Premium, 3-in-1 three #11008 LIST $209.95................................................................ $199.95
PREMIUM
wing, tungsten micro-carbide tipped
shaper cutters make rail and stile
doors with wood panels, glass panels,
and tongue and groove joints. Use
optional rub collar #9126 (p. 44) to
ROUND OVER SET • 2-7/8" Large diam. • 3/8" cutting depth
make cathedral doors.

#11009 LIST $209.95................................................................ $199.95

3/4" bore (1/2" bushing included), 2-7/8" large diameter, 		
3/8" depth of cut. Optional rub collar #9126 (p. 44).
#1006 List $219.90....................................................................... $189.95

MITERED
DOOR
FRAME

TONGUE & GROOVE SET FOR FLOORING

For 1/2" to 1" stock. 1" C. Height - 2-5/8" Lrg. Diam.
#1068........................................................................... $99.95

ROUND OVER RAIL & STILE SET

3/4" bore (1/2" bushing included), 2-7/8" large diameter,
3/8" depth of cut. Optional rub collar #9126 (p. 44).

#1056................................. $89.95

TONGUE & GROOVE STRAIGHT SET

#1009 List $219.90........................................................................ $189.95

DRAWER LOCK

For 1/2" to 1" stock. 1" C. Height - 2-5/8" Lrg. Diam.
#1069........................................................................... $89.95
OGEE RAIL & STILE SET
AN

3/4" bore (1/2" bushing included), 2-7/8" large diameter,
3/8" depth of cut. Optional rub collar #9126 (p. 44).

2-1/2" C. Height 2-5/8" Lrg. Diam.

MLCS

Original

EDGE BANDING SET

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

1/2" C. Height - 2-5/8" Lrg. Diam.
#1082..................................$43.95
AN

CROWN MOLDING

#1008 List $219.90......................................................................... $189.95

MLCS

Original

Entry Door Sets - For stock sizes 1" to 1-3/4"
For 1/2" to 1" stock. 1" C. Height - 2-5/8" Lrg. Diam.
#1081 Tongue & Groove Set................ $99.95
V-PANELING SET

COMPLETE CLASSICAL SET

3/4" bore (1/2" bushing included), 2-5/8" large diameter, 		
3/8" depth of cut. Optional rub collar #9124 (p. 44).

CROWN
MOLDING

#1001 List $269.90 ....................................................................... $199.95
#1002 1/2" Slot Cutter Conversion Kit.................................... $49.95

#1087 For 5/8"- 7/8" stock. 2-5/8" Lrg. Diam............ $120.95
WINDOW SASH

AN

MLCS

Original

For 1" to 1-1/2" stock. 1-5/8" C. Height, 2-9/64" Lrg. Diam.
#1024................................................................................ $89.95

COMPLETE COVE AND BEAD SET

3/4" bore (1/2" bushing included), 3-1/8" large diameter, 		
1/2" depth of cut. Optional rub collar #9126 (p. 44).

GLUE JOINT

#1005 List $269.90....................................................................... $199.95
#1004 1/2" Slot Cutter Conversion Kit.................................... $49.95
AN

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

RABBETING MITER JOINT SET

#1083....................................................................... $99.95

2-1/2" C. Height - 2-3/4" Lrg. Diam.
#1026................................. $99.95
MOLDING PLANE PROFILE

THUMBNAIL
AN

MLCS

Original

1-5/8" C. Height - 3" Lrg. Diam.
#1027................................ $89.95

MLCS

Original

Carbide tipped, 3/4" bore with 1/2" bushing.
2-5/8" large diameter, for 3/4" stock.

2-3/8" C. Height - 2-3/4" Lrg. Diam.
#1028................................. $89.95

1-3/16" C. Height
2-5/8" Lrg. Diam.
#1084.............................$47.95
LOCK MITER - DOUBLE
TONGUE & GROOVE

1" C. Height - 4" Lrg. Diam.
#1086.............................. $72.95

3/4" C. Height - 3-1/2" Lrg. Diam.
#1016................................. $65.95

ASTRAGAL MOLDING

OGEE

3/4" C. Height
#1020.............................. $45.95

3/16" and 1/4" Radius
1" Carbide Height
#1012..................................$49.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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FORSTNER BIT SETS

EX

H

HAN

16 forstner bits sizes: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8",
3/4", 7/8", 1", 1-1/8", 1-1/4", 1-3/8", 1-1/2", 1-5/8",
1-3/4", 1-7/8", 2", & 2-1/8". List $152

#9146H............................................................... $44.95

EX

H

31 Pc. Forstner Set
INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

CUSTOMER RATED:

★★★★★

SAVE $143! Ends 1/31/19.

FREE Forstner bit sharpening kit.
EX

H

★★★★★

EX

H

HAN

S

CUSTOMER RATED:

EX
K

24 Piece Forstner Set

H

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

H

HAN

#1309............................... SALE $119.95

EX

K

Includes 31 forstner bits from 1/4" to
2-1/8" in 1/16" increments. List $262.95

Use 1-3/8" (35mm) bit (#9219H), to
mount 35mm European cup hinges,
and the 2-1/8" bit (#9231H) to
mount door locks.

SAVE $224! Hex Shank. Includes 24 forstner
bits from 1/4" to 3-1/8" in 1/8" increments. List $349
#9148H................................................................. $124.95

H

S

SAVE $107! Hex Shank. Includes

EX

AN
8 forstner bits in sizes: 2-1/4", 2-3/8",
2-1/2", 2-5/8", 2-3/4", 2-7/8", 3", 3-1/8". List $197

EX

H

8 Piece Forstner Set

K

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

Use 3-1/8" bit (item #9247H) to
mount clock movements.

H

S

K

H

SAVE $107! Hex Shank. Includes

S

Save up to 60% over individual prices!
Precision ground, easily re-sharpened!
Long lasting MLCS Forstner bits X
E
drill flat bottom or through holes
cleanly in end grain, thin stock, H A N
veneers and regular stock. They enlarge
existing holes with ease and can bore any
arc of a circle. These bits will not move off
center through unusual
grain or knots. Great for Drill Press
Tables on
mounting mini-quartz clock page 47!
movements, cup hinges, and
door locks. Sizes 1/4" to 7/8" bits are supplied
with solid rims. The saw tooth design for
larger diameter bits (1" and larger) stops
burning and cuts faster without losing the
advantages of Forstner bit action. Shank
size is 3/8" and the overall length is 3-1/2"
for sizes 1/4" through 2-1/8" (excluding metric
sizes). For sizes 2-1/4" through 4" the shank
size is 1/2" and the overall length is 6-3/8".
Large forstner bits are designed to be used
in a drill press. See individual forstner bits
on page 47.

EX

16 Piece Forstner Set

K

Drill clean perfect holes every time!

H

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

S

Forstner Bits

#9147H....................................................................$89.95

16 Piece “Premium Steel” Hex Shank Set
7 Piece Forstner Set

EX

S

7 forstner bits the following sizes: 1/4", H A N
3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8", 1". List $45

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

EX

H

SAVE $26! Hex Shank. Includes

K

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

H

Premium, pro quality T-10 high carbon steel

#9144H..................................................................... $18.95

6 Piece Forstner Set

HAN

S

SAVE $20! Hex Shank. Includes 6

EX

forstner bits in sizes 5/16", 7/16", 9/16",
11/16", 13/16", 15/16". List $39

#9159H..................................................................... $18.95

Steel Forstner Bit EXTENDERS
S

HAN

EX

H

K

H

EX

SAVE $67! The Hex Shank bits in this set are made of Premium T-10
high carbon steel. This steel is designed for a production environment,
resulting in a longer life and the ability to hold a sharp edge longer.
These bits cut hard woods like butter right out of the box! 3-1/2" length.
Sizes: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8", 1", 1-1/8", 1-1/4", 1-3/8", 1-1/2", 1-5/8",
1-3/4", 1-7/8", 2", & 2-1/8". List $152.

#9346H.......................................................................................................... $84.95
46

CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★
For 3/8" shank forstner bits
(under 2-1/4" cutting diameter,
excluding metric sizes). Twin
locking set screws hold the
forstner bit straight and true.

SAVE $2! 5" Long Forstner Bit Extender
Extends bit approximately 4".

#9270H....$6.95 ea. 2+....... $4.95 ea.
10" Long Forstner Bit Extender
Extends bit approximately 9"

#9279H................................................ $12.95 ea.

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

EX

H

★★★★★

K

CUSTOMER RATED:

H

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA
S

HAN

Wheel and
Circle Cutter
sold separately.

“Hex
EX Shank” Forstner Bits
H

K

H

EX

Item #

Cutting Diameter

Price

Item #

#9201H

1/4"

$4.95

#9274H 1-13/64" (30.6mm) $8.95

#9202H

5/16"

$4.95

#9217H

1-1/4"

$8.95

#9203H

3/8"

$4.95

#9219H

1-3/8"(35mm)

$9.95

#9204H

7/16"

$5.25

$22.95

1/2"

$5.50

1-1/2"

$10.95

#9206H

9/16"

$5.95

#9262H

19/32" (15mm)

$6.95

#9207H

5/8"

$6.95

CT #9619
#9221H
#9222H
#9223H
#9225H
#9226H
#9227H
#9229H
#9231H
#9233H
#9235H
#9237H
#9239H
#9241H
#9243H
#9245H
#9247H
#9249H
#9253H
#9261H

1-3/8" (35mm)

#9205H

#9208H

11/16"

$6.95

#9271H

45/64" (18mm)

$6.95

#9209H

3/4" (19.1mm)

$6.95

#9263H

25/32" (20mm)

$6.95

#9210H

13/16"

$7.95

#9272H 27/32" (21.3mm)

$7.95

#9211H

7/8"

$7.95

#9268H

29/32" (23mm)

$7.95

#9212H

15/16"

$7.95

#9260H 61/64" (24.1mm)

$7.95

#9213H

$7.95

1"

#9273H 1-3/64" (26.6mm)

$8.55

#9214H

1-1/16"

$8.55

#9215H

1-1/8"

$8.55

#9266H

1-3/16" (30mm)

$8.95

Cutting Diameter

Price

1-9/16"

$11.95

1-5/8"

$12.55

1-3/4"

$12.55

1-13/16"

$13.95

1-7/8"

$13.95

2"

$13.95

2-1/8"

$15.95

2-1/4"

$20.95

2-3/8"

$21.95

2-1/2"

$22.95

2-5/8"

$22.95

2-3/4"

$24.95

2-7/8"

$25.95

3"

$29.95

3-1/8"

$30.95

3-1/4"

$31.95

3-1/2"

$34.95

4"

$44.95

CT Indicates Carbide Tipped forstner bit with a 3/8" shank and 3-1/2" overall length.

CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★

Combo Special!

SAVE $15! Combo Package

Add versatility and preincludes Drill Press Table
cision to your drill press
#9765 and T-Track Hold Downs
with the MLCS 12" x 24"
#9441. Sale ends 1/31/19
drill press table. This
#1453 List $89.90...........$74.95
incredibly priced table is
made of 7/8" thick MDF/
Melamine. Includes T-Tracks for track mount- size or shape drill press platter. Improved
ed accessories (see P. 56 and below), an Universal Mounting System.
adjustable fence that guarantees maximum
holding power and a removable insert that Replacement Inserts
can be drilled for any size sanding drum. The For both drill press tables.
Universal mounting system works with any #9759 Three Inserts Pack........$7.95

“Jumbo Size” Drill
Press Table
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★

Big 20" x 30" table!

Forstner Bit Sharpening Kit

SAVE $35!

Don't replace... Sharpen!

This 3 piece kit renews dull forstner
bits. Includes a 600 Grit Rectangular
Hone, a 600 Grit Triangular Hone
and a Ceramic Cone Bit for honing
the different angles of a forstner bit.
Instructions included. Reg. $28.95.

#9171.................................................. $17.95
FREE!

Concealed Hinge Boring Kit

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

Includes a 1-3/8" Forstner bit and a concealed
hinge locator template. Template is high
impact, yellow tinted plastic. Quickly layout
and drill for all brands of hinges.

Fence design allows additional drill
press handle clearance! The "Jumbo
Sized" 20" x 30" drill press table is perfect for your
larger bench top and floor standing drill presses with The
jumbo table is 7/8" thick MDF/Melamine with T-Tracks
and an adjustable fence. Includes a fence mounted
stop block to make repetitive cuts and a removable
table insert to accommodate sanding drums. The
Universal mounting system works with any size or
shape drill press platter.
#9778 List $120............................... SALE $84.95

Split T-Track on bottom of table
allows easy mounting onto any
shape or size drill press platter.

Wide Capacity! Simple, accurate, and quick.
With anodized aluminum body and hardened
steel guides, the Self-Centering Doweling
jig handles material from 1/4" to 6" thick.
Two of the guide holes are spaced 3/4”
apart on center and tapped to accept the
two 1/4", 5/16" or 3/8" guide bushings. The
two additional guide holes are fixed for 7/16”
and 1/2” dowels.

Magnetic Base Light
Brighten up your workspace. This 75W (maximum) magnetic
base light holds firm to most any machine. It has three functional joints for full adjustability, plus a fourth joint that rotates
the lamp head 360°. 5 ft. long cord and plug. Bulb not included.

#9172..............................................$24.95

#9555.................................... $54.95

H

EX

K

S

Cut wheels up to 6-3/8" diameter or circles up to 6-1/2" diameter.
Set the high-speed steel cutter to the radius you require and H A N
chuck the Hex Shank into your drill press to cut perfect wheels
or circles. The reversible cutter can be quickly changed from
cutting wheels to cutting circles from 1-1/4" to 6-3/8" in diameter
to making circular cutouts 1-1/4" to 6-5/8. Drills a 1/4" pilot hole.

EX

T-Track Hold Downs

#9374................................................................................. $7.95

#9441 List $34.95.................................. $29.95

H

Replacement blade and allen wrench kit

Convenient metal T-track clamps work on any t-track
that accepts a 1/4" or 5/16" hex head bolt. The T-shaped
base and 1" round brass hold down secures stock or
workpiece from 1/4" to 2" thick against your table, or
use on jigs that have a T-track. Can also be used on a
drill press or router table fence to mount stop blocks
onto the T-track in the fence face. Sold as a pair.

#9363 List $34.95...................................................$16.95

Universal Mounting System

Self-Centering Doweling Jig

#9561............................................... $9.95

Wheel & Circle Cutter

MLCS Drill Press Table

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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DRILL BITS AND ACCESSORIES

Brad Point Drill Bits

Tenon Cutters
Make tenons from any shape
stock (even end grain) with
these unique cutters. They also
make true-sized dowels up to 3"
long, and face grain plugs. Open
body design allows easy plug
clearance. The shear angle design
makes them the easiest cutting tools
on the market. High quality steel cutters have a 1/2" shank for use in drill
press, horizontal borers and lathes.
Order individually or as a 5 piece set.
List $74.95.

INDIVIDUAL TENON CUTTERS

Save $10! Includes 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4"
and 1" width sizes and wood box.

#9289H................................ $69.95

Item #

Width

Price

Price

#9281H
#9282H
#9283H
#9284H
#9285H

3/8"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1"

$19.95
$22.95
$24.95
$26.95
$29.95

$13.95
$14.95
$15.95
$16.95
$17.95

#9184 List $34.95..................... $24.95
Color of box may vary

H

HAN

S

Hex Shank! The most complete set available.
SAVE $15! Ends 1/31/19

7 Piece Extra Long 		
Brad Point Set

Fill screw and countersink holes.
Invisible when finished. Includes
sizes 1/4", 3/8", 1/2" and 5/8" in
two styles, one for general work
and one for harder, more difficult
wood. Wood storage box is included.
#1318 List $39.95.......... SALE $24.95

This 7 piece set with 12" long brad point
drill bits comes packaged in a vinyl pouch.
The set includes the following sizes:
1/8", 3/16",1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16" and 1/2".

#9150 List $24.95...................... $19.95

FREE!

100 Piece Drill Bit Set

“Jumbo” 5 Piece 		
Brad Point Set

Features the most popular twist and brad
point drill bit sizes. Custom heavy duty case
and insert keeps bits organized, where you can find
them, when you need them.

#9174 List $60.............................$25.95

HCS Brad Point
3 pieces each size

7 Piece Brad Point Set

1/8", 9/64", 5/32", 11/64", 1/8", 9/64", 5/32",
3/16", 13/64", 7/32", 15/64", 11/64", 3/16", 13/64",
1/4" and 5/16"
7/32", 15/64", 1/4"
and 5/16"
HSS Twist

Comes in a vinyl pouch. Includes sizes: 1/8",
3/16", 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16" & 1/2".

#9153 List $14.95........................... $9.95

HSS Twist
3 pcs each size

10 pcs each size

1/16", 5/64", 3/32", 7/64"

7 Pc. Locking Stop Collar Set

#9182........... $49.95
the hinge or hardware, push EX
down and it makes an exact
HAN
center hole. 1/4" shank.

H

Flash Bits™

Use with 7 pc. brad point drill bit sets #9153, or
#9150. Collar is secured around drill bit by hex
screw. Allen wrench included. Sizes 1/8" - 1/2".

#9157................................................... $6.95

S

Positive hex shank
grip eliminates
chuck slippage.

7 PC. FLASH BIT SET

Save $30.70! Includes all seven sizes
in a wood storage box. Reg. $65.65

Self Centering with Spring Action!

14 Piece Brad Point		
and Stop Collar Set

Drill perfect pilot holes easily and accurately
for mounting hinges and other hardware.
Works with quick release bit holders! They’re
also screw setting bits. Put the bit in position in

Includes 7 pc. brad point drill bit set #9153
and 7 pc. locking stop collar set #9157.

#9155................................................ $15.95

INDIVIDUAL FLASH BITS

Item # Drill Size For Screw Size

48

K

H

HAN

S

#9365H.................................................................................... $19.95

EX

#9370H 5/64"
#9371H 7/64"
#9372H 9/64"
#9389H 11/64"
#9388H 13/64"
#9368H 5mm
#9369H
1/4"
EX

H

Quik Change Drill Bit
5 Piece Countersink Set

#2, #3, #4
#5, #6
#8, #9, #10
#12
#14
for shelf pins
for shelf pins

#9367H..................................... $34.95
3 PC. FLASH BIT SET

Save $5.90! Includes #9370H,
#9371H, and #9372H. Reg. $26.85
#9373H..................................... $20.95

Price

SALE!

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$22.95
$23.95
$14.95
$14.95

$8.95
$8.95
$8.95
$9.95
$10.95
$8.95
$8.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

EX

H

Includes: 9/16", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8", and 1".
Wood storage box included.

This Carbon Steel Set drills pilot holes, countersinks and
counterbores in one easy step! Sizes 5/64", 3/32", 7/64",
1/8" and 9/64" for standard wood and all purpose screws.
Includes 1/4" Hex Shanks, hex wrench and storage case.

EX

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

K

#9193 List $53.95..................... $49.95

EX

8 Piece Plug Cutters Set

H

5 Piece Tenon Cutter Set

HSS Set

EX

HAN

H

Includes bits from 1/8" to 1/2" by 1/64"
increments. The in between sizes are
especially useful for doweling to get
that “just right” fit. Metal case and bit
holder are included. All the holes in the
bit holder are labeled to help you select
a drill bit size.
Carbon Steel Set

EX

S

A complete drill bit set.

K

HSS SET - #9193

K

25 Piece Brad Point Sets

H

Drill flat bottom holes in hard or soft woods, composites and plastics.
Brad Point bits will not move off center through unusual grain or
knots. They’re deep fluted to clear chips quickly, and shanks are
stamped with the bit size. Larger size bits have reduced shanks.

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Rosette Cutters

Woodworking
Thread Taps

★★★★★

Made specifically for
wood
X
H

E
Design better
knock down H A N
furniture and build more
robust and versatile jigs
for your shop. Thread taps
cut cleaner and faster than
traditional thread taps, and
the resulting threads are
strong enough for many
applications.
S

#9291
#9292
#9293
#9294
#9295
#9296

#965 shown
actual size

				
		
Cut		
Item # Width
Price

#948
#949
#965
#963
#968
#961
#962

1-1/2"
2"
2-1/2"
1-3/4"
2-3/4"
2-1/8"
2-3/4"

$67.95
$82.95
$99.95
$74.95
$99.95
$89.95
$99.95

Item - #948, #949 and #965

Rosette Cutter Head
and Profile Knives
This uniquely designed tool creates beautiful
rosettes using your drill press or lathe (see
Morse Taper Adapter). The heavy, solid steel
moulding head mounts into the Drill Press
drill press chuck and accepts Table on
a variety of high speed steel page 47
cutter shapes. Clamp your choice of wood
in place and feed the cutter into the wood as
in normal drilling operations. Requires a 1/2"
shank capacity drill chuck. A 1/2" hex shank
is provided. For best results, cut at 350 rpm.
List $39.95........................$29.95

Individual Profile Knives

List $19.95.......................................... $12.95 ea.

1/2" x 13 tpi Tap $28.95
9/16" x 12 tpi Tap $30.95

#9297 List $84.85........................ $76.95

Set of 6 Imperial Taps Save $34!

Item #968

Sizes: 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16"

#9298 List $172.70.................... $138.95

• Designed for woodworkers
by woodworkers
• Designed with a hex shank
for use in a drill
• Made from M2 Grade High
Speed Steel
• CAD-designed for accurate
dimensions
• Three wide flutes for
excellent chip ejection
• Unique cutting face for clean
cutting
• Two thread chamfer for
immediate start
• Manufactured in USA

Item - #961, #962

Planer/Knife Setting Jig
FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

SAVE $20! Micro adjustable to 0.001". For
both carbide and steel knives, this two piece
jig allows you to set-up jointer or planer knives
quickly and accurately. The setting jig holds the
knife firmly in position, freeing both hands for
adjustment and tightening of the knife. This
provides priceless added safety and keeps
fingers safe from razor sharp cutter knives.

#9397 List $69.95....................... SALE $49.95

Planer/Knife Tune-Up Kit
SAVE $30! Includes the Planer/Knife Setting Jig
& the “Diamond” Knife Hone & Guide.
#9384 List $99.90............................ SALE $69.95

Set of all 7 Knives

Save $15.70. Cutter head sold

separately. #9364.............. $74.95

Item #9351 – 2-1/2" Width of Cut
Item #9354 – 2-3/8" Width of Cut
Item #9352 – 2-5/8" Width of Cut
Item #9355 – 2-1/2" Width of Cut
Item #9353 – 2-3/8" Width of Cut
Item #9356 – 2-3/8" Width of Cut
Item #9357 – 2-7/8" Width of Cut

3/8" x 16 tpi Tap $28.95
7/16" x 14 tpi Tap $28.95

Sizes: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2"
Item - #963

Rosette Cutter Head

#9350

1/4" x 20 tpi Tap $26.95
5/16" x 18 tpi Tap $27.95

Set of 3 Imperial Taps Save $8!

SALE!
$49.95
$54.95
$64.95
$49.95
$69.95
$54.95
$69.95

EX

H

Use in a drill press or lathe.
2 flute, carbide
tipped. Four profile
styles are available.
Inlay Style leaves the
finished rosette cut in
the wood. All shanks
are 1/2". For best results
use slow controlled
feed at 300-500 rpm
on cherry, mahogany,
maple, poplar, pine,
or MDF wood.

K

CUSTOMER RATED:

Cut samples shown 50% actual size

Knife Hone and Guide
Quick and easy! Hone your jointer
and planer knives to razor sharpness
without the hassle of disassembly and
realignment!
The Diamond Stone Knife Hone and
Guide works on both carbide and
steel knives. Sharpen knives right
on the cutter head! The guide rides
along the cutter head, holding the 300
and 600 grit stones perfectly aligned Diamond Stone Knife Hone
to the blade.
#9135......................................................... $29.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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ROCKY 30 ROUTER, MINI TRIM ROUTER TABLE

Rocky 30 Plunge Base

Rocky 30 Trim Router
with fixed base
SAVE $49!

4-1/4" x 5-3/4" providing a sturdy routing
platform. Ergonomically shaped handles
ensure a secure and comfortable grip.
Also included are an edge guide and
Shown installed with the Rocky 30 (below),
tough plastic dust shield. Accessory
the plunge base features a quick release,
Plunge Base only.
three turret position depth stop for making
repetitive or incremental cuts. Provides up #9064.......................................... $39.95
to 1-1/2" of travel. The oval base measures

Increase the versatility of your
Rocky 30 router.

Sale ends 1/31/19.

Includes FREE
#5501 3/8" Flush
Trim bit and #6352
1/4" Round Over Bit.
Improved fixed base included!
Accepts Porter-Cable type
template guides.

Rocky 30 Trim Router plus
Fixed and Plunge Bases

• Compact and easy to operate
• High Performance 1-HP motor
This heavy duty, variable speed,
compact, laminate trimmer/
palm router features a durable
machined aluminum housing.
The High Performance 1-HP
motor speed is adjustable
from 10,000 rpm to
30,000 rpm via a speed
control dial on the top of
the motor housing. Etched
into the aluminum housing is a
1" long rule marked in 1/16" and 1mm
increments. The double insulated motor
features a spindle-locking button to
facilitate single wrench bit changes. The
metal base uses a rack
and pinion system to • 1-HP Motor adjustable from
10,000 to 30,000 rpm.
adjust the height of
•
1" long rule etched into
the motor and a flip
aluminum housing
lever to lock the motor
at the desired height. • Rack and pinion height
adjustment system
In addition, a rubber
pad partially wraps the base to provide a positive
gripping surface when holding the router in your palm.
The Rocky 30 accessories kit includes a “snap-in” dust
extraction port (with a 1-1/2" outlet), a flush trimming
attachment, an edge guide, a spare set of motor brushes,
A 1" long rule marked in 1/16"
1/4" router bit collet and a collet wrench. 120 VAC.

#1454 List $123.95.............................. SALE $74.95

and 1mm increments is etched
into the aluminum housing

Mini Trim Router Table
and the Rocky 30 Trim
Router Combo

SAVE $45! Sale ends 1/31/19.
Includes FREE Plunge Base
Adaptor Ring #9066 and
Brass Template
Guide Kit
#9674.

Includes the
Rocky 30 Router with
Fixed Base, dust
Plunge Base
port, a flush trimming attachment, an
edge guide, spare set of motor brushes, 1/4" bit collet with wrench
(#9056), and the Rocky 30 Plunge Base (#9064).

#1455 List $149.80..................................................... SALE $104.95

Rocky 30 Plunge Base Adaptor Ring
SAVE $10! Solid Brass template for the Rocky Plunge
Base allows for the use of standard guide bushings.

#9066

List $19.95........................... SALE $9.95

Trim Router Wide Base with handles
SAVE $10! The large 5" x 8" acrylic
base adds support to the Rocky 30.
Two ergonomically angled handles for
better routing control. The 1/4" thick base is
designed to accept standard guide bushings.
Pre-drilled for the Rocky 30, but will fit most
laminate trimmers or compact routers. Rocky
30 Router with fixed base is sold separately.

#9052

List $39.95.....................SALE $29.95

Quickly pull out the router for hand held use! • The 15-1/2" wide, one-piece fence stands 2-7/8"

SAVE $10! Includes the #9793 Mini Trim Table (with
Router Plate, Fence, and Dust Port) and the Rocky 30
Trim Router with fixed base kit (see #9056 above).

The Mini Trim Table features:

Screw or clamp
to any surface!
50

• A 15-5/8" x 11-3/4" x 5/8" thick tabletop. MDF core,
melamine surface, and polyethylene edge banding.
• Includes a 5-3/4" dia. clear acrylic router mounting
plate. The center hole is designed to accept 1-3/8"
diameter template guide bushings.
• The router mounting plate is drilled to accept
the Rocky 30 Trim Router, or can be drilled to
accommodate other brands of trim routers.
• The table includes leveling screws that adjust the
router insert plate flush with the tabletop.

tall. The fence position is adjusted via keyhole
slots machined in the tabletop.
• The fence includes a 2-1/2" OD dust port and an
adjustable height router bit guard to enhance
work safety.
• The table can be clamped to your work surface or
screwed into position on the work surface using
the three countersunk holes near the back edge
of the tabletop.
Mini Trim Router Table and Rocky 30 Combo

#2388

List $124.90................... SALE

$114.95

Mini Trim Router Table only

#9793 List $59.95........................ SALE $49.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In Contiguous USA
Set-up as a
belt sander

Oscillating Spindle and Belt Sander
Two Sanders in one!
Dual purpose benchtop Oscillating Spindle Sander
and Belt Sander easily converts from a 4" x 24" edge
belt sander to a spindle/drum sander for most sanding
applications. Features include a tilting table, on-board
storage for drums, table inserts and edge sander belts.

#9592................................................$214.95
• Sanding belt size:
4" x 24"
• 5 pieces rubber
sanding sleeves
(4-1/2" long): 1/2",
3/4", 1", 1-1/2", 2"
• 5 pieces Sanding
Drums: 1/2", 3/4", 1",
1-1/2", 2"
• Table tilt: 0°- 45°
• 1-1/2" dust port

• Includes 5 pieces
80-grit sanding
sleeves and sanding
belt
• Sanding belt speed:
1575 FPM
• Spindle oscillation:
5/8", 58 oscillations
per minute
• Motor: 1/2 HP, 110V,
3.5A, 2000 RPM

Accessories:
5 pieces 80 grit sanding sleeves

#9593................................................................................. $9.95

Set-up as a
spindle sander

10 pieces 4" x 24" 60 grit sanding belt

#9603............................................................................. $22.95
5 pieces 150 grit sanding sleeves

#9594................................................................................. $9.95
5 pieces 240 grit sanding sleeves

#9595................................................................................. $9.95
10 pieces 4" x 24" 40 grit sanding belt

#9601...................................................... $22.95
10 pieces 4" x 24" 50 grit sanding belt

#9602............................................................................. $22.95

10 pieces 4" x 24" 80 grit sanding belt

#9604............................................................................. $22.95
10 pieces 4" x 24" 100 grit sanding belt

#9605............................................................................. $22.95
10 pieces 4" x 24" 120 grit sanding belt

#9606............................................................................. $22.95
10 pieces 4" x 24" 150 grit sanding belt

#9607............................................................................. $22.95

25 Piece Sanding Drum Kit

Oscillating Handheld Spindle Sander

Holiday Package on P. 47!
Turn your drill press into
a spindle sander or use in
hand held drill.

SAVE $24! Sand to perfection anywhere!

SAVE $11! All sleeves feature
smooth action cloth backed
aluminum oxide resin bond
abrasives. The kit includes five
sanding drums in the following
sizes: 1/2" x 1/2", 3/4" x 1", 1" x
1", 1-1/2" x 1", and 2" x 1-1/2".
Includes twenty sanding
sleeves: two of each size in
both 80 and 120 grits. All drums
are 1/4" shank except the 1/2" x 1/2" (which is 1/8").
Sanding Sleeves available online.
#9586 List $33.95....... SALE $22.95

Contour Sanding
Grips Eight Pieces
These durable, flexible
rubber grips allow you to
easily sand contours, curves
and profiles on moldings,
and curved wood.
The handles of the grips have
micro profiles to get into tight
areas of flat, radius, knife edge
and wedge profiles. Includes:
three 5-1/2" x 2-3/4" sanding
pads (1/8", 1/4" and 3/8" thick);
five profile grips (1/8", 5/16", 7/16",
9/16" and 1").

#9589 8 Pieces............... $14.95

STORAGE CASE
IS INCLUDED

• Hand Hold in tight • Edge Guide and 1-1/2"
Dust Port included
spaces
• Use in the Vertical or • Adjustable edge
Horizontal positions guide for accurate
• Large flat bottom stock removal
base keeps the • 1800-3200 RPM and
spindle square to 50-90 SPM high
your work piece
speed rotating and
• Bench Mount to use oscillating action for
burn-free sanding
a stationary sander
• Includes 1/2", 3/4", • 120V-5A motor
1", 1-1/2" sanding • Weighs 5 lbs.
sleeves, rubber pad, Replacement Sanding
and clamps for table Sleeves available online.
mounting

#9557 List $109.95..............................SALE $85.95

Sanding Detailer
24-Piece Kit
A Multi-Function sanding tool with
replaceable belts.
6" long and 1/4" wide detailers will sand
the finest details in your project with three
working areas: a tapered end, a round end,
and 3-1/2" flat side, and are color coded for
easy identification. Continuous sanding
belts can be moved as an area wears out.
They’re easily replaced, with enclosed spring
for tension. See replacement belts online.

24-Piece Coarse Kit

24-Piece Fine Kit

Includes 4 Detail Sanders: Fine, Medium,
Coarse, and X-Coarse, 5 Replacement Belts
each (a total of 20 replacement belts) of 80,
120, 180 and 240 Grit.

Includes 4 Detail Sanders: Fine, Very Fine,
X-Fine, and XX-Fine, 5 Replacement Belts
each (a total of 20 replacement belts) of 240,
320, 400 & 600 Grit.

#9610.........................$26.50
#9611...........................$26.50
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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Zero Clearance
Table Inserts

Magnetic Tool Covers

Improve table saw safety and efficiency. The large
gap between factory stock inserts and your blade
allows thin cutoffs and parts to fall into the saw,
creating a potential hazard. Our insert closes this
gap. Can even improve dust collection! The light
color reminds you to keep fingers away from the
blade. Includes set screws. List $29.95.
Insert for Powermatic
66 saws.
Size: 14-7/16" x 4"
for 2003/2004 and
#9360.................... $16.95 Insert
later Rigid saws (models
TS-3650, TS-2400LS).
Insert for older 10"
Size: 14" x 3-3/4"
Craftsman saws.
Size: 14-3/8" x 3-3/4"
#9340.................... $16.95
#9342.................... $16.95 Insert for Delta (table, tilt
and 10" Unisaw) and
Insert for newer 10"
Craftsman and pre-2003 large Grizzly saws.
Rigid saws: 14" x 3-3/4" Size: 13-3/8" x 3-3/4"

Sale ends 1/31/19.
Protect cast iron and steel tables and
add shop work space.

SAVE $15! Sale Combo all three Tool Covers.

Keep expensive cast-iron and steel tool
tables safe from spills and corrosion
with these thick plastic covers that
adhere magnetically for a tight seal.

Helps Prevent Rust

Insert for Sears
Craftsman Hybrid saws.
Size: 13-11/32" x 3-3/4"

#9362.................... $16.95
Insert for Jet,
small Grizzly and
Powermatic 64 saws.
Size: 12-1/2" x 3-1/2"

#9341...................... $16.95 #9343..................... $16.95 #9349.................... $16.95

Don't let wet wood destroy your hard work!

SAVE $18! Test moisture before you
cut! Insert the metal pins into the wood,
switch on, and instantly get an accurate
moisture reading. Measures moisture content
of any lumber (including fabricated woods, hardwoods
and soft woods). Requires four AAA batteries (not included).
• Large digital display with "backlight"
• Measures environmental rela• From 9 to 60% with +/- 1% accuracy
tive humidity
• On/Off button • Auto Shut Off
• Shows ambient air temp. in F + C degrees #9137 List $52.95........SALE $34.95

• ATB+R • Kerf: .126"
CUSTOMER RATING: ★★★★★ Rip and crosscut. • Bevel: 15º
50 extra large C4 micrograin carbide teeth. Over • Hook: 15º
twice the tooth carbide than most competitors.
Re-sharpen many times. Large gullets for efficient
#9103 List $59.95.............. $55.95
chip ejection. 5/8" bore, .087" thick.

Laser Line Cutting Guide
Projects a bright beam where the blade will cut! Replaces
the blade washer of radial arm, chop or miter saws.
See saw compatibility @ MLCSwoodworking.com

Increase Shop Efficiency

• Use your Table Saw or Router Table as
an assembly table
• Glue from your project will peel right
off the cover
• Thick magnetic sheet helps protect
from scratches or impacts
• Keep hardware from rolling away

Combo #9303. #9302, and #9304
#1438 List $89.95........ SALE $74.95
Table Saw Cover

#9303 28" x 44"....................... $39.95
Band Saw / Scroll Saw Cover

#9304 20" x 20"........................$19.95
Cast-Iron Router Table Cover

#9302 24" x 32"....................... $29.95

Table Saw Sanding Disc Kit

Moisture Meter

Combination 10" Saw Blade

• Protect against spills, pets and pests
• Keeps humidity out

Mount the 10" x 1/8" steel plate in place of a saw
blade to accurately align your saw, or apply the
self-adhesive sanding disc and turn your table saw
into a disc sander. Includes a 10" x 1/8" steel plate
and six self-adhesive backed sanding discs: two
80 grit discs, two 120 grit discs, and two 150 grit
discs. For 5/8" arbor. List $64.95. More sanding
discs at MLCSwoodworking.com

#9978.......................................................... $44.95

Clamping Miter Gauge
Useful and accurate when making crosscuts on
table saws or when routing end grain. Squeezing
the pistol grip engages a downward pressure clamp,
securing your stock firmly in place. Fits any standard
3/4" x 3/8" miter slot. The positive adjustable
stops at 90º and 45º, left and right, are
Clamping Miter Gauge
useful for both left and right tilt table saws.
and Premium Miter Gauge
Includes adjustable stop block, great for
Extension Fence Set
repetitive length cuts. 4" Maximum stock
SAVE $15! Includes #9456 and #9467
thickness. Bar extends to 12".

#9456........................................ $49.95

#9453..................................... $89.90

#9866................................................................................ $26.95

Miter Gauge

LaserLine Cutting Guide for Radial Arm Saws. Fits
all Radial Arm saws with a 5/8" diameter arbor.

With Aluminum Head. Features a full 60º travel
both left and right with adjustable positive stops at both
90º and 45º. The 3/4" x 3/8" x 18" steel miter bar securely
locks into a miter T-slot or will fit standard miter slots.

#9867................................................................................. $28.95

Tapered Jig

#9458........................................ $34.95

The aluminum jig’s graduated scale allows tapers up to 15º
(3" of taper per foot). Compatible with table, radial arm,
and band saws. More details at MLCSwoodworking.com
#9008 List $24.95.........................................................$21.95

Premium Miter Gauge
Extension Fence

Miter Gauge and
Premium Miter Gauge
Extension Fence Set
SAVE $10! Includes #9458 and #9467

#9457...................................... $79.90

This gravity fed dust catcher fits most open stand, contractor type
table saws. Attaches easily with supplied snap-on hardware. Just unsnap to empty! This system is always ready to go. Large rectangular,
heavy duty fabric dust bag provides maximum volume and durability.

★★★★★
Provides support close to the blade
to eliminate tear-out. Adjustable,
extruded aluminum fence increases
the face of your miter gauge to 2-5/16" high
x 22" long. Extension bar increases the stop capacity
to 36". The nylon stop adjusts along the full length of the
fence, and locks tight for perfect repetitive cuts.

#9027 List $41.95..............................................$19.95

#9467 List $64.95.............. $54.95

Dust Catcher for Table Saws
and Router Tables
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CUSTOMER RATING:

Miter Gauge
Not Included
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FREE SHIPPING! In Contiguous USA

Miter T-Track and T-Bar
Works with standard 3/4" x 3/8" miter gauges
with or without a T-slot.
Great for shop built router
tables that are not equipped
to handle a miter gauge. You
can add a miter or sliding fixture to anything
A
that can be routed out to fit the Miter T-Track:
1-1/4" wide
x 1/2" high
B
work bench, table saw extensions, drill press
tables, and band saw tables. The miter
T-bar slides into the miter track or A 32" Miter T-track #9871................. $16.95
miter slot in your table saw. The T-bar A 48" Miter T-track #9864............. $24.95
can be used to make sliding jigs and B 32" Miter T-bar #9872................$16.95
other fixtures throughout the shop. B 48" Miter T-bar #9865............. $24.95
Add a lock down knob by drilling
and tapping the T-bar, possibilities Miter T-Track and T-Bar Sets
are endless. Use MLCS #7785 (1-1/4" SAVE $4.95! 32" set includes #9871 and #9872
straight bit) to make a groove for the #9873........................................................ $28.95
Miter T-Track. T-Track length may SAVE $6.95! 48" set includes #9864 and #9865
#9863........................................................$42.95
vary up to 1/8".

CUSTOMER RATED:

Lets you use your miter gauge or tenoning jig, plus T-Track accessories on your
router table, band saw table or table saw extension. The T-Track accepts
any accessory that uses a 1/4" hex head bolt, such as featherboards,
stop blocks or hold downs. The Miter track accepts a standard
3/4" x 3/8" bar or sliding T-Bar. Length may vary up to 1/8".
1-3/4" wide
x 1/2" high

Miter T-Track Accessory Kit
Create custom jigs and fixtures with our Miter T-Track
slot locking kit. Instructions
included. The T-Bar will fit
any 3/4" x 3/8" miter T-slot
groove. List $9.95.

• 2 aluminum T-nuts (stop, pivot)
• 1 1/4" set screw (1/4" hex)
• 2 1/4" flat head screws
• 2 1/4" triangle thru knobs
• 2 1/4" washers • 1 spacer
• 1 self-tapping screw
#9870.......................SALE $7.95
• 1 1/8" allen key

Precision Adjustable Miter Bar
Upgrade your jigs and fixtures. Perfect for miter Gauges. Heavy
Duty 18" precision miter bar is designed to fit standard 3/4" x 3/8"
Miter Gauge slots. Adjustable spring loaded ball bearings allow you
to adjust the fit for zero side to side movement. Great for jigs
and fixtures. 3 threaded 1/4" holes and 3 through holes allow
you to add this bar to almost anything. Allen key included.

fixtures! This handy kit contains: 16 assorted
1/4" x 20 knobs, 16 track bolts plus 4 special
T-track nuts.
#9889 36 pieces.................................... $29.95
12 pack - 3" Hex Bolts, 1/4" tpi x 20 tpi

Includes the Spline Jig (#9559) and
the Thin Rip Jig (#9337).

#9556 List $134.90........... $129.95

Miter Slot Locking Fixture Kit

#9886................................................................... $2.95

#9167 List $33.95...............................$25.95

SAVE $5! Combo Special!
Spline Jig and Thin Rip Jig

Recommended for use with Zero Clearance
Table Inserts. Make repetitive ripping of
Thin Rip with bandsaw
thin strips safer and easier. Because the
strips are cut on the left-hand side of the
blade, there is no burning, binding or
kickback. Made from heavy-duty alumiThin Rip with table saw
num extrusions, the jig locks securely in
most 3⁄4" W x 3⁄8" H miter gauge slots. A fence, allowing a smooth feed rate and
built-in scale allows fine adjustments. The easy fence repositioning.
ball bearing holds stock firmly against the #9337..............................................$34.95

36 pieces total! Easily create your own jigs and

Save $8! 5 PIECE SET - 3 Push Blocks,
1 Push Stick, and 1 Notch Stick.

Designed for table saws to save time and
safely create strong, decorative joints.
When making fine furniture, picture frames
and boxes, spline joints are one of the
most beautiful methods of woodworking joinery techniques. Contrasting wood
tones or various spline thicknesses creates decorative accents! Spline joints also
feature extra gluing surfaces (compared
to a plain joint), making them one of the
strongest joints possible. The Spline Jig
measures 12" W x 24" L and features an
embedded t-track with two stop blocks.
Use both stop blocks to sandwich and
cut splines in narrow projects, one stop
block to clamp and index cuts on medium

Safely rip thin strips on a table saw!

Jig & Fixture Hardware Kit

Keep hands away from cutting edges on
your router table, shaper, or table saw. High
friction rubber pads provide a sure grip.

★★★★★

sized projects or remove both stop blocks
for larger projects such as boxes. The
base of the jig is made from durable
11⁄16" laminated MDF which creates a
smooth, non-marring surface that slides
easily across your table saw top. The
adjustable 18" miter bar will fit in any
standard 3⁄4" miter slot. The MLCS Thin
Rip Jig safely cuts thin splines with no
binding or kickback.
Spline Jig “Pro”
#9559 List $119.95........................ $99.95
Replaceable Inserts - 3 piece
#9558..................................................$12.95

Thin Rip Table Saw Jig

#9860 List $24.95.................................. $18.95

Push Blocks & Sticks Set

Spline Jig “Pro”
Make strong and beautiful joints.

Combo T-Track / Miter T-Track

#9859 32" length................................... $24.95
#9858 48" length................................... $34.95

NEW and
improved with
replaceable
inserts!

For Safety & Control!

For attaching featherboards,
hold-downs or virtually any
type of jig to your table saw,
router table, or any tool with
a standard 3/4" x 3/8" miter
gauge slot. Works by applying
outward pressure to the "walls"
of the miter gauge slot. The
"wedge" bolt pushes up into
the counter sink hole in the
miter bar as it tightens with

the star knobs, pushing the end of
the miter bar outward for a tight
fit. Can be used with stock up to
3/4" thick. Includes:
• 2 ea. expandable
2-1/2" long miter bars
• 2 ea. star knobs
• 2 ea. wedge bolts
• 2 ea. washers

#9868...................$9.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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Magnetic Digital Height Gauge
★★★★★ Set cutting height on your
router table, saw or other woodworking machines. Precisely
align your jointer knives or measure thickness. A strong
magnetic base mounts to ferrous machine tables or fences.
Accurate to within 0.001". The large, clear LCD displays
measurements to 0.0005", 0.01mm and 1/128". Zero at any
point. Stainless steel beam and solid aluminum base keeps
the gauge steady. Max height is 6". Extra battery included.
CUSTOMER RATED:

#9318....................................................................................... $59.95

Digital Multi Gauge Tool
It’s a Depth Gauge, Height Gauge and Thickness Gauge tool
Unbeatable accuracy! Measures 0" to 6" with a large easy-to
read LCD display, and on/off zero set functions. Displays inches,
metric, and fractions with one-button switching!
• Measure horizontal, vertical, • Measure Routing Depth
or at a 90° angle
from 0-3.10" (beam goes
• Rule is self-standing on heavy- up from surface)
• Measure Slot Depth
duty polycarbonate frame
from 0-2.90" (beam
• Measure welding thickness,
goes down from surface)
routing & slot depth
• Battery included
• Will read to within 0.001"
#9308................. $21.95
and accurate up to 0.003"

Marking Knife
The double beveled tip allows both left and right
handed operations while the hardwood handle
has a firm comfortable grip. Knife measures 6½" long and
the blade is 1½" long and 5⁄8" wide.

#9963....................................................................................... $19.95

Engineer Square 3 Piece Set
These all steel, precision squares are accurate
to within 0.001" and come in 2", 4" and 6"
lengths. All surfaces and edges are ground
for straightness and parallelism so the squares are
accurate on both inside and outside edges. There are
no graduations on the blades. Storage case included.

#9964................................................................................. $39.95

Handyman Nail Finder
The best metal detector we’ve seen! Save valuable saw,
planer, and jointer blades by locating metal objects in
wood before you cut. Detects small metal objects up to 6"
deep. Large 5" long x 2½" wide detection path. The LED
indicator light works with either a high pitched audio alert
or a vibration alert. 9 volt battery required, not included.

#9969.....................................................................................$99.95

Magnetic Non-Marring
Aluminum Vise Jaws
For most popular vises, in two styles.

Aluminum Vise Rubber Pad Jaws
Two jaw set with soft rubber pads grip
your work piece in any position. Clamp
wood or almost anything without leaving a mark!
Strong magnets hold the jaws in place.
#9701 4"....................... $10.95
#9702 5"....................... $10.95
#9703 6"........................ $11.95

Aluminum Vise V-Jaws
Two jaw set. Clamp round and
odd shaped stock in either the
vertical or horizontal positions. Strong
magnets hold the jaws in place.
#9704 4"........................ $11.95
#9705 5"........................ $11.95
#9706 6"....................... $12.95

Aluminum Vise Jaw Combo Sets

SAVE up to $4.95. Each set includes a
pair of Rubber Pad Jaws and a pair of V-Jaws
#9707 4" Reg. $22.90............................SALE $18.95
#9708 5" Reg. $22.90............................SALE $18.95
#9709 6" Reg. $24.90............................SALE $19.95

Digital Angle Rule
SAVE $5! No more guessing inside or
outside corner angles on walls when installing
crown, chair rail or base moldings. This gauge
allows you to cut mitered joints correctly
the first time. Set the miter or bevel angle on
virtually any tool. The digital screen displays angle
measurements from 0˚ - 180˚ accurately to within 0.3˚. A
convenient hold button locks the reading on the display. The
8-1/2" blades each have ruler markings (7"/200mm) and can be locked in
position to transfer angle measurements. A CR2032 3V Lithium battery is included.
#9319 List $34.95........................................ SALE $29.95

Router Height Set-Up Kit
Perfect for router, shaper and table saw set-up. Soft
metal BRASS BARS won't splinter or chip your
router bit or saw blade if they accidentally hit the cutters.

Square 4" Bar Kit
Allows depth adjustments in five sizes: (1/8", 3/16", 1/4",
3/8", 1/2"). 4" Long Bars fit across the router opening.

#9717.......................................................... SALE $21.95

Center Finding Rule 3 Pc. Set

Rotape Beam Compass

Aluminum centering rules allow you to
accurately locate the exact center between
any two points. Includes 6" x 3/4" Pocket
Rule, 12" x 1-3/4" Rule, and 24" x 1-3/4" Rule.

Draw 3½" to 72" radius

#9967..................................................................................... $29.95

The 6' locking tape retracts into the body like a tape
measure. Adjustable lead scribes a clean line. USA

#9965......................................................................................$32.95

Digital Fractional Caliper 3-Way / 6"

Perfect Butt Scriber

No more eyestrain or guesswork

The world’s fastest profile scriber

Hardened stainless steel 6" caliper has a large LCD readout
and is fast and accurate to 1⁄128", 0.01 mm and 0.0005".
Adjustable jaws read ID and OD as well as depth. Features
auto OFF and zeros at the touch of a button. Includes
sturdy plastic storage case and battery.

Five different sizes of interchangeable tracing
wheels hold your pencil stable. Follows along any
surface ensuring an accurate copy every time.
The pencil is spring loaded so it will remain in
contact with your work piece whether it is flat or upright.

#9966..................................................................................... $29.95
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#9968......................................................................................$36.95
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On-Point Dual Light Laser Guided Router Plate Router Table Spline Jig
SAVE $31!
Sale ends 1/31/19.

Two FREE Dovetail bits:
#5402 1/4" shank and
#7697 1/2" shank.
Make strong and
elegant miters.

• Patent Pending
• Router Not Included
CUSTOMER RATED:

★★★★★

With adjustable Double
Sided Edge Guide.

SAVE $40! Sale ends 1/31/19.

FREE V-Groove and Round Nose bits
Plunge with perfect placement. X marks

Double sided edge guide (from bottom)

the spot! Pre-drilled with built-in Laser and
LED Lights. Eliminate waste with pinpoint
Pre-Drilled for these routers:
accuracy. The UNIVERSAL off-set router plate
Porter Cable - 690 series, 7529, 8529
allows total control of your router. A large,
Bosch - any base with a 3 hole
pattern, spaced 4" on center
heavy duty, clear plastic base and knob/handle
DeWalt - 616/618 Series, 621/625
eliminates tipping when edge routing, but still
Milwaukee - 5615/5616/5619 Series
allows a clear view of your work. The LED
Fein - FT-1800 • Elu - 177
lights clearly illuminate any lines or patterns
Sears - Most models
on work surface. Two AA batteries included.
No wiring or plug is needed!
• Increase the speed and accuracy of
New! An adjustable double sided edge repetitive plunge routing applications
guide allows you to follow a straight or • Easy to mount to any router. Can be
curved edge. Two ball bearings easily drilled to fit any router.
follow a curved edge. Perfect for adding OnPoint Laser Router Plate plus
a groove to a cutting board or adding a FREE 1/4" V-Groove & 1/4" Round Nose bits
decorative inlay to a table top.
#1316 List $99.95.................... SALE $59.95

Peel & Stick Felt Box Liners
Buy 3 or more of any color
and SAVE $2.00 per sheet!

carvings or coasters. Apply
anywhere you need to cushion
or
protect surfaces.
Pressure sensitive adhesive
backed felt sheets are an easy Sheets measure 12" x 36"
way to line small drawers in • Felt has peel & stick backing
jewelry or keepsake boxes. • Weight: 5oz / square yard
The felt can also be applied
• 1/16" thick
to the bottom of lamps, boxes,
EACH SHEET............. $9.95
3 OR MORE............ $7.95 each
#9984............................................ BLACK Felt 12" x 36" PSA Sheet
#9985................................................ BLUE Felt 12" x 36" PSA Sheet
#9986......................................... BROWN Felt 12" x 36" PSA Sheet
#9987........................................... GREEN Felt 12" x 36" PSA Sheet
#9988................................................ WINE Felt 12" x 36" PSA Sheet

NEW! Box
Making Sets on
page 4!

This innovative jig slides easily
in your router table’s miter slot,
and clamps the workpiece
tightly between two adjustable
(and removable for larger
boxes) support fences. Rout
slots with dovetail, straight or
straight spiral bits, then make
a spline to glue into each slot,
creating a strong miter joint. The
splines add a finished look to
your project when you make
them out of contrasting wood.
• The jig is made from 1/2" thick,
melamine coated MDF and has
a 14-1/2" long aluminum miter
bar that will fit any standard
3/4" wide miter slot.
• The jig aluminum miter bar position is
adjustable using the mounting slots
provided in the base and will work with
tables that have the center of the miter
slot 5-1//2" to 8-1/4" from the center of
the bit opening in the router tabletop.
• The base is 15-1/2" wide and 10" deep.
The two adjustable support fences
clamp your project tightly, when cutting
the splines across the corners. The
vertical handles allow you to safely

hold the jig on the router table during
use, keeping your hands well away from
the sharp cutting blades of the router bit.
We recommend dovetail (P. 20), straight
(P. 23 and 40), and solid carbide straight
bits (P. 22 and 40) to cut the spline.
Router Table Spline Jig plus
Two FREE Dovetail bits

#1382 List $120.95......... SALE $89.95

Arched Fluting Jig
Rout flutes and dados in
arches and curves

SAVE $10! Rout straight and
accurate flutes and dados on any
curved, arched or straight board,
quickly and easily.
Simply remove your
router’s existing base
plate and mount your
router to the Fluting
Jig base. Attach the
two guide wings with
ball bearings and the
provided hardware
and you are ready to
cut perfect flutes at
any length. The “easy
to adjust” guide wings allow you to quickly index the centers of multiple flutes or
dados for fast repetitive cuts. Cut curved or arched stock from 1" to 5-1⁄2" wide or
simply rotate the guide wings on each end to cut straight stock from 1" to 12" wide.
You can also remove one of the guide wings to create the perfect edge guide.
The Arched Fluting Jig works great with plunge router bits to create decorative
moldings. Made from clear and impact resistant 3⁄8" thick polycarbonate.

#9539 List $69.95......................................................................................................SALE $59.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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ACCESSORIES

T-Track Hold Down System
B

Set-up Blocks for 		
Rail & Stile Bits

E

Instructions included! Save time, effort and
wood. The pre-cut profiles allow quick, proper
height adjustments with accurate setup everytime. Made of 2-3/4"L x 1-7/8"W ultra high
molecular weight polymer. Will not distort or swell. For 3/4" stock only. Use the
cove cut (tongue cut) edge first, then use the profile cut (groove cut) edge next.

D
C

A
Our Aluminum T-Track System makes an for use with a drill press table, router table,
endless variety of jigs and fixtures.
shaper table, band saw table, table saw,
Build a system to hold your stock securely workbench and miter gauge. NOTE: All
in place (for any application in your shop), T-Track lengths may vary up to 1/8".
or use it to secure your router fence. Great See MLCS web site for quantity pricing!
A T-Tracks

F

Precision extruded aluminum track 3/4"
wide x 3/8" high. Predrilled for mounting.
Can be cut to shorter lengths, if needed.

#9470 24" long...............................$12.95
#9471 36" long...............................$16.95
#9472 48" long...............................$18.95
B Hold Down Clamp

F Large Featherboard

Machined aluminum with knob and bolt. Use Fits router table fences, drill press fences,
on workbench or drill press table.
and more. Great hold-down power and
#9476 1 PIECE.................................... $8.95 anti-kickback safety. Includes two T-head
bolts and two knobs. Compatible with MLCS
C Toggle Hold Down Clamp
Precision and Heavyweight router tables.
Can be used with your jig or adapted to
#9877.....................................................$12.95
use with our T-Tracks.

#9058...................................................... $9.95
D Router Featherboard

Save $3.00! Soft flexible plastic with
two knobs and two bolts. Will not shatter or
damage bits if accidentally cut. Can also be
used with table saws or shapers.
#9478........................................ SALE $9.95
E Router Fence Stop Block

Melamine coated with one bolt and one
knob. Designed with two mounting holes.
Works with MLCS router tables (except tables
#9460 and #9463).

G

H

Profile

Use for bit #

#9741
#9742
#9743
#9744
#9745
#9746
#9748
#9749

Ogee
Classical
Traditional
Beveled
Round Over
Beading
Shaker
Double Round

#8851, #6547, #8847, #8871, #18847
#8852, #8872
#8836, #8873
#8854, #8874
#8843, #8875, #18843
#8844
#8837, #8876, #18837
#8840

Ball Bearing Guides
Totally enclosed ball bearings.
By replacing your router bit’s
bearing with a bearing that
has a smaller or larger
Outer Diameter, you can
achieve a different depth
or profile.
Please measure your bearings
accurately before ordering.

38 PIECE BEARING REPAIR SET
With 16 bearings:
• 3/8"OD x 3/16"ID
• 1/2"OD x 3/16"ID
• 5/8"OD x 3/16"ID
• 3/4"OD x 3/16"ID
• 7mmOD x 4mmID
• 10mm OD x 5mm ID
• 13mmOD x 5mmID
• 16mmOD x 5mmID
• 19mmOD x 5mmID
• 1/2" OD x 1/4" ID

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5/8" OD x 1/4" ID
3/4" OD x 1/4" ID
3/4" OD x 1/2" ID
1" OD x 1/2" ID
1-1/8" OD x 1/2" ID
7/8" OD x 5/16" ID
4 stop collars (2 ea.
7/16" OD x 1/4" ID,
11/16" OD x 1/2" ID
• 6 hex keys
• 12 screws

#380...................................................... $29.95

G Featherboard with long T-Bar

Mount a featherboard in the miter T-slot
of your router table, table saw and more.
Includes a miter T-bar with locking knobs,
two threaded bolts and two knobs.

#9553...................................................... $9.95 #9878.................................................. $19.95
T-Track Kits
H #9485 Includes 36" T-Track,
featherboard, 2 knobs and 2 bolts.......... $24.95
J #9486 Includes 36" T-Track, 2 hold down
clamps, 2 knobs and 2 bolts......................... $25.95
K #9487 Includes 36" T-Track,
J
fence stop block, 1 knob and 1 bolt.......... $25.95
More
T-track
kits
online!

Item

Top Mounted Bearing Kits
Now turn straight, groove forming, core box,
dish cutter or V-groove bits into pattern/
Item # Bearing OD Bearing ID
#218
1/2"
1/4"
#219
5/8"
1/4"
#220
3/4"
1/4"
#223
3/4"
1/2"
#224
1"
1/2"
#225
1-1/8"
1/2"
#226
1-1/4"
1/2"
#233
1-1/2"
1/2"

Adaptor Bushings
2 Piece Set! Easily make accurate repetitive cuts. Adjust
location of the flip stop on fence by using the brass knob.
Flip stop up and out of the way for rough cuts. Flip
the stop into place for precise finish cuts. Use with standard
MLCS T-Track that accepts a 1/4" Hex head bolt.

#9313 2 Piece Set...................................................... $12.95
56

T-Track Sold
Separately

INDIVIDUAL BALL BEARING GUIDES

		
Item #
#255
#256
#257
#258
#270
#247
#248
#249
#260
#261
#262
#237
#267
#266
#263
#265
#264
#227
#228
#229

Outer
Diam.
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
3/8"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
1/2"
5/8"
3/4"
5/8"
3/4"
7/8"
3/4"
1"
1-1/8"
1-1/4"
1-3/8"
1-1/2"

Inner
Diam.
3/16"
3/16"
3/16"
3/16"
5mm (13/64")
5mm (13/64")
5mm (13/64")
5mm (13/64")
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
5/16"
5/16"
5/16"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"
1/2"

Price

$4.00
$4.50
$5.50
$6.00
$4.00
$4.50
$5.50
$6.00
$5.50
$5.50
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$7.00
$7.00
$7.50
$8.50
$9.00
$9.50

See Additional Bearing Sizes at MLCSwoodworking.com

K

Flip Stop Block Set for T-track

Price

$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95
$10.95

SAVE $13 .70 on 7 Pc. Set!
Steel adaptor bushings are used
to reduce the collet size for
smaller diameter shank bits. They
can be used for router bits, end
mills, drill bits, and dremel bits.
Never exceed the recommended
RPM of the cutting tool.

Price
$7.95
$7.95
$8.95
$12.95
$12.95
$12.95
$13.95
$15.95

flush trimming bits. Put the bearing
and stop collar over the shank and
lock in place with the included hex
key. Bearing, stop collar, and hex key
included.

				
Item # OD
ID

Price
#271
1/4"
1/8" $6.95
#272
1/4" 3/16" $6.95
#273
1/2"
1/8" $6.95
#274
1/2" 3/16" $6.95
#275
1/2"
1/4" $6.95
#276
1/2" 5/16" $6.95
#243
1/2" 8 mm $6.95
#277
1/2"
3/8" $6.95
Set of all 7 sizes (except #243)
#300 Reg. $48.65....... $34.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

ACCESSORIES

4 Grit Diamond Bar Hone Knife

Offset Router Table Bit Wrench

Versatile 4 grit hone (120, 180, 240, 320
grit) allows quick and easy touch up on your
router bits, saw blades and cutter knives. The
small 6-1/4" overall length allows convenient
deburring and sharpening on carbide or
steel cutting surfaces. Steel handle.

Changing a router bit in the table can be tedious and difficult, trying to tighten
the collet below the router table surface. This simple tool with its bent design
fits right in the opening of your router plate, allowing the collet nut to be easily
secured. Rubber-coated handle provides a sure grip. Available in four different
sizes to accommodate most router models.

#9132.................................... $15.95

Item

Glue Spreaders 6 Piece Set

Silicone Premium Project Bench Mat

SAVE $9! Free 3-in-1 Glue Bottle Applicator #9175
Sale ends 1/31/19.
The flexible and soft silicone bench mat
is non-skid to hold your work securely
in place.

Double Faced Tape
The perfect way to keep patterns in place before
cutting. Apply tape, remove backing, position then
apply. Four diferent sizes available.

Most adhesives or finishes will not
stick to it... Dried glue simply
peels off! Provides a layer
of protection so accidentally
dropped tools won’t damage the
work surface. Your oilstones or waterstones won’t slip on this non-skid surface that
also protects your bench from water and oil. The mat
measures 18" x 24" and is 5/64" thick.

				
Item #
Size
Reg. Price
Sale Price

$15.00
$20.00
$22.00
$30.00
$36.00

$8.95
$13.95
$18.95
$24.95
$29.95

Silicone Bench Mat plus FREE Glue Bottle Applicator #9175

Marking Center Finder

#1442 List $33.90..................................................................................................... SALE $24.95

SAVE $3.00! Determine exact centers on the edges
of boards (up to 3-5/8" thick) when making biscuit slot
cuts, drilling dowel joints, and assembly work. Insert
pencil into center of jig and make your mark.
#9336..................................................................... SALE $14.95

PowerGrip Router Mat and Sanding Mat
Router Mat: Great for

Bench Dog Set
2 Piece Set. Solid aluminum secure your workpiece in
place. Designed to fit in a standard 3/4" pre-drilled workbench
hole (or drilled anywhere you need it). These bench dogs
also have a heavy duty side mounted spring to eliminate
movement once inserted into the hole.

#9314 2 Piece Set..................................$10.95

8" Bench Holdfast
Great for frequent rotation and clamping!
From small boards to huge blocks, these bench
holdfasts make frequent clamping a snap. Simply
drill a 3/4" hole to accomodate the holdfast and drop
it in place. Give the head a firm tap with a mallet
and you're ready to go. To disengage the clamp,
#9335............................. $14.95
tap the backside. The 8" clamp has a 4" reach.

Router Bit Storage Cabinet

Size and Recommended Routers

#9431 1-1/8" Porter Cable
#9432 15/16" Bosch,Triton 2-1/4HP
and Triton 3-1/4HP, Makita
#9433 3/4" Hitachi
#9434 7/8" Dewalt, Fein

Handy in shop for applying glue or working
with thick paint to create special patterns
The tip is flexible and can be used with various
amounts of pressure. Lifted from the general craft
market, where they are used to apply glue to felts, paper,
cardboard, etc; or for working with thick paints to create
special patterns. Dried glue just chips off the polypropylene
plastic, making them easy to clean for reuse. 6-Inches
long. Set of 6.
#9962.......................................................................................... $5.95

#9489
3/4" x 54'
#9493 3/4" x 108'
#9386
1" x 108'
#9392 1-1/2" x 108'
#9387
2" x 108'

All wrenches..................................... $14.95 ea.

COLOR

MAY VARY
routing, sanding, scraping, drilling, etc., all done
without clamps! The mat
gripping action holds work
securely in place. Made of
dense rubber that will not
slide on wood, laminate, Size: 30" x 24"
Corian™, etc. PowerGrip
Mats are thinner and grip
Knitted polyester mat, coated with a special
better than multicolored urethane pads. formula of PVC. Eliminates vibration.
Eliminates vibration.
Router Mat #9002.............. $10.95
Sanding Mat: Ideal for sanding since Sanding Mat #9003............... $8.95
dust never clings! The mat has many
tiny holes that allow dust to fall through.
Both PowerGrip Mats
SAVE 4! Includes #9002 and #9003
It holds your work piece like a magnet,
#9004....................................... $15.95
without clamps.

Edge Tool Sharpening Gauge
Easily gauge the angle on your chisels and hand plane
blades to properly set your sharpening jig.

Wood cabinet stores up to 66 router bits. Can be
wall or bench mounted using the keyhole slots on
the back of the cabinet. 1/4" or 1/2" shank styles.
Attractive silkscreen design on lid. Maximum bit
size is 1-1/2" large diameter and 3" length.

Covers angles from 15° to 55° in 5° increments. Angles are clearly
marked on this steel gauge. Point relief notch prevents blade edge
from getting nicked when checking angle. Inside 90° corner can
be used to make sure blade is square to edges.

#9660 Cabinet with 1/4" holes............................... $25.95
#9683 Cabinet with 1/2" holes................................ $25.95

#9118................................................ $12.95

Edge Tool Sharpening Gauge

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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X1 FENCE, ROUTER ACCESSORIES
X1 Fence shown mounted on the
Phenolic Table Top. See complete
package on P. 3.

Premium Aluminum
Router Plate Kit
With 5 quick change
insert rings!

SAVE $15! The 3/8"
thick, 9-1/32" x 12-3/32"
premium aluminum router
insert plate is sized to fit all
MLCS router tables that use
a router insert plate and will
support the heaviest of routers.
Included with the plate are four leveling
screws, a starter pin for routing curved
pieces, five insert rings, and an insert
wrench. The plate has a 3-5/8" opening
which can be reduced to 1/4", 1/2", 1-3/16"
(accepts template guide bushings), 2",
and 2-1/2" using the included insert rings
(which spin to lock in place).

Premium Router Plate Kit
Includes a Premium Plate, Five Piece
Locking Insert Rings, a Starter Pin and
Insert Wrench. List price $104.85

#9621.................................... $89.95

Everything you need
to mount your 		
router to a table!

FREE!

INSTRUCTIONS @
mlcswoodworking.com

bottom of the plate for easy alignment
when installing router.
All-In-One Router Plate Kit
#9338.....................................$34.95
Replacement Rings & Guide Pin
#9329..................................... $10.95

Aluminum Router Plate
Our 1/4" thick aluminum router table insert
will support the heaviest routers without plate
sag. This 9-1/32" x 12-3/32" plate
includes leveling screws and
magnets to secure the plate
in the table, plus three separate
insert rings with attaching screws,
providing openings of 3-1/4", 1-7/16",
1-3/16" for template guides and a blank
insert ring to create your own size. The
steel starter pin is for routing curved pieces.
Pre-marked mounting hole indentations
provided for most popular routers. (Plate is
not pre-drilled).

58

The X1 Fence

Standing 4" tall, this fence mounts to any
table that is 1/2" to 1-1/2" thick and from
24" to 32" wide. It is designed with a two
track mounting system with adjustable
rulers so you can set the fence to zero
and make repetitive movements. The
X1 “top mounted” ruler ensures that
repetitive cuts or setting your stop block
can be done with ease. The removable
and fully adjustable fence faces are made
of melamine coated heavy-duty MDF and
fully edge banded for low friction and
long life. Adjustments are made using
locking knobs - no tools needed! The
core of the X1 is anodized aluminum,
with available t-slots to mount a stop
block or almost any jig or accessory.

Top mounted ruler ensures
repetitive cuts are easy!

• The X1 fence includes two 1/32" x
1/16" space bars, which offset the
fence face, either 1/32" or 1/16".
They’re stored inside of the fence
for easy access when needed.
• The Dust Port on the X1 fence is
designed to accept a 2-1/4" or 2-1/2"
vacuum hose.
• With very smooth action, repetitive
movements, adjustable fence faces,
open t-track, rulers, 2 offset bars,
dust collection and a safety guard,
the X1 fence has it all! List $209.95

#9576......................SALE $199.95

Pro Stand Casters
Go mobile! Casters allow easy
Color may vary.

Aluminum Router Plate

#9334.................................... $65.95
2 Replacement Rings & Guide Pin
#9330...................................... $10.95

Installation Template
and Bushing Kit
Makes perfect router plate installation
easy! Includes a masonite routing template, guide bushing (fits Porter-Cable®
style baseplate opening) and instructions.
Requires 1/2" straight bit (not included:
see page 23, bit #5477 or #7777).

Two track mouinting system
with adjustable rulers

The “top of the line” X1 fence is
a significant upgrade to almost
any router table!

All-In-One
Router Plate Kit

3/8" thick phenolic supports
any router. Two removable
rings give three different bit
openings: 3-7/8", 2-5/8", 1-3/16".
Note: 1-3/16" opening is designed
to hold Porter-Cable® style guide
bushings. The steel starting guide pin
allows routing curved work. The 9-1/32"
x 12-3/32" plate is with pre-drilled table
mounting holes. Includes magnets and
adjusting screws for securing and leveling
plate. Also includes concentric rings on the

Includes 1/32" and 1/16" space
bars that offset the fence face

movement of your router table. This set
of 4 heavy duty casters is designed to fit
the Pro Router Table Stand (P. 59) with
a 10mm threaded stud. All four casters
are both swivel and locking. Max weight
280lbs. Casters will increase the height of
your table by approx 3-3/4".

#9550 List $39.95.............................. $34.95

Heavy Duty Table Tool Stand
Solid steel construction. Sturdy splayed legs with
adjustable rubber feet ensure stability and reduce
vibration. Measures 32" tall, the top measures
24" by 16-1/2" and the footprint is 32" by 24".
Weighs 24 lbs.
#9331.................................... $24.95

#9684 List $90......................................... $79.95

Table top
not included.

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING!

U-TURN ROUTER LIFT, ROUTER MOTOR, TABLE STAND
See the "Ultimate"
U-Turn System on page 3

U-Turn Router Lift™
Keep your work on the table...
Adjust the router from the side!

SAVE $70! This professional quality

router lift is precisely machined from
aluminum and steel.
U-Turn includes:
Built for, and easily handles
• 3 allen wrenches
the big 4.2" diameter, 3-1/4
HP routers (MLCS Router • 1 locking insert ring
kit (with 2" opening)
Motor #9564 and Porter
• 1 insert ring wrench
Cable® #7518). The U-Turn
allows very smooth and easy • 1 starter pin
adjustments. With over 3" of • Plate leveling screws
travel, router bit changes can
be made from above the table.
U-Turn #9563 works
Sealed ball bearings, brass fittings,
with these table tops:
heavy duty guide posts and a lead • Phenolic Top - P. 3
screw ensure this is a router lift • Bench Top Table - P. 61
that is built to last. The “U-Turn” • Table Top & Fence - P. 61
Lift comes pre-mounted to our • Extension Tops - P. 61
Premium 3/8" thick aluminum • Cast-Iron Table - P. 60
router insert plate (#9621 on P. 58).
The “U-Turn2” Lift is also mounted to
a heavy duty aluminum
router insert plate,
designed to fit other
(non-MLCS) brands of router
tables. The U-Turn router plate
opening can accommodate router
bits up to 3-1/2" in diameter.

The plate includes a locking insert ring with a 2" opening,
plus an insert ring wrench. The height adjustment handle arm
extends 18-1/2" from the center of your router table, so the
handle will clear the
edge of any 36" wide The “U-Turn” Lift
or smaller router table. With a (12-3/32" x 9-1/32" x 3/8") insert
The #9565 Pro Router plate for MLCS table tops. List $369.95
Table Stand (below), is #9563.........................SALE $299.95
designed and pre-drilled The “U-Turn 2” Lift
for the U-Turn Lift. Other With a (11-3/4" x 9-1/4" x 3/8") insert
tables will have to be plate for non-MLCS tables. List $369.95
drilled. Router Reducers #9562........................ SALE $299.95
are available online. They
are required for smaller
routers.

#9638..................... SALE $1049.95

3-1/4 HP
Variable Speed
Router Motor
Our popular and BIG
4.2" diameter motor!
SAVE $50! The MLCS

Router motor
sold separately

Woodsmith Magazine
complete review is at
MLCSwoodworking.com
Table top and
router not included.

Pro Router Table Stand
This 35" high, 26" wide x 22" deep stand works
great with almost any router table top but is
specially designed to work with the U-Turn router
lift and the PowerLift Pro®. Made of square,
tubular steel for rigidity, with non-slip adjustable
feet. The stand mounts to the table top by simply
using screws through the pre-drilled mounting
holes on the stand. See Casters on page 58.

#9565................................................................ $114.95

The “Ultimate” U-Turn Lift
Router Table System
SAVE $55! See details on page 3.

Locking Insert Ring Kit
and Insert Wrench
The 4 piece ring kit has openings of 1/4",
1/2", 1-3/8" (designed to fit standard
template guide bushings), and 2-1/2".
Easy-in and Easy-out, using a specially
designed wrench, insert rings spin and
lock into place. No screws needed!
Designed for the U-Turn Lift, the PowerLift Pro (P. 2),
and Premium Insert Plate #9621 (P. 58).

heavy duty 15 Amp router motor
handles the largest router bits
on the market. Cutting with a
3-1/2" diameter raised panel bit
is no problem. The variable speed
range on this heavy duty router is
10,000 to 22,000 RPM, so no external speed
control is needed and it will handle all of your
routing operations. Included with the motor are
1/4" and 1/2" collets plus 2 offset collet wrenches.

#9564 Reg. $269.95.............SALE $219.95

Remote Variable Speed
Attachment
Don't reach under the table to adjust your
variable speed router. This
remote variable speed knob
is a simple but functional
solution to have easy access
to change the speed of your router.
Simply remove variable speed knob from the
router and attach the remote knob collar and flex
shaft in its' place. Attach the new variable speed knob bracket
wherever it is convenient on your router table or stand. 24" long
flex shaft, mounting bracket, knob and hex wrench included.

#9566 4 Piece Insert Ring Kit....... $19.95
#9544..................................................................................................$29.95
#9567 Insert Wrench.......................... $9.95
www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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ROUTER TABLES

See "Ultimate" Cast-Iron System online

“Cast-Iron” Router Table
The large 24" x 32" cast-iron surface area
will provide support for even the largest
workpieces. The 9-1/32” x 12-3/32” insert
plate opening fits all three MLCS router
insert plates (P. 58), the U-Turn Router
Lift (P. 59) and the PowerLift Pro (P. 2).
The Cast-Iron Top is designed to easily
mount to the #9565 Pro Router Table
Stand (P. 59). In addition to the slots
in the table for mounting the #9762

Split Router Table Fence, the table has
mounting provisions for the #9576
X1 Fence as well. A 3/4” x 3/8”
Aluminum Miter T-Track is
included for using a miter
gauge or securing a table
mounted featherboard to
the table top.

FREE SHIPPING!

“Top to Bottom” 		
Cast-Iron
Router Table System

Cast-Iron Router Table Top

SAVE $85! Includes:

#9760............................. $399.95

• The Cast-Iron Table Top
• X1 Fence #9576
• Premium Aluminum Router

Plate Kit with 5 quick
change insert rings #9621
(see P. 58).
• Pro Table Stand #9565
List price $814.75.

#9635...................... $729.95

SAVE $50! Includes the Cast-Iron
Router Table Top. List $450.00.

Cast-Iron Router Table Top
w/ Fence, Plate and Rings

“Top to Bottom”
Cast-Iron
Table Top System
#9635 shown

SAVE $40! List $669.80. Includes:
• The Cast-Iron Table Top
• X1 Premium Fence #9576
• Premium Aluminum Router Plate
Kit with 5 quick change insert
rings #9621

PRO

& U-Turn Lift

™

Compatible!

#9636..................... $629.95

“Heavyweight” Router Table

CUSTOMER RATING:

“Precision” Router Table

★★★★

Tips the scales at 120 lbs...
but the shipping is FREE!

• Miter Gauge: Positive stops at 90º
and 45º. Held by a 3/4" wide by 3/8"
Every feature for safety, ease, and deep T-slot

convenience is built-in.
• Gas-Filled Lifting Spring effortlessly
tilts the top up for quick router adjustments
• The big 100 lb. Cast-Iron top (26-7/8" by
20") has removable rings that allow
three different size openings
(1-1/8", 2-1/4", 3-5/8")
• Heavy Cast-Iron eliminates vibration, making
this a perfect platform
for your heavy duty 3 HP
router
• Universal Clamping
System: Holds any
router (up to 3-1/2 HP).
No drilling needed!
• Split Fence:
Adjustable, extruded
aluminum, with 4" dust
port and two workpiece hold-downs
• Power Switch is mounted on right
front leg with a built-in safety key
• Video: “Easy-To-Assemble” online
• Sturdy Stand: Feet with splayed steel
legs gives the table stability
60

FREE SHIPPING!
#9460 $499.95........... $449.95

CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★

“Tilt-Up”, Cast-Iron, Extruded
Aluminum and Steel Table

• Sturdy Stand: Cross braces, splayed
steel legs, and work shelf give stability.
• Heavy Duty Lifting Handles: Give
• Gas-Filled Lifting Spring effortlessly tilts
your hands a secure grip when raising
the top up for quick router adjustements
or lowering the table top
• Smooth Sliding Table Top 		
FREE SHIPPING!
Large, 21" x 31" extruded aluminum top #9463 $599.95.............$514.95
makes difficult routing safe and precise.
Perfect for making raised panel doors
• Shaper-like construction
• Variable Opening Inserts
in fixed cast-iron and sliding
aluminum top
• Split Fence with
Dust Hood: Extruded
aluminum fence has 2"
dust hood and adjustable
hold downs that allow
micro adjustments
• Dual Mode Routing:
Use as a sliding or fixed,
locked work surface
• Universal Clamping
System : Holds any
router without drilling
• Power Switch: On right front leg
with built-in safety key
• Cross Feed Hold Down System:
Adjustable, keyed for 90˚ and 45˚ set-up

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

In Contiguous
contiguous
USA
FREE SHIPPING! In
USA

“Router Table Top”
with Fence

SAVE $28!* Ends 1/31/19.
Free #9877 Large Featherboard
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★

Router Table Top
• The 24" x 32", heavy 1-3/8" thick
tabletop (1/4" thicker than most
other tables) has a sturdy MDF
core, melamine surface and
polyethylene edges
• Choose from 3 three different
router insert plates (9-1/32" x
12-3/32" - see P. 58). Each plate
comes with reducer rings to
customize the opening of the
plate to accommodate different
sized router bits.
• Hex head adjusting screws level
magnetic insert to table
• Guide pin for freehand routing

• Aluminum Miter track in the
table top and T-Track in the
fence permits use of jigs, miter
gauge, and feather boards.
• Threaded inserts on the bottom
of the table top mount to a leg
set or a cabinet base
Router Fence
• 33" long anodized aluminum
angle keeps the fence at 90º
(within .010"/")
• 6" High split fence has an MDF
core and a melamine surface,
allows edge routing for safer
vertical routing operations
• Featherboards or jigs attach to
the fence T-slot
• Split fence has dust port and
adapter for mounting to a dust
collection system
• Measuring tape on top of fence
reads both ways

RT PREMIUM
*SAVE $28! With Featherboard

ROUTER TABLES

• Plastic safety guard helps
protect eyes
• Fence mounts to T-Slot for
maximum adjustability around
the router bit

Heavy gauge steel stand provides a
stable routing base for table and fence!

FREE SHIPPING!

CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

SAVE $31! The 1" thick, 24" x 16" top

All Table Tops on this
page available with
no plate online

has an MDF and Melamine surface with
banded edges and miter slot, and is
14-1/2" above your work bench. Fence
and table have the same features as
Table Top (at left).

• 9-1/32" x 12-3/32"
Router Plate with
removable three
different
size rings
and leveling
hex screws
• Two T-Track
Slots in fence
• Dust port and adapter
for standard Shop Vac hoses
• 20" x 15" x 13-1/2" tall steel stand

PRO

& U-Turn Lift

™

Compatible!

RT PHENOLIC
SAVE $10! Router Table

Table Top & Fence plus 3/8" thick
Premium Aluminum Router Plate Kit
(#9621-P. 58). List $277.85.
#1456......SALE $249.95

“Heavy Duty” Bench
Top Router Table

Top and Fence plus our 3/8"
thick Phenolic Insert Plate
(#9338-P. 58). List $209.90.

Router Table
Stand is sold
separately
P. 58

#9628............... $199.95

Table with Phenolic Plate

#9633...........................................$154.95
Table with Aluminum Plate
#9634 SAVE $31!................... $174.95

Extension Table Tops
MLCS extension tables are designed to mount • Aluminum Miter track in the table top and
to your table saw. Save space in the shop and T-Track in the fence allows for use of jigs, a
miter gauge, and feather boards.
add work surface to the saw.
• 27" wide tables will mount between the rails of • Includes a durable plastic guard as well as
your table saw on either the right or left side a 2-1/4" dust port
between the rails. They can also be mounted • Choose from 3 three different router insert
to a cabinet or stand.
plates (9-1/32" x 12-3/32" - see P. 58). Each
• Extra tall split fence allows safer vertical routing. plate comes with reducer rings to customize
Includes measuring tape that reads both right the opening of the plate to accommodate
to left and left to right for easy measurements. different sized router bits.

“Extension” Table Top

“Cast-Iron Extension” Table Top
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★★

FREE SHIPPING!
• The Rock Solid 50 lbs
Cast-Iron extension
router table is
16"x 27".
• Machined flat and true for
stability and exacting control of
wood stock.
• The fence stores on hooks under
the router table when not in use.

CUSTOMER RATING:

FOR
TABLE
SAWS

PRO

& U-Turn Lift

™

Compatible!

★★★★

• The Extension Table Top is 23-1/2" x 27"
and has a heavy 1-3/8" thick top.
• A sturdy MDF core is covered top and
bottom with a durable melamine surface
and finished with a full edge banding.
• A wood frame (1-1/8"x2-1/4") under the table
surface mounts the extension table to the
table saw rails
• Easy adjusting magnet inserts for leveling
the router plate to the table top.

FOR
TABLE
SAWS
PRO

& U-Turn Lift

™

Compatible!

XCI PREMIUM

XCI PHENOLIC

XM PREMIUM

XM PHENOLIC

SAVE $40!

SAVE $45!

SAVE $28!

SAVE $10!

Cast-Iron Extension Table
Top, plus 3/8" thick Premium
Aluminum Router Plate Kit
(#9621 - P. 58). List $389.90

Cast-Iron Extension Table
Top with Fence, and a 3/8"
thick Phenolic Insert (#9338
- P. 58). List $334.90.

Extension Table Top, plus
3/8" thick Premium
Aluminum Router Plate Kit
(#9621 - P. 58). List $277.85

Extension Table Top &
Fence plus our 3/8" thick
Phenolic insert Plate
(#9338 - P. 58). List $209.90.

#9625.............. $349.95

#9630........... $289.95

#9626.............. $249.95

#9632............... $199.95

**Extension tables may
require additional saw
rail mounting hardware
(not included)

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298
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HORIZONTAL ROUTER TABLE

Don't stand stock on edge!

Cast Aluminum
Extension Handle

“Ultimate” Horizontal
Router Table System

“Premium” Horizontal
Router Table

SAVE $60!
The total Horizontal Router Table Package!
Includes our original Horizontal Benchtop
Table, both Accessory Tops, and the Premium
Upgrade Kit. List $409.80.

Keep tall router bits horizontal
and rout wide stock flat on the table!
CUSTOMER RATING:

★★★★

Improved extruded aluminum
router lifting support structure for
additional stability!
SAVE $10! Includes a Handle, Dust Port
Adaptor and Storage Drawer, improving
your routing experience with the benchtop
Horizontal Table. See P. 63 for details.
• The multiple routing operation
Horizontal Benchtop Router
Table makes tall auxiliary fences,
multiple featherboards or jigs
UNNECESSARY.
• Quickly and easily make mortise
and tenon joinery, raised panels
with vertical raised panel bits,
moldings and picture frames.
• The benchtop Horizontal
Router Table features
micro adjustable bit
height adjustments.
1/16" per turn of the
handle allows very
precise adjustments:
(1/4 turn = 1/64", 1/2 turn
= 1/32", 3/4 turn = 3/64").
• The horizontal table measures 24"
wide by 20" deep by 25" high. It
has a sturdy 3/4" thick MDF core,
durable melamine surface and
polyethylene plastic edges.
• 3/4" thick MDF core with melamine
surface extension fences, on both
sides of the router plate, give
maximum support to long stock.
• Use 3 HP routers or less. Raise or lower your
router up to 2-1/8" below or 2-3/8" above the
table top surface.
• The Miter T-track is designed to accept MLCS
accessory Titlting Table Top and Mortising
Table Top.
• The 3/8" thick, 11-3/4" x 11-1/2" clear acrylic
router plate is held in routing position by
sturdy aluminum extrusions, along with two
locking knobs which safely secure the sliding
router plate in position.

•
•
•
•

The Horizontal Router Table (#9767)
The Premium Upgrade Kit (#9763)
The Tilting Table Top (#9764)
The Mortising Table Top (#9766)
#9771........................ SALE $349.95

4" Dust Collection
Adaptor Port
Router, router bits with
foam bit holder, and
stand not included.

See accessory router
table stands on P. 58

Includes Raised
Panel Door
Instructions
Router bit in "horizontal" position

NOTE: Router Bit should always be beneath wood

“Premium” Horizontal Router Table

#9761
62

Large Storage
Drawer

List $259.95..............................$249.95

www.MLCSwoodworking.com / 800-533-9298

FREE SHIPPING! In contiguous USA

Accessory Table Tops for the
“Horizontal’’ Router Table

“Original” Horizontal
Router Table
Don't stand stock on edge!

Mortising Table Top

New! Improved extruded aluminum
router lifting support structure for
additional stability!

CUSTOMER RATED:

NEW! Improved Stability
• A safer, easier, and highly accurate

Keep tall bits horizontal and rout
wide stock flat on the table.
• The multiple routing operation
Horizontal Benchtop Router
Table makes tall auxiliary
fences, multiple featherboards
or jigs UNNECESSARY.
• Easily make mortise and tenon
joinery, raised panels with vertical
raised panel bits, moldings and picture
frames.
• Features micro adjustable bit height adjustments. 1/16"
per turn of the handle allows very precise adjustments: (1/4
turn = 1/64", 1/2 turn = 1/32", 3/4 turn = 3/64").
The table is 24" wide by 20" deep by 25" high, with a
sturdy 3/4" thick MDF core, durable melamine surface
and polyethylene plastic edges. Complete features on
page 62. Does not include the premium upgrade kit.

#9767...................................................................... $199.95

★★★★★

way to cut mortise and tenon joinery!
• The thick accessory mortising top
slides "X-Y" on aluminum
t-tracks to ensure straight
and accurate cuts.

• The mortising top

Router bit in "horizontal" position

Premium Upgrade Kit for the
Horizontal Router Table!
NOTE: The Horizontal Table is sold separately above (#9767),
or as “Premium” Horizontal Table (#9761) on page 62.

Three great features!
The Premium Upgrade Kit includes a new Handle, Dust
Port Adaptor and Storage Drawer, improving your routing
experience with the Horizontal Table.
1) A Cast Aluminum Extension Handle makes router height
adjustments easier. By adding this extra strong and extra long
handle, the force required to make precision adjustments is
much less then the stock handwheel.
2) Dust Collection! Prepare the base of your horizontal table
for dust collection. A 4" dust collection adaptor mounts to the
side of the table. A back panel encloses the collection area
and still allows for all height adjustments.
3) Large Storage Drawer! Adds a drawer to the front of the
table, with enough room to hold a large selection of router
bits and router accessories.
The Premium Upgrade Kit can be added to any MLCS
Horizontal Table by just drilling a few holes, and replacing
a few parts. Installation is fast and easy.

features two t-tracks
and includes a 90˚ stop block,
a 45˚ stop block, and four hold
down clamps.
Mortising Table Top

Horizontal
Router Table
not included

#9766..................................................... $84.95

Tilting Table Top
CUSTOMER RATED:

★★★★★

• This accessory top offers the

ultimate in routing flexibility! The
table top tilts up to 45˚, allowing
you to create offset angles that
can’t be cut on a conventional
90˚ table surface.

Premium Upgrade Kit for Horizontal Router Table

#9763.....................................................................$59.95

Router Bit Organizer
Store up to 110 bits!
High-Density foam tray keeps bits
clean, sharp and accessible. Stands
alone or can be easily trimmed to fit in
storage cabinets or drawers. Features sixty
1/4" holes and fifty 1/2" holes. 12" x 12" x 1-3/8".

• Create custom chamfers using

Horizontal
Router Table
not included

a straight router bit
• The tilting top cuts spline joints • The tilting table top includes a
miter t-track that fits a standard
on multi-sided objects
3/8" x 3/4" miter bar or safety bar
• Produce tapered moldings
using chair rail or crown Tilting Table Top
#9764....................................... $64.95
molding router bits

#9376......................................................................................... $14.95
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Joint Maker Set

Save $33! 3 Free Set-Up Blocks.
Includes three 1/2" shank Drawer Lock, 		
Glue Joint and Lock Miter router bits.

#1451.............. $79.95

P. 33

P. 51

Save $24!

Oscillating Handheld
Spindle Sander
Sand to perfection anywhere! Hand hold in
#9557............. $85.95
tight spaces.

Moisture
Meter

NEW!

Save $18!

Don't let wet wood
destroy your hard work. Test
moisture before you cut.

#9137............. $34.95

Multi-Sided
Glue Joint
Router Bit Set

P. 33

Save $29!
Includes three 1/2" shank
carbide tipped glue joint bits.

#1452.................$60.95

P. 52

INCLUDES
WOOD BOX

